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Survey targets health-care needs
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

MHS second
as rain soaks
tourney field
Page 2B
STATE

Warning
for prison
release may
become law
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The General Assembly will be
asked to change the law to require public warning when a violent but mentally ill criminal is
released or MOVP
A task force appointed amid
an uproar over the release of
convicted murderer Todd Ice
voted today to make that
recommendation.
if the legislature agrees, a
new law would require written
notification to local law enforcemerit officials and state Social
service agencies when someone who committed a violent
crime while mentally ill is to be
released from state custody or
relocated.
In addition, information about
the inmate would be fed into a
statewide computer network for
crime victims.
The Covington police department, among others, called for
a community notification law after Ice was secretly moved
from a mental hospital in Louisville to a residential neighborhood in Covington. Protests ensued, and Ice was moved
again, his whereabouts kept
secret.
Ice was just 15 when he
killed a 7-year-old neighbor and
assaulted her mother in Powell
County in 1978. At one time he
was sentenced to death but
eventually completed a prison
term and was released.
The case prompted appointment of the Task Force on Law,
Violent Crime and Serious
Mental Illness

WEATHER
Today...Cloudy and
cool...With rain. High in the
middle 60s. Northeast wind 5
to 15 mph. Chance of rain 90
percent.
Tonight...Cloudy with a 50
percent of rain. Low in the
middle 50s. Wind north 5 to
10 mph.
Thursday...Decreasing
cloudiness...Becoming partly
sunny. High 70 to 75.
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Panelists at Tuesday's meeting
focused on diet and exercise
issues, seniors' issues, drug, alcohol and tobacco use and accessto-care issues.
Lund said the meetings with
providers help "chip away" at
what issues need to be addressed.
"We start with the survey, and
after talking to providers and getting feedback, we'll come back to
the community," Lund said. "A
great part of this has to be community involvement."
Tuesday's meeting drew a
wide range of individuals in the
community.

A group of about 65 health
care providers and agencies
gathered Tuesday at Murray State
University's Expo Center to review a health survey of Calloway
County and the surrounding
areas.
The survey is part of an effort
from the Murray -Calloway
County Hospital and other hospitals in the region to identify
needs and health issues in the
area.
The survey looked an eight
particular areas of health and
safety care: domestic violence,
Dr. Glynn Orr, pastor of Westaccess to care, sexuality, seatbelt
side Baptist Church, said he is inuse, diet and exercise, seniors
terested in what impacts senior
issues', drug, alcohol and tobacco
citizens.
use and mental health topics.
"I came because I wanted to
Vanessa K. Lund, project manget a better understanding of the
ager for Tripp-Umbaugh & Assoseniors issues," On said. "A lot
ciates of Pittsburgh, led the disof the other information was very
cussion with the providers —
interesting, but most of the things
which is part of a process to
do come down to personal choice
identify needs.
issues."
Lund said the next step will be
While many in the discussion
a community town hall meeting
focused on wellness issues like
in January.
The survey was completed by diet and exercise, and alcohol and
residents of the Purchase area and tobacco use, one physician
Stewart and Henry counties in
• See Page 2
Tennessee.

BERNARD KANE,taage, S TInes Dr,OtO
Murray-Calloway County Hospital President Stuart Poston welcomes the approximately 65 people involved
in the health-care industry to Tuesday's meeting at the West Kentucky Expo Center meeting room.

Special session
on health care
could be Sept. 29

GOP taps
Dissinger
for Senate
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — Republican leaders chose Mayfield
businessman Dick- Dissinger as
their candidate for a special elec,tion Nov. 4 to,fill the 1st District
state Senate term of the late Jeff
Green.
Green died at his home Sept. 5
of an apparent heart attack.
Graves County Republican
Chairman Phil Myers said the
Republican primary Tuesday
night was close between Dissinger, who is an accounting manager at Ingersoll Rand in Mayfield, and Calvert City farmer and
B.F. Goodrich retiree Thomas
Larry Wilson. Myers said it was
the district's first state Senate Republican primary in decades with
more than one candidate.
"I don't recall that happening
in 40 years," Myers said. "Both
were good candidates."
Myers said Dissinger is knowledgeable about the needs of the
area, particularly the importance
of persuading new industry to locate there, and with three children in the schools, he understands
the frustrations associated with
the Kentucky Education Reform
Act.
On Saturday, 1st District
Democratic leaders chose Murray
businessman Bob Jackson as their
party's nominee.
Jackson is president and chief
operating officer of Murray-based
HT Marketing, a distributor of
• See Page 2

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Balloons, clowns and entertainment make the Community Resource
Fair a fun event for the whole family. M.J. McCuiston, student at
Southwest Elementary, Invites the community to the sixth annual
fair, scheduled for Saturday at the AISU Currts Center from 9 a.m. to
2 p,m.

Schedule
set for
ak
family fair

ow!

The Community Resource Fair
scheduled Saturday. Sept. 27 is
being hosted by Murray State University at the Curris Center to
accommodate students and families
from all schools in both city and
county systems as well as families
with
younger-than-school-age
children.
This nationally akclaimed event
will also include a Clothing Fx• See Page 3

School buses will provide continuous shuttle service from Calloway
County High School to the Currie Center.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
There are nearly as many questions as answers about the health
insurance revisions put together
by Gov. Paul Patton and legislative leaders of both parties and
chambers.
The answers may not come until legislators and the various interest groups — consumers, insurance companies, associations
and others — pore over the details after a piece of legislation
has been drafted.
The uncertainty that has been
widespread throughout the debate
continued even as a package
seemed to emerge from a daylong
series of meetings Tuesday.
Even Patton was hedging. "If,
after that final review, there is
still agreement, then I will likely
issue a call this Friday for a special session to begin next Monday, Sept. 29," Patton iaid in a
prepared statement.
Insurance Commissioner
George Nichols III, on the hot
seat all day, left the meetings
without comment.
Senate Republican Floor
Leader Dan Kelly of Springfield.
whose 17 GOP colleagues hold
the key to passage of any bill,
said the compromise package
could get bipartisan support.
The linchpin of the deal is the
creation of a state-run insurance
pool to cover people with rhe

Gov. Paul Patton
worst health conditions. That
pool would still have to be underwritten, and that agreement
would create a complex financing
plan that legislators said would
not immediately involve a new
assessment or levy on people
who now have insurance.
A new assessment had already
been dubbed a "sick tax" by opponents, and legislators wanted to
avoid anything that could carry a
similar tag.
The new financing plan would
include an annual pledge of 55
million from current General
Fund receipts. It also would take
money from a 1 percent assessIII See Page 2

Rape case goes
to grand jury
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A Calloway County grand Jury
%ill hear the case of a former
Murray State University student
accused last week of raping
another student in her dorm
room.
After entering 3 plea of not
guilty Sept. 15 to one count ol
first-degree rape. Cedric D
Moore, 20, of ‘I-ilks• Miss •
waived his preltninLn hearing in
Calloway Distrkt Court Tuesday,
and opted to scud his case di

rectly to the grand jury.
Assistant County Attorney
Vicki Ray said the alleged victim
did not object to the waiver nor
to lowering Moore's bond from
515,000 cash to 10 percent of
that amount. As a condition of
the agreement to lower the bond,
Moore cannot make contact with
her.
Judge Leslie Furches said she
did not know when the grand iurs
III See Page 3
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Tuition rising faster than inflation
By ROBERT GREENE
AP Education Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — College costs far outpaced inflation
again this fall as the average
yearly tuition at a state university
or college pushed past $3,000 and
private tuition rose beyond
S13,000.
The College Board's annual
survey found that undergraduate
T
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tuition and fees at four-year insti'les horrify mg.'. said Allison
tutions increased an average 5
Foster of Newport News. Va. Her
percent since last year, triple the
daughter Meghan is :s senior in
current inflation rate.
high school. Daughter Caitlyn is
That means families are paying
14, meaning both children will be
$136 to $670 more than last year.
in college at the same Lime.
Add room, board and other exMrs. Foster is looking at public
penses, and a year at a public colcolleges, even though her parents
lege costs more than $10,000.
put her through private ones. She
Costs add up to more than
believes her parents struggled,
$21,400 on average at a private
but "now I think the cost is just
school.
phenomenal." Aid is hard to
Increases have run about 5 percome by, she said.
cent for the last five years after
The high-end numbers distort
double-digit rises earlier in the
the picture, said Donald M. Stewdecade. Average tuition has more
art, president of the College
than doubled since 1976, even
when inflation is considered.
The latest increase comes amid
growing pressure to curb costs. A
congressional commiuee is look- FROM PAGE 1
ing at the issue. Parents have organized the College Parents of ment already in placT, on many
insurance policies that now goes
America to seek more clout.
Although decrying a fall in to offset the cost of high-risk pastate and federal support for tients for current insurers. The
higher education, a•spe,cial panel third source of money wopld. be.
of educators and others reported
this year that colleges and universities must restructure and become more businesslike.
David L. Warren, president of FROM PAGE 1
the National Association of IndeHawaiian Tropic sun care
pendent Colleges and Universi- products.
ties, said some of that already has
Jerry Stewart, Graves County
been done. And that's one reason, Democratic chairman, said the
he says, the rate of increase has
party was looking for. "a good
leveled off at about 5 percent and
all-around candidate to serve all
should decline by the year 2001. six counties and found it in Bob
But that gives little comfort to
Jackson."
parents.
The 1st District is made up of
Graves, Hickman, Carlisle, Fulton, Calloway and Trigg counties
in western Kentucky.
We can provide information
and coverage for your

Board, an association of colleges,
schools, universities and other organizations. More than half the
undergraduates at four-year institutions pay less than $4,0013 for
tuition and fees.
"For most Americans, college
is still accessible — especially in
light of financial aid currently
available," he said.
1ne board also reported that a
record $55 billion in financial aid
was available in 1996-1997, the
most recent year for data. That's
up from $32 billion in inflationadjusted dollars nearly a decade

Congress is about to increase
the maximum Pell grant from
$2,700 to $3,000 — too litde, critics say, to keep up with costs.
Congress also approved President
Clinton's request for $1,500 in
yearly tuition tax credits.
Still, colleges are talking about

from future growth in what is
now the state sales iax on insurance premiums.
The General Fund pledge
would remain in place for three
years. After that, Kelly said, it is
hoped that more people would be
able to buy insurance and that reveipts from the other two sources
would grow.
The insurance pool was created
to provide coverage for people
unable to obtain it from ordinary
carriers. The pool serves the purpose of offering what amounts to
guaranteed insurance coverage to
anyone who can afford the premiums, which would be 150 percent of those 'charged to people
without poor health histories in

comparable situations.
A critical piece of the changes
being considered for everyone
with insurance in Kentucky
would be the lifting of many restrictions on what insurance companies may now use to set rates.
For the past three years, companies have not been able to set
rates based on a person's health
history or profile. The pool arrangement was preferred by the
companies that fled Kentucky after the 1994 legislation. And
many legislators wanted to lure
some of those companies back to
provide individual coverage.
But others, notably the companies that stayed in Kentucky and
many consumer groups, wanted

earlier.
But enrollments have increased
and less of the money is available
in grants that aid the neediest.
Aid per student has grown at half
the rate of tuition, the board
estimates.

more increases. The question is
how much.
In Iowa, for example, the
board of regents is weighing a
tuition increase of 3.9 percent for
1998-1999 on top of a similar increase for this year. But pay increases and technology costs
mean real expenses will grow 5
percent, said R. Wayne Richey,
the executive director, and may
force a steeper rise.
"Computerizing the whole
academic enterprise is costly,"
he said.
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what is called a "play or pay"
system. A "play or pay" system
means companies have to insure
high-risk people in proportion to
their overall share of the market
or pay a fee.
Sheila Shuster, with Kentuckians for Health Care Reform,
said high risk pools can be "stigmatizing and dehumanizing" because people must have been rejected for coverage elsewhere to
be eligible for the pool.
Shuster also said the plan
seems to weigh too heavily toward attracting the insurance companies that left in 1994.
"We're inviting back companies that have the tradition of
cherry picking," she said.

•Survey...
FROM PAGE 1
pointed out that wellness many
times is a matter of choice.
"They can hear the message,
but ultimately it is up to them,"
Dr. John Bright said. "Who on
this planet doesn't understand
that being overweight, not exercising, smoking and drinking
heavily is not good for them?"
Bright said afterwards he attended because he wanted to hear
the community's views on health
issues.
"I'm part of the health-care
system and I wanted to know
what our community was thinking," Bright said.

195
ACCESS*
PLUS

35 MINUTES
AND

Marcie Hobbs, an instructor in
the nursing department at MSU,
said she attended because she
wanted to better prepare students
for what is happening in the
community.
"A lot of graduates are taking
jobs in this community, and I feel
like our graduates need to be informed," Hobbs said.
The survey broke the Purchase
area down into regions, placing
Calloway and Marshall counties
together.
Lund said Calloway and Marshall are doing "pretty well"
when compared to the rest of the

study areas.
"But I do think there are issues
that are problems," Lund said.
"Domestic violence, heavy drinking, drug use and access to care
are all issues this region may
want to emphasize."
For example, 12.9 percent of
respondents from Calloway and
Marshall counites indicate they
drink heavily (five drinks or more
at a sitting). That compares with
a national average of 7.8 percent.
Lund said that once the study
is complete, health-care providers
will be able to adjust their programs to fit community needs.
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Senators back bill to eliminate TVA funding
AsilINGTON (Al') - Eleven senators lined up Tuesday
behind House-passed legislation
that would cut off the Tennessee
Valley Authority's $106 million
federal appropriation on Oct. 1,
including $3 million for the National Environmental Research
Center in north Alabama.
In a letter initiated by Sen.
Jack Reed, D-R.I., the four Republicans and seven Democrats
urged Senate negotiators on the
fiscal 1998 energy and water
spending bill to accept the House
position that eliminated all direct
federal funding of TVA.
"We believe that the House

approach would help balance the
federal budget, protect our nation's taxpayers And provide a
level playing field for electricity
competition," the senators wrote.
The Senate version of the
energy and water spending bill
provides $86 million in federal
funding next year for TVA's economic development, conservation
and natural resource programs. A
House-Senate conference committee now is trying to reconcile
the two versions.
The Reed letter counters a missive Aug. 29 from eight Tennessee Valley senators, led by Sen.
Bill Frist, R-Tenn., supporting

the TVA appropriation. They
argued the federal government
provides the same services to
other parts of the country through
the Forest Service, National Park
Service, Bureau of Reclamation
and the Army Corps of
Engineers.
"Suggesting instead that TVA
impose additional costs on its
ratepayers in order to pay for
(these services) ... is an unfair,
unfunded mandate," Frist wrote.
TVA Chairman Craven
Crowell launched the congressional fight over TVA's funding
in January when he proposed that
the agency eliminate its $106
million federal appropriation after next year, and concentrate on
electricity generation, which accounts for 98 percent of its
budget.
Crowell was forced to abandon
that proposal after it produced
loud protests from residents of
the seven-state region served by
TVA..But the House seized the
.opening_hy votinAvio eliminate all
TVA funding a year earlier than
Crowell had proposed.
The House-passed bill directed
TVA to continue the land and
water stewardship programs with
revenues generated by its power

system, instead of using federal
appropriations, It also included
language directing TVA to plan
for immediate reform.
Reed said Senate opponents of
TVA funding believe the federal
appropriation and other indirect
subsidies give the consumers of
TVA's electric power an unfair
competitive advantage. Rhode Island residents, he said, pay twice
as much for electricity as consumers in the TVA region.
"While many of the TVA's
non -power functions are important and should be continued, this
is about whether or not taxpayers
should pay for them for TVA
customers to get cheaper power,"
Reed said.
The Frist letter argued that
TVA's nonpower programs —
such as flood control, navigation
and land management — are services the federal government
must perform.
-.
''Utility subscribers in other
parts of the United States are not
expected to assume the costs of
these types of federal responsibilities by paying more for their
electricity," Frist argued.
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•Rape...
FROM PAGE 1
would rule on the case.
University police arrested
Moore Sept. 12 at his Regents
College dormitory after receiving
a complaint filed by a 21-yearold student.
The woman, a senior at MSU,
claims in a sworn affidavit that
she and Moore were watching TV
in her Hart College dorm room
when he allegedly forced himself
on her.
The woman said Moore began
to rub her head after she complained of having a headache and
allegedly took things further.
"He lifted my shirt and began
kissing my stomach. ...I was
scared and didn't protest. ...I told
him to stop, I didn't want to have
sex with him. I hit him on the
shoulder and I hit him on the
head. However, he wouldn't stop.
He proceeded to have sex with
me against my will," the affidavit
-- said.
According to the affidavit, the
incident took place while her
roommate slept in the next bed.
The woman said Moore stopped
the assault when her roommate
woke up and told him to leave.
The victim was later taken to
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital emergency room by
friends.
A spokeswoman at the MSU
news bureau said Moore had registered for fall semester classes
but his file was recently purged
from the system because of nonpayment.

The Calloway County High School Choir, directed by Mark Dycus
and accompanied by Carol Thompson, Is shown performing at last
year's Community Resource Fair. ThIs year's fair will be Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the MSU Curris Center.

•Schedule...
FROM PAGE 1
Murray Elementary and Preschool
— noon - 1 p.m.; Murray High and
change and a Book Exchange which
Murray Middle — 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
will be held at the National Guard
The features of the Curris Center
Armory on Hwy 121 N.(adjacent to
the Calloway County High School segment of the fair will include free
health screeniings including near
Baseball Field).
and far vision, glaucoma, blood
Because of limited parking at the
Armory, only volunteers will be sugar, hemoglobin, scoliosis,
weight, height, blood pressure,
permitted to park there. School
buses wiltprovide continuous shut- .. hearing, and dental screenings; entle service from parking at the MSU
tertainment by students from both
campus with pick up at the Curris school systems; informational exhiCenter and from the Calloway Mid- bits by dozens of different agencies,
tile/High School campus with pick organizations, and churches; child
- - - protection services; lunch services
In order to facilitate parking and by school parent-teacher organizacrowd How,the following schedule tions with proceeds benefitting the
is suggested: Calloway County Family Resource and Youth SerHigh and Calloway Middle students vices Centers; and fun activities
and families —9 a.m. - 10 a.m.; such as face painting, clowns, balEast, North, Southwest and Callo- loons, door prizes, free popcorn,
way Preschool — 10 a.m. - noon; train rides, etc.

Murray police investigate
burglary at local restaurant
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Murray police are investigating
a weekend burglary at the Mr.
Gatti's restaurant in which more
than $3,000 was taken.
Restaurant employees arrived
Sunday morning to find the
store's safe had been broken into
and called police, manager
Lanette Kingins said Tuesday.
"One of the windows in the
store had been broken out and the
back door was open. They think
the person came in through the
window and left through the back
door," Kingins said.

Kingins said MPD Detective
Ricky Latimer has taken statements from employees, who voluntarily agreed to take polygraph
tests, and is conducting more interviews in the case this week.
Since the incident, Kingins
said the store has been beefed up
with extra precautionary
measures.
"We've changed the locks on
the doors and safe and have done
a few other things to ensure this
doesn't happen again," Kingins
said.
MPD is continuing the
investigation.
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Moore's arrest is the second
such incident at MSU this calendar year. In January, a freshman
student accused Benjamine R.
Freitag, 31, of Madisonville of
attacking her in the parking lot of
a campus dormitory.
Freitag, who maintains his innocence, faces charges of firstdegree rape, fourth-degree assault, second-degree unlawful imprisonment and second-degree
sulking. His three-day trial is
scheduled to begin Oct. 6 in Calloway Circuit Court.
In the weeks prior to that incident, a 20-year-old female student reported being attacked in
the parking lot of Hart College.
In that incident, which remains
unsolved, the woman was reportedly slashed in the face with a
sharp object.

NOTICE: MEMBERS OF BURLEY
TOBACCO GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE
ASSOCIATION - "POOL"
Any person. finh or corporation that owns land to
which a Burley Tobacco Quota is assigned and any
tenant or lessee of such land will meet at:
10:00 AM Local Time
Saturday, September 27, 1997
At Calloway County Extension Office
George H. Weaks Community Ctr. - 607 Poplar St.
This meeting will be for members residing in Calloway
County. The purpose of the meeting will be to elect
delegates that will in turn meet with other delegates
of the respective districts to elect a director to the
Board of Directors of the Burley Tobacco Growers
Co-operative Association.
BURLEY TOBACCO GROWERS
CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
Danny McKinney, Chief Executive Officer

SomeoneYou Know.
Jeanette Fain is the
Manager at our South
Manor location. She has
been on our team for 25
years. Jeanette has
met very few
strangers in that time
and just about
everybody on the
south side of Murray'
knows her. If you
have never met
Jeanette and her staff
at South Manor...they
would love to meet you, so
stop in today and see why this
Is Community Banking.
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FROM OUR READERS

Farmers need protection
Dear Editor:
If there is one thing that Cheryl and Alan Kobernik have learned about
growing cherries, its that money doesn't grow on trees. The Koberniks
live in Frankfort, Michigan along the eastern shore of Lake Michigan.
They have a 40-acre fruit farm in one of the nation's most ideal spots for
growing fruit. But like many small farmers, the Koberniks hedge their
bets. Together-they are residential builders, and Cheryl is also finishing
work on a masters degree in social work.
They bought the farm 12 years ago,'not for a hobby,but to produce red
tart cherries. "It's a good life. It's a job, but it is what we like to do," said
Cheryl, "I just wish it would create a greater (financial) return that we
could do this and not always supplement it with an outside income."
Like many small farms, this is strictly a family operation. Alan and
Cheryl do most of the work, with friends and relatives helping at harvest
or when trees need to be pruned. Their two young children are learning to
help too.
Farming is a risky business, whether it's a small or large farm. At least
twice a year the Kobernik's cherry crop is in jeopardy. The first critical
time is in the spring. Cherries need a cool spring, but not too cold. The
entire crop can be lost to frost in one night. The other critical time is in the
summer when hail or a severe windstorm can ruin everything.
Once the cherries ripen, the Koberniks have to get them off the trees
quickly. The shaker is a big piece of equipment that mechanically shakes
the trees so the cherries fall into a tarp. They'd like to have a new shaker
but it would cost more than S100,000.
Every evening during harvest, farm trucks line up at the processing
plant to unload cherries and have them graded. This would seem to be a
time when growers could breathe a sigh of relief, but not so."We don't
have any idea of when we will get paid or what we will get paid or
whether we will get a bill," laughed Cheryl. An over-supply situation has
hurt both cherry growers and processors. This year the outlook is more
positive.
The plight of farmers like the Koberniks is not going unnoticed in
Washington, D.C. The Department of Agriculture has assembled a
National Commission on Small Farms. In testimony before the
commission, Farm Bureau pointed out several ways to help small-farm
owners.
Small -farms arc a positive influence in Ameriev society. They also
preserve open space and contribute to the rural economy. They have
tremendous value. One piece of Cheryl Kobernik's cherry pie will make
you a believer.
Stewart Truelsen, director
Media Services for the American Farm Bureau Federation

Book tells of Mounties'exploits
Editor's Note: Todd Duvall is out
of pocket this week, dealing with a
personal matter. Please accept this
substitute for his column by Carl
West, editor of the tate Journal.
By Carleton West
Special to The Ledger
What an immense contrast today's soft and pampered living
poses to life on the frontier more
than a century ago. Have we forgotten just how tough those times
were? Any current magazine for
men or women and even the new
"soft" TV news promotes gads of
products that baby and coddle hair,
skin, lips, nails, eyebrows, not to
mention all the dietary and exercise
stuff.
A couple of the latest that catch
the eye are a line of liquid solutions
to thwart sun damage to the hair and
a scented cream that does away with
"staticky, flyaway hair."
Really? Wonder what the men of
what would become the Royal Canadian Mounted Police would have
thought of anti-static hair cream on
an historic march they made in
1874?
This was a grueling trek by foot,
horseback and ox cart across hundreds of miles of the northwest
frontier through blistering heat,
wind, dust, and rain storms, prairie
fires and swarming insects, to name
most of what they endured. Their
mission: stamp out the destructive
flow of whiskey from the white
traders — a band of cutthroats, liars

ANALYSIS
and cheaters if there ever was one
— to the Indians.
The suffering and deprivations
the Mounties endured are chronicled in The Great Adventure:
How The Mounties Conquered the
West, published this summer by St.
Martins/Wyatt.
Great Adventure is based largely
on diaries kept by some of the men.
This makes for a credible tale. The
ranks included teachers and ne'er do
wells, doctors and professional soldiers. A few had never been on a
horse or fired a rifle.
Because the march was badly
organized from a logistical standpoint, the men were forced to go for
days with only tea and biscuits for
food, sometimes not even that. One
soldier wrote that he considered it a
good day,that he would put aside all
other inconveniences, blistered feet,
crummy food, etc., if he didn't have
to strain the mud out of the water for
his nightly tea. Otten, too tired to
care, they just drank muddy tea.
Buffalo provided a welcome
change in diet,and some of the men,
near starvation, could wolf down
five pounds at a sitting. But the
buffalo, we would say today, had a
lot of negatives. They fouled watering holes with urine and feces
— holes the Mounties sorely
needed and still used. Sometimes,

their empty canteens were poised
over water containing rotting buffalo carcasses.
Then there were flying ants. They
were a new threat to the soldiers,
descending in swarms, getting
everywhere on their clothing, flying
up their noses and stinging in the
most tender of places on their
bodies. At dinnertime,the ants flew
into their mouths, covered their
_
_
food,
The toll on the men's' feet was
gruesome. The soles of their boots
were reduced to shreds. Flint-sharp
rocks cut and bruised their feet.
They developed huge blisters from
the debris they were unable to keep
out of what was left of the boots.
Some used makeshift twine from
their horses' tails to keep the boots
from completely falling apart.
Others simply went barefoot. "Few
could walk normally," read a description in Great Adventure, "and
their hobbling gaits made them look
more like a parade of terminally ill
patients than a march of policemen."
A good example of the trip's
Misery was captured by one Mountie who found himself one bitterly
cold night with just two blankets
— one he had to share with his
horse. (The march took an indescribable toll on the horses and

many perished.)There was no wood
for a fire. That eliminated what
would amount to supper. So this
soldier stretched out on the grass
with one blanket and his saddle for a
pillow, shivering and hungry,
"trembling in every limb with the
intense cold."
Perhaps the sight of the Mounties
at the end of the trip best told what
they'd been through. It shocked and
astonished even a veteran of the
northwest wilderness, some wore
nothing but long-johns. They had
tattered bits of fabric around their
feel One fashioned boots by strapping gloves around his feet. Some
men had shirts, but no drawers,
coats with no sleeves, hats with no
crown, and trousers shredded at the
thigh or knee. Their hair and beards
were filthy, tangled and matted.
Soot from prairie fires masked their
faces. They smelled like rotting
flesh.
The 1874 march by the Mounties
is by no means the height of frontier
human suffering, as any student of
the era knows. After all, no one was
shot, scalped or tortured. But it is
among the latest accounts of how
things were in those days. We need
to know what a good day was along
the trail of murderous whiskey
traders in the old northwest. It
serves as a useful reminder of really
hard times when we see something
that promises to eliminate static
from our hair. Or keep the sun from
ruining it.
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Olivers need new letters
Dear Editor:
By now you are probably aware of the hate letters that the Oliver
family received on the night of Sept. 11. Briefly restated, the letter
demanded that they move out of the area or suffer the consequences.
Instead of moving, the Oliver family contacted the Calloway County
Sheriff department who investigated. Three individuals have confessed
to the crime.
Sunday,Sept. 21,a rally was held on the steps of the Calloway County
Courthouse in order to show support for the Oliver family during this
ordeal.
The letter below is modeled after the hate letter received by the Oliver
family, with some important changes. I drafted this letter on behalf of the
Murray Human Rights Commission and hope that it expresses the
sentiments of the vast majority of Calloway County residents.
Our signatures on these letters will stand as a shining light to our belief
in liberty and justice for all. The message is that this community will not
tolerate human rights violations. The perpetrators of the hate letter did
not sigmiteir letters, for evil likes to lurk in the darkness. But evildoers,
like cockroaches, will scatter in the presence of light. I invite you to
become a part of the light that will diminish hatred and prejudice in our
community.
I invite your organization members to sign the enclosed letter and
return it to me. Make as many copies as you wish if you need more. I will
personally see to it that they are delivered to the Oliver family.
Clarance Benes, Ed.D
Chair: Murray Human Rights Commission
1641 Miller Ave., Murray, KY 42071
Dear Oliver family:
I don't know if you have realized it or not, but you are valued human
beings. We as members of this society welcome our fellow human
beings to our community. We are happy to see our community highly
enriched by your presence. We have worked hard to bring up our
community values with principles of love and mutual respect. We have
learned that by celebrating diversity, we can enrich our lives and our
community.
Whoever gave you the idea that it is a good idea to live in our
community was certainly correct. Human rights violations will not be
tolerated in our community and those who engage in those activities will
be asked to change their ways or move.
We feel it is our right as honest God-fearing people to take this matter
into our hands. We should have made you aware of our welcome sooner
but sometimes we fail to do our duty in a timely manner. Please forgive
us and spread the message that all human beings are welcome in our
community.
Within the next 30 days we invite you to be an active participant of our
community. We need people like you to help us build an even better life
for all our people. It will be hard, but good thing on't always come
s to show ourselves
easy. We,like you, prefer the hard work that it
worthy of the tide human beings.
It takes much time to build a community of loving and compassionate
members working together for the good of all. Please join us.
You see, this is? new world order known as America, land of the free
and home of the brave, where liberty and justice, prevails. Welcome
Home.
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Defeated politicians having say
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Speaking out after being turned
out is a timeworn American political tradition.
"To those who say we no longer need a CIA, I say you're
nuts," George Bush exclaimed at
a ceremony honoring the 50th anniversary of the intelligence
agency he headed in the
mid-1970s. "You're nuts, and
so's the horse you came in on."
The former president was
merely engaging in some delayed
venting.
There's been a lot of that
lately, and not the delayed
variety.
"I said I wouldn't go on
bended knee and I wouldn't kiss
anything," former Massachusetts
Gov. William Weld asserted last
week after pulling the plug on his
effort to be confirmed as ambassador to Mexico.
"In Washington, the rule is, all
the senators don't have to advise
and consent, even though the
Constitution says they do," Weld
said with sarcasm aimed at the
chairman who blocked the nomination, Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.
Former Rep. Bob Dornan, a
California Republican, let his unconventional legal challenge of
his 1996 re-election loss spill
onto the House floor last week,
where some opponents accused
him of lobbying his cause on the
floor with former colleagues.
.Dornan denied that and said he
would visit the floor "when 1

POLITICAL NEWS

Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer
feel like it." The House decided
otherwise, revoking floor privileges for the vocal California
maverick and 1996 GOP presidential contender.
Bush has been low key since
losing the 1992 election, not reflecting much on political issues.
But he turned into a verbal
geyser in defending the CIA
when he spoke to 4,000 CIA retirees last week, including all the
former directors of central
intelligence.
He cited "universally negative
press coverage," then took on
"untutored, aggressive staffers"
from Congress, "so-called broadminded academicians" who refused to cooperate with the CIA
and "pusillanimous business
people."
"I can tell you how I really
thought about this but, as Dana
Carvey would say, 'Not gonna do
it, wouldn't be prudent,— he
added, ending his spiel with a
joking reference to the comedian
who helped build his career with
Bush imitations
Former Colorado Gov Richard

recent budget stalemate in
Washington over the past several
ANALYSIS
weeks has been instrumental in
crystallizing this issue for me,"
he said. Two years later, Clinton
made him defense secretary.
"We live in a time when on a
basic level politics is broken,"
Bill Bradley, D-N.J., said when
announcing he wouldn't run for
another Senate term in 1996. The
Lamm doesn't conceal his bitterPrinceton University and
former
ness at losing his 1996 bid to be
Knicks basketball star
York
New
the Reform Party's presidential
both parties.
condemned
nominee to Ross Perot, the
retiring
or retired poliall
Not
party's founder.
find interestSome
gripe.
ticians
"You can't build a party arwork.
other
ing
ound one personality," said
Former New York Mayor Ed
Lamm. "He's like a big oak tree,
Koch, for instance, writes a
where nothing grows in its
newspaper column, has a radio
shade."
talk show, teaches and is the
There are some memorable
judge on the nationally syndiblasts from the past, too.
cated television show "People's
For instance, these famous sour
Court."
grapes from the defeated 1962
Since his unsuccessful run for
Republican candidate for Califorthe White House in 1996, Bob
nia governor: "You won't have
Dole has made a television comDick Nixon to kick around any
mercial for Visa, joined a highmore, gentlemen, because this is
powered Washington law firm
my last press conference."
and is turning into a regular on
late-night TV comedy shows.
Udall,
an
Morris
Rep.
Former
A former victim of prostate
Arizona Democrat, used selfcancer, Dole is also campaigning
mocking humor after losing a key
presidential
to encourage men over 40 to be
1976
in
his
primary
tested regularly, appearing, for
bid. "The voters have spoken,
example, on CNN's "Larry King
the bastards," he told reporters.
Live" to talk about the disease.
William
CoSen.
former
When
"I sort of became the prostate
hen, R-Maine, announced his depinup boy of Washington, D.C.,"
cision against seeking another
weariness
he told a Senate hearing on
cited
55,
he
term at age
Tuesday.
with Washington's ways. "The
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Dole speaks out about cancer
Bob
WASHINGTON (AP)
Dole says he began speaking out
about prostate cancer when he realized how uncomfortable men
were using words like "inconu
nence" and "impotence."
"That's something you don't
discuss in public, but it's a matter
of your health, and in some cases,
your life," Dole said Tuesday in
a hearing on the disease before
the Senate Committee on Aging.
It was his first appearance as a
witness at a hearing on Capitol
Hill since leaving the Senate last
year to run for the White House
Dole was diagnosed with prostate cancer in 1991 and under
Disturbed by Kentucky's 30 farming fatalities in 1996,Gov. Paul Patton joined
Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith at a mock farm rescue. The rescue
Involved thirteen-year-old, Hillary Dobson who was trapped under a bushhog
after riding on a tractor with her father. The mock rescue was staged to
recognize Sept. 21-27 as National Farm Safety and Health Week. Pictured
from left to right are Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith, victim, Hillary
Dobson, and Lincoln Farm Safety Task Force member, Dale Dobson.

Doctor suspected in death of
man injected with aloe vera
MANASSAS, Va. (AP)
A
man with lung cancer became violently ill and died after being
treated by a doctor with an injection of concentrated aloe vera,
police say.
Clarence Holland Lander, 83,
of Waco, Texas, died May 17, the
same day he underwent the
$12,000 treatment. The exact
cause of death is under
investigation.
Aloe vera, a cactus-like house
plant, is thought to heal cuts and
burns when its milky juice is applied to skin. Its juice is often
added to ointments. But it is not
approved by the Food and Drug
Administration for intravenous
use.
Dr. Donald L. MacNay, an orthopedic surgeon, is under investigation. He has not been charged
and is still licensed to practice
medicine. He did not return repeated calls on Monday and
Tuesday.
"We're looking into questionable medical practices, drug
transactions and suspicious
cancer treatments of this doctor's
office," said state police spokeswoman Lucy Caldwell. "At this
time we're trying to determine
how wide-reaching the practice
here may -be."
An assistant to MacNay, -Ro-

Breath mint lands
9-year-old in
trouble with school
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MANASSAS, Va.(AP) — The
white tablets were good stuff,
maybe the best in some circles
Certs Concentrated Mints.
But because 9-year-old Joey
Hoeffer's classmate may have
thought they would do more than
freshen his breath, Joey got a
one-day suspension from Weems
Elementary School.
rhe parents of the other pupil,
who was not identified, said Joey
claimed the mints would make
his son jump higher.
"I don't want any kids offering my kids any drugs. It's as
simple as that," said the boy's
mother, who took the candy back
to school and demanded some
answers.
School officials and a police
officer called Joey in for some
questions. Joey said the officer
confiscated the candy for
analysis.
"He's not a breath-mint addict
or anything like that," said
Wayne Hoeffer, Joey's dad. "I
know the rules are there to stop
illegal drugs, and if it had been
illegal drugs I agree he should
probably have been expelled. But
I think this is going a little too
far"
We can provide information
and coverage for your

or
Db
n;h-

on

HOME
INSURANCE
Ask about Shelters LiFE.CAR,FARM,
BUSINESS coverages too

nald Ragan Sheetz, 41, was arrested last week and charged with
nursing without a. license. According to investigators, MacNay
ordered Sheetz.to give Lander the
injection. Sheetz could get five
years iii prison.
Lander's son, Janes Lander,
said his father learned of the aloe
vera treatment from an anicle and
jumped at the chance. He learned
of MacNay through word-ofmouth, the son said.

went surgery that doctors said rid
him_ of the disease.
Now he is campaigning to eiiL.ourage Men ()set 40 to be tested
regularly, appearing, tor example,
NN's ''Larry King Live" to
talk about the disease.
sort of became the prostate
pinup boy 01 Washington, D.C.,'
Dole quipped "I didn't talk about politics, I talked about
prostates.''
Len Dawson, former quarterback for the Kansas City(hie's,
decided to get a checkup after his
wife, Linda. read a newspaper ar
tide about Dole's cancer A
blood test was normal, but further
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Bob Watson, general manage'
01 the New York Yankees, was
4/ when he insisted that his doctor perform a mood test for prostate cancel in addition to a
digital-rectal exam. His doctor
had wanted to wait until he was
at least 50, Watson !aid.
That was in April 1994. 'Ffie
Nuigeay to iehitive his plumate
L,land was two months later.

iii 19%.

Miller underwent . radical
prostatectomy and is itow flee of
the disease.

Jury picked in black lipstick case
PIKEVILLE, Ky (AP)
Karla Chapman showed up ala
Pike District Court Tuesday
wearing the black lipstick that
helped land her parents there
the First place.
A jury was picked Tuesday for
the teacher abuse case againstMike and Connie Chapman of
Pinsonfork in eastern Pike
County. Those and other charges
stem from their protest last
November of Karla's suspension
from Runyon Elementary School
for refusing to change her makeup shade.
Testimony is scheduled to be
gin Wednesday.
Karla, then 13, gained international media attention when Principal Rosa Wolfe declared her
lipstick a distraction and told her
to change it. Her leather-clad
father and stepmother demon-

sumed at the school rather than
make Karla comply.
Karla, now 14, missed more
than a month of classes and rep(vtedly attempted suicide before
eventualiy transferiing to
school where she was allowed to
wear-the lipstick. She also filed a--lawsuit in Pike Circuit Court
against Ms. Wolfe arid the school
board.
Defense attorney Larry Webster tried to get the case postponed Tuesday on grounds that
the teacher abuse statute had been
declared unconstitutional. .But
County Attorney Keith Hall said
the statute was amended in
and that Webster could raise that
issue on appeal if necessary.
"We just want to uy
Hall
said. He said the case was less
about black lipstick than about
the violence that would have

harassment charge.
The trial was set tor May but
was postponed al tea Mike Chapman claimed to nave accidentally
shot himself in the kg with,, a_
.22-caliber'pisiol. Karla and her
older sister, Amanda later accused their-stepmother ot tiring agun at them and trying to run
them ovet

been an outcropping of all that.
Karla took the day off from
school to attend the proceeding
She also had her hair dyed black
-4ied waS W.t.:(11 mg 0 black Sktrt and
top, and black Army boots.
The father is also charged with
iitthaindfailing
threateniiig
to make his daughter go to
school. the stepmother laces a
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Special purchase
buys beth
Craftsman 13-drawer
pro quality chest and
cabinet combination
with 12,760 cu. in of
total storage space
Internal locking
system. 65023/6555
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Value!
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Ultra Wash
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start option. 16/59
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save $80
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Craftsman 230-pc. mechanic's tool set with
3 quick-release ratchets, sockets, wrenches,
nut drivers, screwdrivers and more. 33830

Sony 32-in. TV with Tnnitron picture
tube, advanced on-screen menu arid
matrix surround sound. 45046 (Mfr #032522)
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Craftsman 9.6-volt
cordless drill with battery
pack and case. Keyless
chuck, 4-position
adjustable torque clutch
77184
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save $20
Magnavox 2/ in IV with Smart5ounO
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Men shouldn't let discomfort
keep them twin 6.tuitiL .iinual
re. said
II a ...too tease
one message here today it would
be, Don't let a digital-rectal exam
keep you Iron, getting screened
Nevada Gov Robert Miller,
32 was diagnosed with the disease last October.
-I've been trying to be as
public as I can about it." said
Miller, who was one of _08,000
men diagnosed last yea! He said
piosunt Lames killed 4 I AMU Meti

tests showed Dawson had a ma
iignant tuinoi oil his. piostatt
gland
I hat was because of you that
iii wile read that article
Daw
son told Dole
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Special classes planned
The Arthritis Foundation is 4
national voluntary health agency
with 70 chapters throughout thc
United States.
Its mission is to support lc
search and find the cure for alio
prevention of arthritis; and also
to improve the quality of life for
those affected by arthritis.
The Arthritis Foundation
Aquatic Program is a recreational
program that provides participants the opportunity to do gentle
activities in warm water
The program is under the guidance of trained personnel who
have successfully completed an
- Arthritis Aquatic Progrma Leader
training workshop conducted by a
trainer approved by the Arthritis

JO'S DATEBOOK

Foundation.
The aquatic program is a nonelinical program (one that will not
replace a prescribed regimen of
theapeutic exercies). However, it
may result in some physical and
psychological benefits.
The class times for the local
program are 9-3U to 10:30 a.m.
Monday through l'hursday at the
Can Health Center swimming
pool, Munay State University.
YMCA membership is required
and financial assistance is
available
For more information' about
any aspect of the Arthritis Found
anon -Aquatic Program, contact
Janice Fountain at the YMCA,
753-0228

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Bikers plan Toys for Tots
Bikers of Calloway County will have its Toys for Tots on Saturday, Oct. 4, at 1 p.m. in the new Wal-Mart parking lot. The group
will be collecting toys for needy children to be distributed through
the Human Resources Department. For more information call Charles and Edna Barnett at 753-5476.

Underwear and socks neeaed
New underwear and socks are still needed for distribution at the
Community Resource Fair Clothing Exchange on Saturday. Sept. 27.
Small sizes (4 through 8) are especially needed for both boys and
girls. Items may be taken to the National Guard Armory on Highway
121 North from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday

Sugar Creek plans event
Sugar( Creek Baptist Church,
located east of Murray on Faxon
Road, will have homecoming sei
vices on Sunday, Sept. 28
The Rev. R.J. Burpue, pastor
of Ledbetter Baptist Church for
the past five years, will speak at
11 a.m. Before going to Sugar

J.T. LEE,
Jeweler
Gems & Gold Great Gifts
Dixieland Ctr. • 759-1141
_ _

Creek, he served as pastor of
Grace - Baptist- Church for 21
years and at Bell City Baptist
2 years.
/
Church for 31
Following the morning worship
service, lunch will be served
In the afternoon, the Faithmen
Quartet of Miflin, Tenn., will be
singing. Also there will be other
solos, duets, etc., as well as congregational singing. Charles
Peeler will be conducting thc
song service and he urges all singers to attend.
Thc public is inriicu o atteliu
part or all of the events on Sun
day. a church member said.
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Rhonda Crystal Butler & Jett Durttam
Dawn Chapman & Nathan Anderson
Chanda Dawson & Joey Scott
Kimberly Henry & Ray Tinnon
Tory H0110(1 & Tony Waller
Casanara Linn & Wayne Wolkowicz
Saran -McNeary & Ryan Cunningham.
Nancy Miles & Reece Grubbs
Jennifer Miller & Dave Washburn
Julie Mornson.& Jason Littrell
Sally Pace & Robert Bouley
Carolyn Rats & Morey Dunn
Stacey Ricketts & Rich Stratton
Jennifer Rocke & Mart Waldrop
Lea Huddell & Joe Witherspoon II
Amanda Seidler & Richara Wilson
Amanda stone & !rent Huiley

pleased to
announce that Louritta
Ski/man, bride-elect
of Michael Jackson,
has made her domestic
and him. sehold selections through our bridal
regiAtry.
Louritta and Michael
will be married October
23. 199,
We (.4/e

Stacey Warren & Jonaman Poe
Lisa Whitaker & Curl Rodnguez

WAL-MART
11Niy. 641 North
Murray
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Summer Maternity Wear 75% Off

um's
The

Terra Jo Wilson and
Mickey Joel Osborne

our

Managers'Specials

The wedding of Terra Jo Wilson, daughter of Mr. and tors. Larry L.
Wilson, and the late Cathy Sue Williams of Farmington, to Mickey
Joel Osborne, son of Harlan Osborne and the late Betty Jean Osborne
of Farmington, will be Saturday, Sept. 27, 1997, at 2 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church, 300 Robertson Road South, Murray
The Rev. Glynn On will officiate. Music will be by George and
Kathy Ligon and Rocker Wilson, cousin of the bride-elect
Attendants for the bride-elect will be Michelle 1 honias, maid of
honor, and Heather Alien, her cousin, bridesmaid. Lad i Dawn Os
borne, niece of the groom-elect, will be flower girt
Steven Knight will be best man with Jason Wilson, brother of the
bride-elect, as groomsman. Chns Williams, cousin of the bride-elect,
will be ring bearer.
A reception will follow the ceremony
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception

Florals and Gifts Now on Sale
Selected
Gift
Items

25%-39% OFF

Wall aper
ide
MURRAY
Next to Days Inn • 519 S 12th St
753-7575
3
M

St. Leo Catholic Church Ladies Guild will sponsor a Roast Beef
or Chicken dinner on Saturday, Sept. 27, from 4 to 8 p m. at the
Parish Center. 1 ickets are $6 for adults, $5 tor seniors over 60, $4
for children, 5 to 12, and children, 4 and under, free. Tickets will be
available at the door or call 489-2573 or 759-4375 for more
information

NARFE Chapter to meet Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday, Sept. 26, at 11:30 a.m.a t
P.J. Brennan's, Highway 121 North, Murray. John Lavin, manager
of Social Security Field office in Mayfield, will be the guest
speaker. Jack Owens, acting president, urges all members and interested persons to attend

Shiloh Assembly plans event
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly will have its annual get together on
Friday, Sept. 26, at 7 p.m. This will be a singing with all local talent. Anyone that will sing or play gospel music is invited to come
and take part in this service. The church is located nine miles east of
Murray off of Highway 94 East on 1551 for 1% miles to the church.
Pastor Rfoy L. Salentine invites all churches to be a part of this
singing.

Methodists' event Saturday

Scholarship received
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Susie
Richter, a national merit finalist
and 1997 graduate of Calloway
County High School, has received the William T. Young
Scholarship at Transylvania
University.
She is one of 2 high school
seniors with exceptionai
academic and leadership records
to receive the top scholarship.
The awards are based on merit
and cover tuition and the general
fee — a value in excess of
$50,000 over a four-year period
Richter was president of the
Beta, Foreign Language and Co

Cowrieshells were once used
money in China, India and
Africa. One kind was worn as a
badge of office by chieftains in
the Fiji Islands

as
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Special dinner at St. Leo's

Wilson and Osborne
wedding to be Sept, 27

605 Broadway,
Paducah, KY 42001
(502) 443 8870
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Mayfield High School Class of 1972 will hold its 25th reunion on
Friday and Saturday, Sept. 26 and 27. Festivies will begin in Paducah before the Mayfield-Tilghman football game with a barbecue at
the Tilghman cafeteria. Tickets at $5 each are available at the door.
Class members will sit together during the game and then meet at
the Hotel Ritz ballroom afterwards. On Saturday a party will be at 7
p.m. at the Republic Bank meeting room at Mayfield. For more information call Nancy Carol Crick at 1-502-247-9604 or Gregory
Waldrop at 1-502-444-9997.

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Sept. 25, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. For more information call Lois Ruiz,
436-2453.

East PTA selling coupons
East Elementary School PTA is having a fundraiser. Merchants'
coupon sale books are being sold of buy one get one free at $10
each. Contact any East student or Ben Brumley at 7539-5711 or
759-4550 for a book.

MHS Bonfire on Thursday

ed Y clubs and captain of the
speech/debate and academic
teams at Calloway County High
School. She is active in her
church youth group, a Governor's
scholar, and was the morning
news anchor tor the school's
local cable channel
The daughter of hred F. and
Margaret A. Richter of Murray
she reCeived the USA Today l.a
tin Award and placed first in La
tin translation at the Foreign Lan
guage Festival

Saturday, Sept. 27
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Sponsored by
United Methodist
Womei,

First United Methodist Church Women will have its Bargains
Books, Bakery and Breakfast Sale on Saturday, Sept. 27, from 7 to
11 a.m. in the back parking lot and social hall of the church at 503
Maple St., Murray. The public is invited to stop in for a simple and
affordable breakfast and a morning of bargain shopping. Sale items
will include a variety of collectibles, new and used books, quilting
fabrics, and delicious baked goodies.

Pet Therapy on Thursday

Susie Richter

Word
eis

Mayfield reunion planned

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
at

First United
Methodist Church
503 Maple Street
(Back Parking Lot & Social Hall)

All Are Welcome To Attend!
Affordable Breakfast
Collectibles 1.1- New & Used Books
Baked Goods
I:1r Quilting Fabrics
mom.

Murray High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America
will hold its second annul bonfire on Thursday, Sept. 25, from 7:30
$3
to 9:30 p.m. at Murray High Practice Field. Admission will be
carthrowing,
pie
and several booths will be set up, including
bashing, and food booths. The public is urged to attend.

Transitional home needs items
The Transitional Home of Murray-Calloway County will soon be
open for occupants. The home is in need of the following items before Oct. 1: a working toilet; 40 gallon (or.larger) hot water heater;
two refrigerators; two electric stoves; one washing machine; one
electric dryer; box fans and oscillating fans. If you would like to
donate any of the above items, call Peggy Billington at the United
Way Office at 753-0317

Woman's Club to meet Thursday
Murray Woman's Club will open the 1997-98 club year with a
salad potluck supper on Thursday, Sept. 25, aqt 6:30 p.m. at the club
house. The program will be on "Big Brother/Big Sister Program"
Members of the Garden and Sigma Departments will be hostesses.
Linda Scott, president, and Carolyn Marcum, first vice president,
urge all members to attend
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BOOK EXCHANGE
Saturday, Sept. 27 from 9-2
at the Community Resource Fair

11111.1.0 V

(National Guard Armory - Hwy. 121 North)

PRES
haracte
room hr

*Come and receive a
book of your choice!

KIL.r11.

th elk

*Bnng a book - get
additional books!

SI99,00

KI

Donated books may be dropped off at the
Public Library and all the elementary mhools
•••••••
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, Sept. 24
Clothing processing for Resourcy
Fair at National Guard Armory. First
United Methodist Church and smaller
United Methodist Churches scheduled
to help.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m -3 p m
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p m./lor
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
West View Nursing Home September
Birthday Party/2 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Adult
Education/7 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Group/.5:30 p.m.; prayer service and
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p.m.; Youth Creative
Ministries/6:30 p.m.; TeamKID/6:45
p.m.; Youth Alive and Adult Groups
and Studies/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
dasssesi7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worshipi6•30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studiesa

Mr. and Mrs. Brent Highfil

Haynes and Highfil
wedding vows are said
Amanda Haynes of Fulton and Brent Highfil of Mexico, Ky., were
married recently in a candlelight ceremony at Westside Baptist
Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James W. Haynes of Fulton. Parents of the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Highfil of
Mexico.
The Rev. Terry Pulley, uncle of the bride, officiated at the double
ring ceremony. Music was by Gaye Haynes, Fulton, pianist, Donna
Jankowski, Fulton, organist, Enka Johnson, Murray, trumpeter. and
Ashlee McDaniel, cousin of the groom, Man Haynes, brother ol the
bnde, and Erica Rowlett of Murray, soloists. Jill Highfil, sister of the
groom, read I Corinthians 13.
I ne bride, escorted by her father, wore a white satin bridal gown
featuring a rounded v-neckline, Juliette sleeves and dropped basque
bodice with pleated open back. The entire gown was heavily adorned
with iridescent sequins, pearls and hand beaded lace. Pk gown fea •
Lured an imperial train of cutout lace motifs that were edged in hand
beaded lace overlaid with pearls and iridescent sequins. She wore
pearl earrings and pearls and carried a bouquet of white roses accented with baby's breath and ivy
Attendants for the bride were her brother, Adam Haynes ot Fulton,
as best man; Stacie Bntt of Fulton and Lisa Nabors of South Fulton,
Tenn., cousin of the bride, bridesmaids; and Amy Peiry of Durum'',
Ky., honorary bridesmaid as she was on a mission trip to Indonesia;
Hope Nabors, South Fulton, cousin of the bride, flower girl.
Attendants for the groom were his sister, Jill Highfil of Mexico as
maid of honor, Brad Fuller of Tolu and kinan Whittle of Russellville,
groomsmen; Jake Highfil of Mexico, cousin of the groom, and Zath
Nabors of South Fulton, cousin of the bride, junior groomsmen; Jesse
Hight-it of Mexico, cousin of the gloom, ring bearer
Ushers were Brent Mayabb of East Prairie, Mo., Mike Padgett of
Atlanta, Ga., cousin of the groom, Jared Belt of Mexico, and Michael
Burneue of Fulton
"I he lady attendants wore navy gowns, and the flower girl wore a
white dress. The men attendants wore black tuxedos
l'he bride's sorority sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi were seated in special pews. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Finley and Mu Virginia Hightil,
grandparents of the groom, and Mrs. Elizabeth }Lynes, grandmother
ot the bride, were also escorted to their seats
The register attendants and program attendants were Ami Barnett of
Murray, Christy Dowell of Hardinsburg, and.Kelly O'Neal of Brenien,
all sorority sisters of the bride. Also assisting was Shirley Perry of
Dunmor.
the bride served as wedding coordinator and designed the wedding
bouquets, corsages, and boutonnieres.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church
The bride's table, covered in a floor length white cloth, was centered with a four-tiered wedding cake with basket weave icing covered
in silk white roses and ivy, made by Jenni Eckart of Corydon, Ind.,
sorority sister of the bride
The groom's table, also covered in a floor length white cloth, was
centered with the groom's chocolate cake crested with a pond and
fisherman holding a fishing pole with a wedding ring on the end of
we line
Assisting in serving were Rainy Pulley and Jan Brastield, both of
Fulton and aunts of the bride, April Benningfield of Marion and Shan
non PadgeU of Mexico, both cousins of the grooni, Jenniler Burnett of
Fulton, and Jenni Eckiirt of Corydon, Ind
After a honeymoon in Cozumel, Mexico, the couple is now residing
in the Bellevue area of Nashville, Tenn
The bride is assistant director of Development, Marke ng and
Public Relations for Davidson Academy Christian School System. The
groom is an auditor for Arthur Andersen
The rehearsal dinner was held on the eve of the wedding in thc
fellowship hall of the church

Free medical & dental
screenings for the
whole family —

Community
Resource Fair

rnrnorial Baptist Church Do Re lvti
tle
Club/6 p.m.; group meetings and
prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p m/Chnstian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Music activities, Adult Bible Study/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir practice/6 p.m.;
College Fellowship/6:45 p.m.; Session
meeting/7:30 p.m.
First Christian Church choir/7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir and choristers/5 p.m.;
Kids Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell
rehearsal/6 p m.; Singers
Unlimited/6:15 p.m.; Chancel Choir
rehearsal/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library operV6 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, Prime Time, Prayer
meeting/Bible Study/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir 'Open House"/7:35 p.m.
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305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

For Both Men & Women

76741780

University Square

Murray, KY

We're the safe, healthy & easy
alternatk e to diet pills!!!
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Freda Oster of
Murray, Ky has
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And...We're just a phone call away!!

WHO MAKES THE BEST APPLE PIE7'

.be.slrs.at 2 '41 PM
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Do you ever daydream? Do you feel
guilty for taking time out to do this?
According to Steven Jay Lynn Ph.D., a
professor of psychology at the State
Univ. of NY. Binghamton, daydreaming
is good for us. Daydreams are a healthy
part of our make up. They comprise 1/3 to
1/2 of our waking thoughts and they
reveal a great deal about our personalities, hopes, and fears.
These daytime dreams rarely last more
than a few minutes but they can help us
organize our lives, develop goals, foster
creativity, reduce stress and help our
coping and problem solving skills.
Daydreams help provide a clear picture of what is going on in our lives,free
from the constraints of rational thought.
The fact that we're not controlling these
thoughts gives them the freedom that
allows us to make connections we might
otherwise miss according to Eric Klinger
author of "Daydreaming: Using Waking
Fantasy and Imagery of Self Knowledge
and Creativity."
Daydreams can be sparked by watching a movie or things we see, smell or
hear that remind of us of what is going on
in our lives.
Daydreams are easier to decode than
night dreams. For example if you daydream about being on stage it doesn't
mean you want to be a rock star, but it
could mean that you wish you had more
attention & recognition at home or from
your professor.
You can use daydreaming to actually
help conquer your troubles. By imaging
yourself solving your problems (not
dwelling on them) you can boost your
mood & your self esteem, and maybe
alleviate some of your fears.
So the next time your mind wanders
just let it happen. You may gain some
new insights,take•stress break,or find a
creative solution to some of youi
problems.
When you want to feel better about
yourself, daydream entering a room
dressed "to die for" in fashions from DK
Kelley knowing you look your best.
All the latest fashions are here. New
merchandise is arriving everyday. This Is
the second day of fall, so get started in
your wardrobe, try something unusual,
see yourself in a new look - break out of
the old patterns you have alw ay s been in.
If you have always been bold, be demure,
if you've always been classy try some
thing out of norm for you. Remember it is •
only an outfit but when y ou dress
different you feel different - try it change your mood & outlook with
something new and stylish - We've got
the look for your every mood and
daydream.
Join us for lunch Friday. Congratulations to Beth Carraway who won the
Brighton lipstick holder.
Stay tuned to next week s fun
fashion report

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center

Bnng your Homemade Apple Pie with a paid Admission' In
0OnandSunday
jfind out! Best
SIO0 CASH PRIZE Sunda% only!iii•
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price sale
"Moving On"
will last until then!

Crmskmas

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Berberich
of 830 South Fourth St., Murray
are the parents of a daughtei
Kayla Milynn Berberich, born on
Monday, Sept. 1, 1997, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 11 pounds
four ounces and measured 23 inches. The mother is the former
Loretta Hicks.
Grandparents are William T
and Vonnie Hicks, and Marion
Berberich and the late John Bei
bench. A great-grandmother is
Margaret Gundersen

U..e and buy the finest "hand-cratted" folk art reproductions
Country Furniture, Dried floral Arrangements, Pottery. Cuhnary
Delights' and much more'
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"Cherry Hill Farm" will open Oct 1
12th St. Location Closing Sept. 25
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PRESTIGIOUS PRESENCE
characterizes this lovely four bedroom home with two story great
room, large master suite and
kitLnLii aiee. Nice deck overlook
me, ricairuful ba..k yard. Listed at
$199,000. #3000q55

Plus, we will finally have a 'I earoom
and a Bed & Breakfast

Berberich
baby born

"A Spectacular Country Gathering
IL
....at the Original Country Peddler Show!"
••
$3.00
Adults
Friday
4p-9p
Child (2-12) $2.00 •,
Saturday 9a-5p
i Lich dat 1
,:-'-'-- Sunday 11a-4p
04
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NEW HOME!

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

Kayla Milynn Berberich
....

September 26, 27, 28
Paducah, Kentucky
J. R.'s Executive Inn
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Thursday, Sept. 25
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p m iShoney s
Murray Rotary Club/noon at Seven
Seas.
Hazel Center open 10 a m -2 pm for
senior citizen' activities
Weak* Center open 8 a.m -4 p m for
senior citizens' activities.
West View Nursing Home Rhythm
Band/10 a.m.; Gospel Hour/10'45
a.m.; Bingo Sale/2 p.m.
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/7 p m. with
weighin/6 p m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Chapter SO of Disabled American
Veterans/7 p.m./Legion Hall.
Adults Belong in College workshop/
6-9 p.m./Mississippi Room, Curtis
Center, MSU. Infor/762-4150.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 830 am.-415 p.m.
Curds Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.- 10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museurniopen 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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Thursday, Sept. 25
Student LIVE Association open meet:
ing at noon at Mississippi Room, Curtis Center, MSU
AA Meeting (accessible)/7
p m /Center for Accessible Living
tnto/753- 7676
Compassionate Friends Support
Group/7.30 p m /hospital board room
Info/762-1274 or 498-8324
Social Security representative at Cal
toway Public Library/10 30 am 12 30
pm
First Presbyterian Church Trustees'
meeting/2 p.m., Session/630 p m
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m
Memorial Baptist Church Visitationa
pm
First Baptist Church Mother's Day
Out and Contagious Christians Class/9
a m, Experiencing God/6 pm; Youth
to concert at Paducah/6'15 p.m.
First Christian Church Craft
workshop/6.30 p m
St. Leo Catholic Church Mass/12:05
p.m.; RCIA/7 p.m
Young -in-Heart Group/10:30
a m./Glendalo Road Church of Christ
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
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Wednesday. Sept. 24
West Kentucky Mather Museum.
open 8.30 a m -4 15 pm
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
am 10 pm
Eagle Gallery at r:A Center. MSU.
open 8 a m -6 p m
National Scouting Museum/open
a m -4.30 pits
Thursday, Sept. 25
Clothing processing for Resource
Fair at National Guard Armory Univiai
shy Church of Christ, smaller Chu,
ches of Christ and First Presbyterial.
Church scheduled to help.
Murray Woman's Club salad potluck
supper/6 30 p miclub house
Calloway County 4-H Leaders Cour.
cil training for new and expertranctxt
leaders/6 30-8 p m ArAleaks Community
Center
Pet Therapy/3 p m./Calloway Publis
Library
Murray High School FHA Chapter ay
nual bonfire and activities/7 30-9-30
p.m./Murray High practice field
Magazine Club meeting/
p.m./Faculty Club House. North 14th
Street. Murray
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First
Baptist Church brunch at home of
Jean Lampkins/10:15 a.m.
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SUPPORT OUR LOCAL HOSPITAL
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24 1/4 lbs.

and Still Losing!!
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Magazine Club will meet

p.

The Donut Palace
'Where The Customer Is King"

759-5700

50 off any Sub Sandwich
50 off 1 doz. doughnuts of choice
OPEN 24 HOURS • Drive thru, Eat in or Carry Out
Exp. 10-31-97
614 N. 12th St.
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New Mt. Cannel

Revival
thru

Oct. 1st

Pets of week featured

Aihber
—=Larae Craft and
Paul Steven Parrish

U SA

Monday-Saturday 9 6 Fn 1311 8 Sun 1 6
100 S 5th - Muriay 753 9419

Sept. 29

KATHERINE MORRIS photo

Christine Pogue, right, presented a program on the Cadfael storjes by
Ellis Peters at the last meeting of the Murray Magazine Club with Linda
Kelly, second left, as hostess at Racer Inn. Kathryn Carman, left, gave
the devotion, and Betty Hornsby, second right, presided in the absence
of the president, Eva Morris. The club will meet Thursday, Sept. 25, at 2
p.m. at the Faculty Club House, North 14th St., Murray, with Alice
Koenecke as hostess.

c,

-nTr,1 s'

The Steel
Society In
complete
ted, Vend
Johnson,
Sledd, Op
Carolyn (

Craft-Parrish wedding
scheduled for Nov. 16
Mr. and Mrs. James Craft of Big Bear City, Calif., announce the
engagement and approaching marnage of their daughter, Amber Larae
Craft of Murray, to Paul Steven Parrish, son of Mr. and Mrs. Max
Parrish of Murray.
Miss Craft is the granddaughter of Mrs. Roma Craft and the late
Bill Craft and Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Wiswell, all of Harrin, Ill.
Mr. Parrish is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Parrish,
and Mrs. Nina Fox and the late G.C. Fox, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Shawnee High School, Shawnee, Okla. She is a private childcare provider.
The groom-elect attended Calloway County High Scot. He has
two daughters, Nikki Renee and Megan De'Ann.
The wedding vows will be solemnized in a private ceremony on
Sunday, Nov. 16, 1997. The Rev. Odell Colson will officiate.

Time - 7 p.m.

Today

Evangelist

Bro. Jim Payne

(

ANIMAL SHEL1ER photos

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of its many animals now available for adoption lhey are from left, a male neutered
adult Shepherd mix, and a female adult Boxer mix. Hours of the shelter
are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. Saturday, and closed on Wednesday and Sunday. For more information call the shelter at 759-4141.
—
-

from Midland, Michigan

HOSPITAL REPORTS

Everyone Is
Invited

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Sept.
19, have been released as
follows: • '•• - •-,
Newborn admission
Frederick baby gin, parents, Patrick
and Linda. Benton.
Dismissals

Hwy. 121 So., New Concord

436-2379
<WThe Friendliest Casino!TiM

Tickets On Sale Saturday, Sept. 27!

B

the

MELA Y BROTHERS

Friday, Oct. 24, 1997 - 7 & 9pm
Don•t miss these country stars as they
perform at the Players Casino
Theater. Come and hear their hits
including "Let Your Love Floss" and
many more.

-

ROTARY CLUB photo

John McMillen holds a poster for
Taking Out the Trash" Day on
Sept. 13, at Land Between the
Lakes. McMillen spoke to the Murray Rotary Club about the Importance of keeping the lakeshore
clean for tourists and visitors to
the area. He stressed that both
volunteers and pontoon boat's
were needed for the successful
clean-up day.

Tickets are only $10!

1-800-929-5905

TRIPLE POINTS!
EVERY WEEKDAY
EVERY CRUISE!

Support Your
Local
Businesses.

J D. Farrill and Mrs Wendy Louise
Dunigari and baby boy, Benton;
Mrs. Freda Dell Humphreys and Ms.
Therisa 0 Burton, Hazel, Mrs. Sandra
Sue Felock, Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs. Jennifer Wren Harsey, Cadiz;
Rudy Clayton Smith and Mrs. Edna M
Jones, Kirksey;
Joseph -E Hendon and Mrs. Mildred
Edwards, Sedalia; Mrs. Martha Dean
Smith, Dover, Tenn.,
Sherman Brent Langston, Miss
Shari Jean McClure, Harley A. Roberson, Jody Scott Wrye,
Eugene N. Gray, Tom Wells, Miss
Chasity H Tabor and baby girl, Ms.
Cindy Kay Stroup and baby girt,
Miss Luciana M Ray. Clarence
Johnsen, and Mrs. Rosie J. Barnett, all
of Murray.

mara Gay Rickrnan, Alma. Gary Lynn
Fulcher, Farmington;
Mrs. LaVerne Call Ryan, Ms
Thelma Joyce Bell, Mrs. Diana Ridley
Arnett and baby girl,
Mrs. Laurine T Andrus
don FsErfrell Cottrell. all of Murray.
• • • •

Dismissals at Muffay-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
Sept. 21, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Shirley Rose McIntosh and
Mrs. Nina M. Joyce, Cadiz; Mrs Ruby
Nell Humphreys, Wing°,
Devin A Cohoori, New Concord;
Eddie Lee Ray, Puryear, Tenn.;
_
Mrs. Juanita Louise Moss Miss
Tara Briarina Masthay, Chandler R.
Purdom, and Mrs. Christina G Tremblay, all of Murray
• • • •

baby girl, Benton,
Delbert Edward Musgrove, Puryear,
1 enn.; Harry Robert Schuster, Almo;
William Thomas James and Mrs
Margaret Laree McKinney, Hazel;
Mrs. Mildred $.•Canady, Mrs.. Eula
June Stone, and Miss Nikki Nicole Williams, all of Murray
• • • •

Support Group
being organized

Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
Sept. 22, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions

A Weight Loss Support Group
is being organized with emphasis
on weight loss, nutrition, exercise
and your total well being at Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U
Chestnut St., Murray.
Guest speakers will be scheduled for the weekly nieeungs. It
will be open to people with disabilities as well as non-disabled.
Please call 753-7676 and ask
for Janet for more information
and to sign up for the group.

• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Sept. 20, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
McKenty baby girl, parents, Sherry

Collins baby girl, parents, Tonya
and Chad, Benton,
Rowland baby boy, parents. De'mice and Michael, Murray;
Duncan twin boys, parents, Angelia
and Chris, Gilbertsville;
Powers baby girl, parents, Julie and
George, Mayfield.

and Mickey, Benton.
Dismissals
Ms. Dons Ann King, Benton, Mrs
Linda Fay Callahan, Hardin;
James Isit Jackson. Cadiz; Mrs Ta-

Dismissals

Our Investment in
Research is
Paying Off

Rainey Lovins, New Concord; Mrs.
Willie M. Suitor, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Linda Frederick and baby girl
and Mrs. Sherry Ann McKenty and

For more information
•••••
AMERICAN
co toll-Free
V CANCER
%SOCIETY
1-800-ACS-2345

MSU Homecoming Parade Application

Johns BrII
of H.O.S.A
health scr
Fair at th

Kirsti4

Murray Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning

Organization
Sattsfuaton Guaranteed

BRIDGEP0IN1

••••

That's right. every Monday-Friday in September you Lan earn
Triple Bonus Points FIVE DAYS A WEEK Points that you can
redeem for Meals. Trips. Gift Shop Certificates and INSTANT
CASH BACK. For every 150
points you redeem for
INSTANT (7A$11
BACK you will

Mailing Address

(502) 753-6300 Aurizmaim
Walter Jones III
Owner & Operator

Phone Number
Representative In Charge

Plaierg
Preferred

Parade Unit Dewripuon (Float, tat, Drill "team, Fruck, Etc 1

receive S5 in
1000()°KWIC
chips or tokens_ If
1011N (.)
you do not already
sign up di
have a Players Preferred ('aid
Application Due October

Casino Ser% ices. it*s

149/

Honicwiiiing will hi' (Xtohcr I , 04'4
3)(
PIA

CASINO

.
t,

1-B00-929-590S-1n Metropolis, IL., cress from
Poduroh, KY, where 1.24 meets the Ohie Riser (Exit 37).

Contact the SCiA ()1lice at /62 WI! for [mire information Applisa
lions are available in the SGA °Ince on the 1st Floor ot the Curris
Center.
Return 1O•
Ashley Brooks, Homecoming Chairperson
Student Government Association
Box 2002 University Station
Murray, KY 42071
Or
Student Goveroinent Office
( uri is ( enter 1st Floor
— - _ -a
AO&

•Certified Technicians
•Allergy Free
*Deep Soil Removal
*EPA ApprZrytx1 Cleaning Soluuons
*Reduces Mold and Mildew
*Specialty Deodontation
*Expert Upholstery Cleaning
*Residential and Commercial
*Evening and Weekend
Appointments Available
*24 Hour Emergency Water Removal
'I-ice Estimates
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Murray Carpet & Upholstery (leaning
BA( It
i
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Si HOW.

spEtim.
20% on

Any Of Our SeTvikcs
TliE REST,
TIIE SAFEST

(502) 753-6300

141.00MMI-1.1)1-.1) NY
( ADO+ I MANI 71,Arl I KERS

Expire% 11) 41 07
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Delta Kappa Gamma meets
Available in
Infant, Children
and Adult Sizes

Your Prescription For Savings
0

a

CAROLYN CRAIG photos
The Steering Committee of Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma
Society International met recently at Calloway County Public Library to
complete plans for the coming year. Shown in top photo, from left, seated, Venda Gibson, Jean Elgin, Judith Endsley, standing, Mary Gail
Johnson, Beth Belote, president, Betty Gore, Karen Crick, Milissia
Sledd, Opal Howard and Edna Lynn Radford. In the bottom photo are
Carolyn Colson with a new initiate, Carla Rexroat.

111
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-Consultation & Review Of
Prescnptions

•We Ac‘ept Must

-(

•Ilealth & Beauty Items
•Ilours. 8-6 M F, 812 Sat

imutelized Records
•(ift Shup hews Ain vuig Daly

insuran,

Plans

HOLLAND DRUGS
t Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

11)9 S. 4th St. • 753-146.2

C
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Monica Dawn Cossey
and Thomas Allen Marshall

Cossey and Marshall
wedding to be Oct. 25
Karen Cossey and Glenn Cossey, both of Muiray, announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Monica Dawn Cossey, to
Thomas Allen Marshall, son of Linda Hayden of Murray and Tommy
Marshall of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Norma and Hyland Darnell
and of Ernestine Cossey and the late John Cossey, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Dorothy and Junior Watkins of
Benton and the late Margie and King Marshall of Eddyville.
Miss Cossey is a 1997 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is currently employed at Peoples Bank ot Murray.
Mr. Marshall attended Marshall County High School. He is currently employed at Randy Thornton's Heating and A/C.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 25, 1997, at 3 p.m. at Coldwater Church of Chnst.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of town itivitaUoils v.111 be sent. All 'datives and fricilds
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Rape Crisis Center to
hold volunteer training
a

Johna Brittaln, LPN student at the Calloway Vocational School and member
of H.O.S.A., Is shown here checking Tanya Slade's weight and height. Free
health screenlrigs will again be offered at Saturday's Community Resource
•
Fair at the MS1I. Curds Center from 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

McClard is
honored on
her birthday
Kirstie Kayann McClard celebrated her second birthday on
Wednesday, Aug. 27, with a
party at Pagliai's Pizza.
"Winnie-the-Pooh" was the
theme of the party. Many family
members and friends attended the
event.
Kirstie is the daughter of Mark
and Tanya McClard of Murray.
Her grandparents are George
and Patsy Nichols and Janice and
Terry McClard, all of Murray.
Her great-grandparents are
Mrs. Melba Suiter, Boyce and
Velma McClard, and Sylvia Ard

eit
ad.
41(
in

Kirstie Kayann McClard

The Rape Crisis Center will be
concluding a training for persons
interested in volunteering time to
help victims of sexual assault.
Volunteers are needed to help
on The 24-hour crisis :tine to..do
crisis intervention and give information and referrals. Volunteers
are also needed as hospital advo
cates to meet victims in the hospital emergency room to provide
crisis intervention, medical/legal
information, and emotional
support.
Trainings will be held at the
Rape Crisis Center in Murray on
Monday and Thursdayfrom 5:30
to 8:30 p.m. during October.
The center is a non-profit organization whose purpose is to en-

These services include a
24-hour crisis line, counseling,
support groups, therapy, medical
and legal advocacy. Miller said
"unfortunately, we are called several times each to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Emergency Room to meet with a
victim of sexual assaut."
For more information or to register call Miller at the Rape Crisis Center, 1-800-928-7273.

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERM

• Free College *
Information Night

gage in all phases of support for
victims of rape and other sexually
related crimes.
"We provide free and confidential services to the entire
purchase area," said Sue Miller,
Vol un Leer ifourdiriator.

182 Days
9 Months

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
VIELD

4.40% $1000
4.80% $1000

12 Months 5.05% $500

FIND OUT ABOUT

24 Months 5.35% $500
60 Months 5.45%

Potted Mums
Open Daily 8-5
Sunday 1-5
489-2462
753-0508

Fri., Sept 26th thru
Sunday, Sept 28th
1 pc. Fish Dinner
2 pc. Fish Dinner
3 pc Fish Dinner
All Fish Dinners Fried Only)
Dinners served with old-fashioned white beans,
potatoes, and the best hush puppies you ever put in your
mouth!

Live Entertainment
Saturday Night

K
Introducing...

Amana Dishwashers

Anana

25, 1997*•
6-9 p.m
Murray State University
('urns Center, Mississippi Room

A Raytheon

PeoplesBank
Of Murray, Kentucky

State University
401 lei Acailesit Wrack

Kroger Money Market

Center 740 2235
Main Ofrli e cch & ki.al • ..111T,f1 14 ran. h 'An & 1 5j .1 •
Hi,h 12th & Mori. • 767 HANK

,nnlo)rnont copponvvryMIF DiAA ornploOn •

Jul

(14,\.1r

Model ADU 3000
-Quiet Operation
-Three Level Wash

Call 1-800-669-7(154 or 762-4150 by Stptember 24 to rco%tct

Murray SI elm Unmetsay os on oqual *Out

4.50 Dig Your Own
85.00 6 Up

$500

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual
percentage
yields
are
efTective
September 23, 1997.

Thursday, September

'Mum
\CAi"in

3029 Buttetworth Rd, Stella

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

for adults beginning
or returning to college to
earn an undergraduate degree

•
• Careers
•• Financial Aid
•• Admission Procedures
•
• Campus Resources to Help Students
•• Evening & Weekend Degrees

WALLIS MUMS

-4 Cycles
-Easy Load Hacks

$299
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
Court Square - Murray

753-1713
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Louisville mega church taking shape
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) With 22 doors, 9,100 seats, eight
escalators and five tiers of balconies, Louisville's new Southeast
Christian Church looks more like
an opera house than a church,
though a 72-foot-tall cross rising
through its domed roof gives its
true purpose away.
"When we preach, we are
standing directly underneath that

cross," said associate minister
David Stone. "That's a good reminder that the size of the building doesn't really matter, (that
where we worship )is not as important as who we worship."
But the size of the building
can't be ignored.
The $77 million hulk has been
rising near Interstate 64 east of
Louisville for more than a year

FASTAIDArkily,
BIG
At Your

MoneyPlace CashAdvancer

Yes! Get Money-in-Minutes". Up to $300 TODAY!
Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck stub, bank
statement, and personal check.
Save more time! Start your Maarelace CashAdvance
by phone!
WHAT A PLACE!The MOBERIACE!
Come in Todayt9-6 Mon-Thurs,9-6 Fri, 9-12 Sat
The
9-5 M-Fri. (Murray Location Only)
MoneyPlace,,, at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MoneyPlace
Sign

51. -A So. lath St Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
1203 S. Ury
Murray, KY
Mayfield, KY Paducah, KY Union City,TN
(502) 759-8900 (502) 251-9500 (502) 575-9900 (901) 885-7500

MID AMERICA GARAGE BUILDERS
Wilber, Ky. - Owner - Terry Burnett • 502-674-5779
"Our Goal? SorvIce That Exceeds Your Expectations"

2x6 Rafters

Shingle Roofing
Variety of Colors

Steel Overhead
Door
Treated

Bottom
Plates

12" Plywood Decking
Fascia Aluminum
or Wood Covered

,„........."4111

.41111111
wanismeemmo....
V
- -- --,-- --_
- =LI--..,- '' Masonite
.----=-- MI11,111111,11.111•1
=111=. .,11= or Vinyl
7
-F-ii.11111111111 MIII 111.11'....1.7.4.- MI 1=.-- -Siding
..... 11.1 =
17:r.

4" Reinforced
Concrete
Slab

12" Blandex
Under Vinyl Siding

PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

Service Door
Anchor Bolts In Concrete
FREE ESTIMATES

Standard Models wfth Hardboard Siding
Deluxe Models with Vinyl Siding
1'/2 Car (12x20)
$3,680 112 Car (12x20)
$4,080
2 Car (18x20)
$4,380 2 Car (18x20)
$4,780
Large 2 Car (22x22)
$4,680 Large 2 Car (22x22)
$5,180
21/2 Car (24x24)
$4,880 21/2 Car (24x24)
$5,380
Large 21/2 Car (24x30)
$5,380 Large 2V2 Car (24x30)
$5,880
We Do Not Charge Sales Taxes...We Absorb That Expense...Compare Bottom Line Prices!

PEPPEA9f0/EVA9OZEF70
- 07/--IgfE0etteY
*Special Financing And Leasing
Available Up To 72 Months.
- CARS 1997 Toyota Corolla CE - White, 12,m miles. NT, NC, cass...
1996 Toyota Camry - Full cower, 18.xxx miles.... ..................
1996 Chrysler Concorde L./ti - Only 22.ra miles
1996 Toyota Paseo - Sharp, 13,m miles
1995 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LS - sham
1995 Acura Integra - fitcnroot
1995 Honda Accord EX - V-6, dk. blue rnoonrcoi
1995 Pontiac Bonneville SE .............. . ...........
1995 Chevrolet Beretta - Mite, great first car
1995 Mercury Cougar XR7- Ft power
1994 Mercury Sable 1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme - 4dr
1994 Pontiac Bonneville SE 1994 Nissan Sentra 1994 Ford Probe - AT, at,cass
1993 Toyota Camry LE 1993 Mazda 626- 45.w miles
1992 Cadillac DeVille- Mite
1989 Chrysler Lebaron Convertible -

Stk. *97703.1
. Stk #980281
Stk #975502
Stk. *975082
Stk. *975161
Stk. #973881
Stk. *975951
Stk.;972621
Stk. 0972001
Slk. #52152
Stk. r52082
Stk. #974111
Stk. *975742
Stk #976602
'Stk. *965172
.........Stk. #5211
... Stk. *51981
...Stk. #976842
.. Stk. *976392

$12.943
$14,999
$17,242
$11,527
$12,903
$14,847
$16,628
$11,229
$8,856
$11,419
$7,668
$8,814
$10,118
$5,994
$8,956
$10,794
$8.931
S10.237
$3,469

. Stk. ;980361
...Stk *980331
.Stk. t980071
... Stk. *973712
Stk. *980151
Stk. 1976241
Stk *980091
Stk 0976101
St *975302
Stk. *970781
St *976311
Stk ;376911
Stk :975181
St *976901

$12,995
$24,629
$18,207
$12,929
$18,925
$10,908
S16,748
$8,726
$9,835
S7,935
$18,743
$22,995
S14,458
$8,851

Stir *973763
Stk ;974811
Stk *976641
Stk *980061

$8,929
$12,683
$9,740
$3,999

- TRUCKS -

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company,"

2420 E. Wood St., Paris•642-3900
.(D TOYOTA
1-800-325-3229
1:HEVRMET
Gm_ci

Steel says son was depressed
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Danielle Steel said her 19-yearold son, found dead last weekend
from an apparent drug overdose,
was tormented by mental illness.
"He was manic depressive,"
the best-selling romance novelist
told the San Francisco Chronicle
in a story published today.
"He wrestled with mental illness all his life," she said. "The
biggest agony of my life is that
for years, no one would listen to
me that he was sick until we
found a doctor in L.A. about four
years ago who gave him amazing
medication. He understood because he was manic depressive,
too."
The Contra Costa County coroner's office said Nicholas Traina
apparently died from an overdose
early Saturday at a Pleasant Hill
home where he was living.
A syringe was next to his body
and a spoon with a burned residue and a cotton ball were
found nearby, paraphernalia consistent with heroin use, authorities said. Blood tests to confirm
the cause of death will be completed in four to six weeks.

Traina had neurological damage from birth and developed attention deficit disorder, although
his IQ was very high, Steel said.
He had been in and out of hospitals since he was 11.
He turned to street drugs
"when his medications failed
him and he was desperate," Steel
said.
Traina worked for a season as
a TV reporter and was lead singer
of the punk band Link 80 for the
past 21/2 years.
He died in a home belonging to
his counselor for the past five
years, Julie Campbell, the former
director of the adolescent program at Newbridge Foundation in
Berkeley, a chemical dependency
program.
She said that although he left
no suicide note, she thinks he
killed himself.
"I think he knew no matter
how good today is, he would always have the pain of tomorrow
because he was depressed," said
Campbell.
"I think his life was a suicide
note. His songs, his tapes, they
all had pain in them," she said.

TPD TRAILER SALES
753-5150
CARGO

ATE

•Enclosed Trailers

7tetilea
*Utility Trailers
'Goosenecks *Car Haulers

Your One Stop Trailer Store!
LARGE selection in stock
Call us today for ALL your trailer needs!
Chestnut St. • Murray

- VANS 1993 Chevrolet Lumina LS Van 1993 Chevrolet G20 Conversion 1993 Dodge Grand Caravan LE 1989 Plymouth Voyager LE -

10,000 people now, including a
budding singles ministry and
youth ministry. The congregation
has been packed into a 2,200-seat
sanctuary for years.
With more than $40 million in
member pledges, a $7 million
price negotiated to sell the old
building to Canaan Missionary
Baptist Church, and a loan making up the difference, Southeast
was able to begin expanding to
meet its needs - and then some.
Now, Russell finds he's
searching for ways to keep the
church that grew from closeness
still friendly and intimate in its
new, mammoth building.
The Middletown neighborhood
surrounding the church is just
bracing for the first Sunday when
those 10,000 guests are funneled
from 1-64 from the south and
Highway 60 from the north onto
a narrow, two-lane residential
road, and then try to navigate the
turn into the parking lot without a
stoplight.
Jack Coffee, a church elder
who is overseeing the new construction. said Southeast will try
to "be as small a nuisance as
possible to the folks around
here," but he acknowledged that
the traffic is going to be "a big
shock" for area residents when
the mega church opens its doors.
He has been meeting with state
transportation officials to discuss
widening the road, at least
quarter-mile stretch from 1-64 to
the church.

f

CARPENTER BUILT - NOT PRE-FABS!
ACT FAST...SAVE BIG ON THE GARAGE OF YOUR CHOICE

1997 Ford Ranger Super Cab miles
1997 Chevrolet Blazer - LT. 4Di. an
1997 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado - AT AC
1997 Chevrolet S10 XTD Cab LS 1996 Chevrolet C1500 XTD Cab Silverado - LT
1995 Chevrolet S-10 XTD Cab -LS
1995 Chevrolet K1500 Z71 1995 Chevrolet S10 30,w miles
1995 Ford Ranger Super Cab XLT 1995 Chevrolet S10 - Tea
1995 Chevrolet K1500 Ext. Cab Z71 1994 Suburban Silverado - 29.xo rmes
1994 Chevrolet C1500 XTD Cab 1991 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado -

and will be one of the biggest
churches in North America when
it opens in late 1998. And like
other mega churches across the
country, Southeast's 776,000
square feet are loaded with goodies from high-tech sound and
video systems and television
screens to
staffed bookstore,
two banquet halls, 1,000-seat
youth auditorium, and recreation
facilities including racquetball
courts and a gym.
A small freeway runs beneath
its portico with eight lanes for
dropping off guests for worship
and an overhang to keep them
dry that's about the size of high
school football field. For the
drivers, there are 4,700 parking
spaces and shuttle buses to bring
them to the church door.
Inside, senior Minister Bob
Russell's face will be flashed
across five 10- by 14-foot television screens suspended from the
sanctuary roof. In front of his podium, the church musicians have
their own orchestra pit.
The podium, not by chance, is
placed directly under the cross.
Forty feet of the 72-foot sculpture is visible above the roof and
32 feet descends into the
building.
The building is designed to be
practical, not ostentatious, Russell said.
Russell has seen Southeast
grown over the years, from about
150 when he started preaching
there 31 years ago to about

eadaeac.

Oldsmobile
•Special financing and leases sutiiiKt to bank appmval All pnces r 'us taxes, plate, license
registration

(Beside TJ's Bar B-Q)

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

RAGWEED SEASON!
THEY MAY CALL IT HAYFEVER,
BUT YOU CALL IT MISERY FOR
RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

ALLERGY & ASTHMA
CLINIC

1611
qIN
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The fifth grade Webelos Scouts of Cub Pack 73recently rose before the sun to
hike and to study birds In LBL Shown (front row)are scouts Connor Brock,
Sam Johnston, Brandon Dowdy,Justin Sattenvhlte and Chris Williams. Also
shown are Karla Johnston, Denise Satterwhite and biologist Johnny Phillips,
who led the birding expedition. Pack 73 Is sponsored by the Southwest
Elementary PTA. The Boy Scouts of America Is a United Way Agency.

Meth labs become hazardous
waste sites of the drug trade
PHOENIX (AP)-Police suspect toxic fumes from a methamphetamine lab in his mother's
Phoenix apartment killed little
Joseph Camesi last week as he
slept on the couch.
To agent Duncan Lingle of the
federal Drug Enforcement Mrninistration, the 3-year-old's death
was tragic but not surprising.
Meth labs, proliferating across
the Southwest in recent years,
have become the hazardous waste
sites of the drug trade.
"We are yanking kids out
these labs daily. And that makes
you sick," said Lingle, who oversees a meth lab task force of federal agents and local police.
Methamphetamine makers "are
taking their lives in their own
hands. They don't have any concept of what the chemicals will
do to them."
During a raid on a Colorado
methamphetamine lab years ago,
Lingle grabbed a jar of hydriotic
acid, an outlawed chemical that
dissolves flesh in seconds and has
fumes so toxic small amounts can
collapse the lungs.
"Even with my mask on, I
could smell it right through the
mask," the Phoenix agent said.
"That's how powerful this stuff
is.Lingle suffered a collapsed
lung.
"Other agents who were doing
these raids are coming down with
all kinds of bizarre cancers and
liver and kidney ailments," he
said.
Clandestine, makeshift laboratories are cranking out meth, or
"crank"- a powerful stimulant
brewed in bathtubs or buckets
with a nasty, stinky concoction of
toxic chemicals purchased on the
black market or at hardware
stores.
Besides hydriotic acid, other
chemicals include phosphene gas,
which is so deadly that one sniff
kills. There's red phosphorus,
which if mishandled, converts to
yellow phosphorus and can ignite
spontaneously. Meth makers also

use solvents like ether, chloroform and Freon.
Apartments, barns, motel
rooms and suburban homes have
been turned into hazardous sites.
Some labs are highly explosive.
Some give off cancer-causing
fumes. Others contaminate the
soil, erode plumbing and leach
into the water supply.
A meth lab in the Phoenix area
was discovered a few years ago
after backyard dumping spread to
a neighbor's property, contaminated a child's sandbox and dissolved part of the neighboring
house's foundation.
A room in a Comfort Inn in
Phoenix was shut down for more
than a week this past spring while
cleanup crews purged the inside.
Other motel rooms across Arizona used as labs have burned to
the ground during accidents.
"Ninety-five percent of these
goofballs don't have a clue to
what they're doing," said Sgt.
James Schroeder of the Yuma
County Sheriff's office. "They
picked up some old notes from
the Internet or jail or who knows
where, and they don't understand
the hazards of mixing certain
chemicals together."
Lab mistakes can be catastrophic. Two men died in a California lab after they dropped a
cask of cooking meth, releasing
phosphene gas. One victim had
stuffed dirt in his mouth in a futile effort tO ease the burning.
Law enforcement agents now
attack meth labs as if battling a
environmental menace.
Raiding a meth lab is so
dangerous that the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
now requires training, biohazard
suits and breathing equipment.
Agents raiding a suspected meth
lab are accompanied by chemists,
bomb disposal experts and hazardous materials specialists.
Once a lab has been raided and
taken apart, a company is called
in to handle the cleanup at a cost
to taxpayers of $3,500 to $5,000
for an average job.

Deli is pinpointed as source
of Michigan hepatitis outbreak
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) Cole slaw from a deli is blamed
for a hepatitis outbreak that left
one man dead, officials said
today.
How the hepatitus A virus got
into the slaw remained unclear
and the investigation was continuing, county executive L.
Brooks Patterson said.
At least 43 cases of hepatitis
have been confirmed, including a
67-year-old man who died. The
victims were exposed in August,
so the threat of new cases deve-

loping now is over, Patterson
said.
The Stage and Co. Deli in
West Bloomfield Township, a popular Detroit-area institution for
decades, bought shredded cabbage and added a sauce prepared
at the deli, said owner Steven
Goldberg.
Patterson said the deli management was very cooperative. To
prove the shop is now safe, Patterson said he planned to take his
entire staff to dinner there Wednesday night.

SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS!
Premium Grade Gas

Suit,-

9,,

FOR SALE or LEASE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

Pediatric & Adult Patients
Our specialized practice is dedicated to the
diagnosis and treatment of asthma, hayfever, sinus, cough, bee sting allergy, skin
allergy, and food allergy.

RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.
Highway 641 North • Murray, Kentucky
Daily Pollen & Mold Count: (800)-756-4247

502-753-7451 OR 800-756-5551

desiler ii

Lake Region
Propane Gas, Inc.
31 Small Lane
Hardin, KY 42048
753-8011
tollfree 800 354 8050

One Year
Guarantee
Gas Price
with the
Purchase
ofa
New 'Tank
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Wickliffe Mounds to
host Flint Knappers
The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center, an affiliate of Murrtiy'State
University, will host its annual Flint
Knappers Weekend on Sept. 27-28,
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. The two-day event
will give craftsmen from the region
the opportunity to demonstrate the
ancient art of making stone tools.
The research center serves as a
museum and archaeological site of a
prehistoric Mississippian Indian village. Kit Wester, director of the
archaeological museum,says knappers enjoy demonstrating their talents and encouraging newcomers
to learn the basics of knapping.
Wesler also said that there is
some misinterpretation about how
the tcols are made. "Many people
still think .'iat stone tools are accidents of nature,like fossils," he said.
"Some of our visitors have read that

prehistoric people made tools by
heating rocks and dropping cold
water on them."
Watching the modern day knappers during the weekend will show
how this ancient craft is actually
done. The knappers make arrowheads, spear points, knives and
other tools just as Native Americans
did when they lived in western
Kentucky thousands of years ago.
Dillard Munell, organizer of the
event, expects about a half dozen
skilled exhibitors.
The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center is located on Highway Junction 51,60 and 62 west of Wickliffe.
For more information call (502)
335-3681 or write Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center,94 Green
Street,P.O. Box 155, Wickliffe, KY
42087.

Senate panel focuses on
nightmares with the IRS
WASHINGTON (AP) — Construction contractor Tom Savage
says he had little choice but to
pay up when the IRS erroneously
ordered him to turn over $50,000
in a tax dispute. "When the sources of the government are unleashed on you, you are in trouble," he testified today.
Savage was one of four taxpayers with tales of woe who were
testifying z: Senate Finance Committee hearings into allegea Internal Revenue Service tax collection abuses. Witnesses said fighting the IRS could have driven
them out of business and into
bankruptcy.
Also testifying were a newly
divorced mother in California
who discovered her ex-husband
didn't pay taxes and a retired
Catholic priest in New York

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Price
Chg
Company
4.67
+
Avg...7974.73
Ind.
Jones
Dow
Air Products...—. 84"hs 45 + 34
A T&T
• Bell South ........,475/ + 1/14
Briggs & Stratton 493/14 + 14
Bristol Myers Squibb82 + 1/4
CBT Corp. Ky.*.223/4 B 243/4 A
CAT.................. .5514 + 14
- • Chrysler...........—....37s4 + 34
463/4 - 2
Dean Foods
Exxon....................... 6474 - 1/4
Ford Motor........-..-.-.44 NC
General Electric .....6974 + 3/4
General Motors —.663/14 Goodrich--.....—.451/14 + 0/14
6674 + 1/2
Goodyear
1037/, +
I B M
4274 + 3/14
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........ 13514 Microsoft
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J.C. Penney
Peoples First* 2113/4 B 291/2 A
Quaker Oats ..... 493/6 + 9/14
507/a - 14
Schering-Plough
Sears
571/s - 1/2
Texaco
119 + 1/2
54 4Time Warner
311/14 + 3/34
UST
37 1/14
Wal-Mart

whose signature on a tax form
was challenged by the IRS.
Taxpayer horror stories were in
the spotlight at the second day of
hearings as Congress considers
overhauling IRS management by
appointing outside groups to
oversee operations and improve
employee training.
Savage, a construction contractor from Lewes, Del., told the
panel in prepared testimony he
had little choice but to pay the
$50,000 to the IRS after it incorrectly fingered him in an employment tax dispute involving one of
his subcontractors.
"Believe me, when the sources
of the government are unleashed
on you, you are in trouble, no
matter how good your case," said
Savage, who said he also paid
$51,000 in legal fees and lost
$600,000 in business in the
ordeal.
The committee chairman, Sen.
William V. Roth Jr., R-Del.,
opened the hearings Tuesday by
accusing some agents of unfairly
targeting lower-income taxpayers
and small businesses "who can't
afford to fight back" in order to
meet collection quotas. Roth and
others described conflicting pressures from Congress and IRS
management on agents to collect
delinquent back taxes that last
year totaled around $90 billion.
The IRS denied it unfairly
pursues lower-income taxpayers
and said collection quotas were
outlawed in 1988.
Savage said IRS agents
pursued him after they couldn't
collect from a subcontractor who
didn't pay employment taxes.
With his appeal pending, he
said the agency improperly seized
a large check paid by the state of
Delaware to Savage for his work
building a women's prison.
"As much as it offended my
wife and me, we chose to settle
the case and permitted the IRS to
keep $50,000 of the proceeds,"
Savage said. "We wanted to
pursue the case to the end, but to
do so would have destroyed our
business."
The agency said taxpayer privacy laws prevent it from discussing specific cases without
clearance from the individuals involved.
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Storage

10x15 Storage Units
10x30 Boat Storage Units

(753-357 )

DEATHS
Roger Loren Burns
Roger Loren Burns, 65, Fox Meadows, Murray, died Tuesday, Sept.
23, 1997, at 8:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired mechanical engineer, he was of United Methodist faith.
Born June 12, 1932, in Minneapolis, Mum., he was the son of Madge
Dahl and the late Thomas Burns.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Madge Dahl, Minneapolis,
Minn., and one cousin, Stanley Butcher, Cedar Grove, N.J.
Burial will be in Willow River Cemetery, Hudson, Wis.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local arrangements, but
no services or visitation will be scheduled here.

Cecil Hicks
Cecil Hicks, 93, Benton, died Tuesday, Sept. 23, 1997, at 11:50
a.m. at Britthaven Health Care, Benton.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Brewers United Methodist
Church. One sister, Mrs. Velma Ross, and one brother, James Hicks,
preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Jesse Hicks and
Will Cronch Hicks.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Runelle McGregor, Benton;
two granddaughters, Mrs. Sheila Baker, Hardin, and Mrs. Janda
Hawkins, Benton; three great-grandchildren, Chad Baker, Benton,
Wendy Hawkins, Virginia Beach, Va., and Kevin Hawkins, Murray;
one great-great-grandchild, Payton Baker.
.The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Richard Dowdy and the the Rev. Jack
Doom will officiate. Burial will follow in 13rewers. Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Brewers United Methodist Church or Marshall County Exceptional School.

Mrs. Norma Inez Wilkins
Mrs. Norma Inez Wilkins, 75, Benton, died Tuesday, Sept. 23.
1997, at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of Union Hill Church of Christ. One brother,
Kenneth Darnall, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
late Sid Darnall and Lottye Pace Darnall.
Survivors include her husband, Pat Wilkins; three daughters, Mrs.
Sylvia Wilkins Powell, Mrs. Alyce Wilkins Rudd and Mrs. Melanie
Wilkins Stewawrt, one son, Larry Wilkins, and one sister, Mrs. Hazel
Sutherland, all of Benton; 14 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 11 a.m. at Darnall Cemetery.
Gene Gilliland and Lake Riley will officiate.
Friends may call at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, from 6 to 8 p.m.
tonight (Wednesday).

OFFS
Ilion -Pri.
10:00-4:00
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Insurers shelled out
big bucks to get way
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — In
the months since the General Assembly wrapped up its special
session on higher education and
began turning its interest tc
health insurance, the state's insurers have averaged $100,000 a
month on efforts to keep theii
companies informed ant
involved.
Records filed with the state'5.
Legislative Ethics Commissior
show insurance companies re.
ported spending about $400,00(
lobbying the legislature frorr
May through August.
"It is extremely important'
Lawrence Ford, Anthem Blu(
Cross/Blue Shield's director o
government relations, said, try ink
to explain the expense and th(
need to keep a hand in the deci
sion making process. "This is
very complicated issue not onl:
to explain but to understand."
Health care issues have alway:
weighed heavy with lobby dollar
in Kentucky. In 1996, when thi
latest round of health care re
forms came to a head, companie.
with an interest in the outcomi
spent at least $430,000 in thi
first three months alone of the le
gislative session.
So far this year, Anthem Blui
Cross/Blue Shield leads the padl
of big lobby spenders, accordinj
to Legislative Ethics Commissia
figures. The Louisville-based in
surer reported about $35,000 ii
state lobbying expenses for th,
four-month time frame martin;
May 1.
Columbia/HCA Healthcari

Corp. reported spending $17,486,
and the Health Insurance Association of America, a coalition of
out-of-state insurers, spent
$10,243, the commission's statistics show.
For the majority of the health
care companies and associations,
most of the lobbying expense was
in paying their lobbyists' salaries.
For Anthem, $6,666 — about
cirie-fifth of it's four-month total
— went to Anthem president, former Democratic state Rep. Jim
LeMaster of Paris.
"We registered him as a lobbyist because often in his role as
president he has contact with legislators," Ford said.
Columbia/HCA communications manager Nel Taylor said the
company owes it to its employees
to buy representation in
Frankfort.
"We have 13 hospitals in Kentucky that employ about 10,000
people, not including doctors,"
she said. "It wouldn't be serving
them well if we did not have our
voice heard in the legislature."
State Farm Insurance has spent
only about $7,500 in the past four
months, but it still has kept a
busy lobbyist on retainer to make
sure the company's interests are
heard when it comes to persuade
lawmakers to set up a high-risk
insurance pool for sick
customers.
"We like to be visible and
communicate with legislators."
said Stephen McManus, of the
company's corporate law department.
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Gtfts For AU Occasstons, school supplies. Jewelry, 99r toys,
hosisPhold products, pottery, Rex AU health products, beauty
aids, books. t shirts, tools. life size dogs, and large Mdians.
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Southside Shopping Center
615H fk 12th Street • Murray. X. 42071
We are across the street from Sirlion Stockade

Ar Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

Tit very BEST in. Retirement
and Assisted Living —
I

Contact Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office, Hwy. 121
By-Pass, Murray, KY (Between Curves and
Oakwood Studio, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Que Restaurant.)

(FRESH ff110M1rHE TIMM
ENGLISH FARMS, INC.
SPECIALTY FOODS
Flavored Oils, Flavored Vinegars, Imported
Lemon & Lime Curd, Imported Orange Marmalade,
plus many recipes and entertaining ideas.
Don't forget our delicious homemade
popcorns, candies, mustards, and jellies-1j

[

10th & Arcadia Streets • Murray, KY • 753-0921
10 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F; 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat.
411\

MARTIALARTs
Teaches
Kids A Lot....
•Respect For Adults
•Sportsmanship
•Pride In Everything
You Do
‘7416411

•Incentive To Excel In
School
Inner Strength To Say
-NO" When Confronted
With Unhealthy Peer
Pressure
kT

Attorney At Law
is pleased to announce
Sarah Coursey Curd is
now practicing law with
his office.
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The funeral for Mrs. Juanita Morris will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Paul Bogard and the
Rev. Bill Tate will officiate. Music will be by Ricky Cunningham,
pianist.
Pallbearers will be Tommy Morris, William Morris, Terry Parrish,
Michael Parrish, Larry Cunningham and Barry Joe Lee. Burial will
follow in Palestine Cemetery.
Mrs. Morris, 76, Murray, died Monday, Sept. 22, 1997, at 7:24 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Paul Morris, on Jan. 4,
1974, three sons, Larry, Gary and Jerry Wayne Morris, and one
brother, Junior Parrish. Born Nov. 28, 1920, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late Willie G. Parrish and Reba Hopkins
Parrish.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Paulette Morris, one son, Leonard Morris, and two sisters, Mrs. Hazel Cunningham and husband,
W.A., and Mrs. Jean Lee and husband, Joe Pat, all of Murray; three
grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
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\lurrav State News named one of country's best
, he atin-rio.
been
Tried one to Ow top 20- non,dails
wets in the
aunt%
I tic staitcri: produced newspaper
is beer notified MA it is a 1096-97
tine Pzieem.iker finalist. The
weinai ci onts:st is sponsored by
Ass,sAated ISollegiate Press and
Ncwspapei Assoc[anon of
'110rica 1-oundation.
From the group ot 20 finalists, 10
iwspapers wdi be named PaceAct winners at the Associated
.illegiato Pres:A 011ege Media Ad- -sei s National e oliege Media Con'noon No%
in Chicago.
The Murra%
News is pro1% ,ilring the tall and
iced
-ring scriR.sters \ a student staff,
copies of the
ich week,
wspapel at j:•tritInte(T on cams :rad to off-campus subscribers.
Jonathan Oliver, a senior print
tirnalism and political science
itible major from Eddyville,
used as editor -in-chief for the
95-96 and 1996-97 school years.
"Being named a finalist in this
•impetitiorr iS one of the greatest
• anors Mat I_ canirmiginc,„" . Olive r
Aid. "The staff made a concentrated
fort to he the very best it could
nets'

. -
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Olive, was a freshman when the
-wspaper was last recognzied in
Pacemaker competition.
Being named a finalist in this
estigious competition is the cul- r-ination of a year of hard work by
ar students... said newspaper ad- iser Joe Hedges. The staff worked
-roughout the fall semester and
nristmas holiday redesigning the
•wspaper. The extra effort was
iv iousl% recogni/ed by the
Iges '
"Se%erai Itierither of the staff
iok part of their holiday during
inuary te return to sarnpus early to
omplete work on the redesign of
le hey,sT1;1!),,, T ( 1liver said. "They
;ere coacatiled to see that happen.
hat's w hot tak.es to be one of the
-sr This award is a testament IP
lea hard work and dedication. I am
-ra pleased to see their efforts
ogni/ed nationally,
The award proves that we have
mai of the best students and fathy any where,- Oliver said. "An
0.-ant 10 this has
shared with
'1r ad
-cc and faculty members
ri 3 daily
-

toeIilesUideTntfrom Auburn
Ii
, '
ZtiqiIrriia State Univerl`m‘eiNats. of San Francisco,
nivcrsity
.Clara, Emery
L'act;rn Kentucky Uniirsa% •
1 1,r,ikin: University,
;soh, 1,r,ersa% Saint Louis Urni s '.
Ake F,irs.-.1.L'niversity and
C 1 niversity of South Dakota.
'V. ire ohs iously in very good
ompanv Hedges said. "The
speaks well of our students,
,
lournalism department and our
aa.-rsity The \ltirra% State News
01 in,I) Taii Kentucky
,%;s7CII
re,ogni/ccl
'
the
iicgiate Press
i•gill thy
Judges
Pa c1al.
f,,ised on coverage and content, onalny of writing
'rid reporting, leadership on the
page
01 in-depth

- - There
!
;
frange goings
ta ,e Peen coC
in at the oil ice orriplex pond.
;ti atigc ipple on the water.
poking up just
As1s1Plious
,,c the surlac,. A long. leathfigure in the depths.
I (kali. sat it is Seymour the
Ihotor Experts say it's more
!ererniah the bullfrog,
.t
'111,, legend got ,tarted last
'Horan, at ter a young boy said he
ass
man dump an 18-inch alliaator into the pond in this central
rifri town.
So Pon Hatcher, the ('olulribus
7!II. senior keeper for reptiles.
rf,ope I oto to the pond last
Neck 11 he :ould find him,
flat( hei planned to rescue the alTana and gi%e him a home
Instead of .111 alligator. liati.her
iiid sec era, large frogs.
' I hey privhahly Lould he rillsak "ii 19r afX)1.11 a foot long alligaio, 1%,,airse whenever the stretch
'iii 'iiiil swim itio% would he ah'hat
'' he said
lint the legend of Seymour
Ir. es
Said Heather -Totten. a
,,,,..taker at Ito otr icc complex:
some Kiwi( still think there's
an alligator out there."
r

Research is the Key
1.1f1 I
••611,119 11.U/

(all toll-free
1 800-A(5-2345

I recall how riteased we were at
Chico State, when I was on the
faculty there, to have our paper win
a Pacemaker.Ofcourse,Chico State
was twice as big as MSU, and the

journalism program there is huge.
This recognition of The Murray
State News is analogous to the
Racer basketball team making the
NCAA 'Sweet Sixteen.-

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8
NIatirilk

IFICPCPa
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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Deli Hot Line I
753-7811

61-elex/

We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Center Cut

U.S,D.A. Boneless

1/4 Sliced

Pork Chops

Top Sirloin
69

Pork Loin

Miss Goldy Split

Fryer Breast
1 29

Field 1 Lb
Classic
Wieners
or Dinner
Franks
$1

I

Country Style

Spare
Ribs
$1 89
Lb-

Lb

49

$219

Fresh
Farm Raised

Pork Loin

I

Caffish
Fillets

LID.

Lb,

Lb
1 79

End
Roast
$ 1 69

Sliced Free

$q69
Iv

Lb

Lb

5 Lb. Sliced American

Owen's Best Family Pack

Clifty Farms Whole

Oscar Mayer Reg.-Lo Salt

Cheese
$989

Ground Chuck

Country Ham
1 59

Bacon
1 Lb. Vac Pack

Kraft 8 oz
Philadelphia

3-4 Lb, Pkg,
Welch's Grape

Jam or
Jelly

Cream
Cheese

32 oz

99'

$1

99!.

Van

Pork &
Beans

I

Napkins

Lb

120 ct

69'

49

Kraft Deluxe

Whole Milk

Bathroom Tissue

99

Mac. Cheese & Shells
Shells & Cheese

99
'

I

Hyde Park

Sliced 'ree

21 oz

Angel Soft

Go

$259
89'

Camp

Kentucky Farms

1214 oz 2/$3

4 Roll Pkg.
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Maxwell House

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Diet Cat. Free Pepsi,
Cat. Free Pepsi, Cherry Pepsi

Only S3.49

Coffee

2 Liter

'
89

99C
Hyde Park Single Roll
Libby s W.K. or CS Golden

Corn

Red Gold

Libby's

Paper Towels
15.2 oz.

59' Sweet Peas
39' Cocoa Pebbles
Peter Pan

Cereal

Peanut Butter

20 oz. 2/$5
Veg.-Corn-Canola-Best Blend A

Wesson Oil

89

48 oz.

Prairie Farms

2% Milk

1/2 gal

2/$219

39' Tomato Sauce 411
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Cat Free Pepsi,
$129
2/s5 Diet Cal. Free Pepsi, Cherry Pepsi 12

15 oz.

Post Fruity or

Post Raisin Bran

13 oz.

8 oz.

pk•

$ 1 59
18 oz.

Duncan Hines Chewy

Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew,
7-Up, Crush

Grapefruit Juice

64 oz

1 79

Libby's F.S. or Cut

129
19.8 oz.

Brownies

Florida Natural Orange Juice or

Green Beans

14.5 oz.

39'

Carolina Gold
12 pk $299

Apple Juice

64 oz.
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tOditee
Owens Best
Honey Dipped
Bobv Bora,

BBQ Ribs
99

$4

Owen's
Famous Pit

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

BBQ Pork
29

Baked Ram
$429

Lb

Owen s Best
Mesquite Smoked

Turkey Breast
$499

SWOOE

AAAEPICAN
CANCEP
%sociFTY
I

College of Fine Arts and Coiiiiiiunicaion, was obviously pleased with
the award. "What a wonderful surprise. The Pacemakers are a unique
national award," he said.

Prices Good
Sept. 24 thru
Sept. 30

sliced new

Alligator myth
lives on in town

said Dr. Jeanne Scafella, new chair
of the department of journalism and
mass communication. "The ACP
competition award only the best."
Dr. Ted Wendt, dean of the

reporting, design, photography, art
and graphics, Hedges said.
"The Murray State University
community should be extremely
proud of as student journalists,"

h

Golden Ripe

Bananas

3b Si

Emge American

Owens Best

Cherry

Cheese
$329

BBQ Chicken
$ 1 99
it

Tomatoes

I h

1

$ 29

Red or Golden
Delicious Tenn.

10 Lb. Idaho

A3pp es

Potatoes

Bog

$

49

Washington State
Golden Delicious

If

$229
Ready To Serve

Apples

Slow Mix

7 C

919

9

1 Lb• Bag

rau
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Consultants suggest expansion of arena
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
team of consultants is suggesting
that it would be cheaper to expand Freedom Hall than build a
new downtown arena to bolster
the economy.
Raising the roof and adding a
third tier of seats would increase
capacity from about 19,500 to
roughly 30,000 for basketball, the
consultants told the Kentucky
State Fair Board.
They estimated the project
would cost $50 million to $70
million compared with up to
$170 million for a new 30,000- to
35,000-seat arena.
And it could be done without
forcing the University of Louisville basketball team — Freedom
Hall's main tenant — to schedule
home games elsewhere, the consultants said.
Fair board President Harold
Workman said that, for now, the
board doesn't intend to initiate
any plan to expand Freedom Hall.
But the community deserves to
know that an alternative to a new
arena is available, he said.
"Why spend $120 million or
more (on a new arena) if you can
do it at the fairgrounds for half

the price and accomplish basically the same thing?" said
Board of Alderman President
Steve Magre.
But 6th Ward Alderman Dan
Johnson, the leading aldermanic
proponent of a downtown arena,
questioned the feasibility of pouring so much money into expanding a 41-year-old building.
He said a new arena — which
also is being pushed as a way to
attract a Final Four — is needed
to stimulate the downtown
economy.
University of Louisville Associate Athletic Director Mike Pollio said that although the university remains open to playing in a
new arena, expanding Freedom
Hall "is something we have to
really look at."
The university's basketball
team would be needed as a tenant
to justify either the expansion of
Freedom Hall or the downtown
arena.
The Fair Board is paying the
consultants — Luckett & Farley
of Louisville and Rosser Internaabout
tional of Atlanta
$25,000 to study the adequacy of

Tennessee residents sue
TVA for return of property
COLUMBIA, Tenn. (AP) —
More than 100 Maury County residents have sued the Tennessee
Valley Authority for the return of
property sold 25 years ago for the
now-abandoned Columbia Dam
project.
TVA stopped construction in
1983 because of environmental
concerns, including the presence
of an endangered species of
mussel.
TVA asked the public this
spring to comment on how to dispose of 12,800 acres intended for
the project. Options included selling the land at a public auction or
transferring it to another government agency for public use.
But ,the previous landowners
have asked U.S. District Judge
Thomas Higgins of Nashville to
tear down the partly-built dam,
restore the land and return it to
them.
"I can't understand why,
rather than give it to somebody
else, they wouldn't give it the original landowners," said T.E.
Derryberry, who sold his home to
TVA for $16,500. "If they had
used it for the purpose they took
it over for, I wouldn't have said a
word."
His wife, Juanita Derryberry,
said landowners were told by
TVA to sell the property or lose
it in condemnation proceedings.
"My husband is a big, strong
man, and it takes a lot, but he
cried when we crossed the
bridge" as the family moved, she
said. "It was terrible, not only on
us, but on the children. They had
been raised there. It was the only
home they knew."
Federal law says TVA only can
sell its land by public auction,
meaning that the previous landowners could get their property
back if they successfully bid on
it, agency spokesman Gil Francis
said.
But lawyers for the landowners

said TVA was acting outside the
law when it obtained the land in
the first place because the agency
did not properly weigh the risks
and benefits of the dam project.
Federal law requires TVA to
establish that the benefits of a
project outweigh the costs, and
studies in 1951 and 1966 said the
dam was not economically viable,
the lawsuit said.
But TVA added the benefits of
thousands of new jobs in later
studies, although the estimate
was not based on fact or history
of similar projects, the lawsuit
said.
TVA also failed to consider
less costly alternatives for water
supply and flood control, or the
costs of destroying productive
farmland or moving 250 families,
the lawsuit said.
Francis said the agency will
address those claims in court.

Freedom Hall and the potential
and cost of renovating it.
The consulting team, which designed Papa John's Cardinal Stadium, will give the fair board a
full report Thursday, a day after
an aldermanic committee reports
on financing options for a new
arena.
Any decision to expand Freedom Hall would have to be made
collectively, by city and state officials, community leaders and
the university. State funding also
would need approval from the
General Assembly.
Workman said the fair board
wanted to look at Freedom Hall's
needs because it was last renovated in 1984, when the floor
was lowered 11 feet and about
3,500 seats were added at a cost
of roughly $13 million. The state
has 10 more years or so of bond
debt to pay off on that project.
Louisville's aldermen have set
up a committee and several subcommittees to consider plans for
an arena.
One subcommittee has outlined
dozens of events that a new arena
might attract and concluded that
Freedom Hall is not worth
renovating.
At a meeting Wednesday,
another subcommittee is expected
to outline ways to pay for a
downtown arena.

FOODS
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VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER,
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

LOW LOW 'fPRICES
- COUPON

Pepsi Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

OFF

$1.00

0
-d
0

Any Item

2 Liter
Bottle
Limit 6 Please

With Coupon & $20 Order. Limit One
Expires 9-30-97

Dog Food

n9

sin"

Nunn Better Golden Nugget

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
$g On
Mt, Dew 12 pk. 12 oz. Ira • tal

NO•00

16 Lb. Bag

Betty Crocker

Sunny Delight 12 Pk. 12 oz. Can 53•79
Northern Bathroom Tissue

Brownie Mix 19,/2 oz. Box I.29
Morton House Beef Stew
$

7/6evizie
Aryji

White

1.19

22 oz. Can

'
88

Roundy's

Gold Medal

Green Beans, Corn,
or Sweet Peas

.10 Minute Oil Change

Flour
Golf)

Most Major Brands

'Brake Service
'Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned
& Operated

15 Oz.
Can

1

507 S. 12th 1Five Points
''' L4 Cie "al" 759-1529
ur

753-4462
We Honor
Competitors Coupons
Professional Lubrication for
your car, truck, motor home.

Fish For Pond Stocking

1

WIN! WIN! WIN!

Roundy's Individually Wrap Cheese

Play Cash Card DrawTM

16 Slice 12 oz. Pkg. SI•19
'50

Buyer Choice

Sugar

4 Lb. Bag
Ore Ida Crinkle Cut

French Fries-

_
2

Lb. Bag

39

'100 ,
'200

1•

2

11260

r20

'35 '25

'15

$3

8/00 WIN CASH & GROCERIES!!
GET DETAILS AT STORE

For

QUALITY MEATS

Delivery Will Be: Friday, October 3
Murray - Southern States
1:45 - 2:45 p.m., Phone 502-753-1423
Minimum Order of 25 Fish
We Furnish Your Hauling Containers.
To Place An Order Call The Store-Above Of Call:
1-800-247-2615
(orders do not have to be placed in advance)

Split

Whole In The Bag I

Fryer Breast

Sirloin Tip

91 49

FARLEY'S FISH FARM
CASH, ARKANSAS 72421

41,6
'ttits,3

,•-••.-}",

GENERAL • MICHELIN

Sirloin

Pork Roast
2

Country Style

Ribs

East Main • 753-5606

FIRESTONE • BF GOODRICH

Lb.
Sliced Free

Lb.
Boston Butt

Open Saturdays Until Noon

Holland Tire Co.

4 Roll Pkg.

Pork Steak
Ground Chuck

I•I9 Lb

$1.39
$1.29
$1.39

Lb

Tip Roast

$1•69 Lb

Sirloin

$1.79
$1.89

Tip Steak
Beef

Lb.
Lb.

Minute Steak
Country Ham

IRST
I.1 AMERICAN
CA$H ADVANCE

SLIM

99

Our Service is Quick, Easy tic Confidential

WE WILL TURN NO ONE AWAY

'Pt hoye trorn
,
rico
of 170inotitor

Social Security
Customers Welcome

(Next to August
DISCOU0111

Moiin

apply to new postponer' oniy

Lb

Bananas

If you have an active checking account we will givc you cash
for your check today and deposit in 12 days
or your next payday!

Olympic Plaza
Murr ay
753-1020

Lb

Golden Ripe

* Personal Check Advance

AVE
addr"c44
25%
h., bonging In sio

Lb.

Carrots
Yellow

Onions
Baking

Z$0
o

Potatoes

1 Lb. Bag

3 99' Tangerines
89' Pears
'Squash
29
For

Bartlett

3 Lb. Bag

Winter

Lb

Sweet Spanish

Florida Juice

Oranges

100 Cl. Size

I.
3 Lb 91

Onions

'
4 99
69
'
39
33
For

Lb.

Lb.

Lb.
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Murray boys second
in tourney at Miller
•Calloway boys beat
Marshall for first time;
Lady Lakers fall 10-0
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray finished second and
Calloway seventh in the rainsoaked Murray High/West Kentucky Invitational golf tournament at Miller Memorial Golf
Course Tuesday.
Murray finished with a team
score of 319, 12 shots back of
tournament winner Paducah
Tilghman. Drew Holton led the
Tigers with a 78, good for a
three-way tie for sixth, followed
by Trey Long (79, tied for
seventh), Jacob Rayburn (80),
Zack Rayburn (82) and Clint
Hampton (87).
Calloway wound up at 326.
T.J. Face led the Lakers with an
80, followed by Jeff Owen (81),
Chad Greer (82), David Perlow
(83) and Brian Lounsbury (91).
Paducah Tilghman's Bo
McDougal was the individual
winner after beating Lone Oak's
Justin Gosa in a playoff. Both
finished at 74. Other top indivi-

MHS/CFS game
Thursday night
at Cutchin Field
Murray High's boys' soccer

game with Christian Fellowship
was postponed Tuesday because of rein and will now be
played Thursday night at 6 at
Cutchin Field.
Also. Calloway's boys will
play first in Thursday's varsity
doubleheader with the girls'
team. The Laker boys will face
Lone Oak at 6:30 p.m. with the
girls taking on Lyon County in
the second game at approximately 7:30.

BOYS' SOCCER
Calloway 2, Marshall 1
DRAFFENVILLE — Calloway
County's boys picked up their
first-ever win over Marshall
County Tuesday night and gave
coach Andy Pagel a victory over
his former team.
"It was nice for me, but it was
much nicer for the guys," said
Pagel, in his first year with the
Lakers. "It was their senior night.
and we used that to otfr
advantage."
Jeff Nix scored both Calloway
goals, getting an assist from
Jeremy Weber on the first and
scoring unassisted on the second.
The Lakers (6-5) led 2-0 before
Marshall scored on a penalty kick
with eight minutes remaining.
Marshall (5-5) outshot Calloway 15-12. Clint Myatt had eight
saves for the Lakers.
"Ben Binford, Jeff Nix, Ty
Fiebig, Russell Hargrove and
John Eric Yezerski were probably
the reason we won because they
were so adamant about it," Pagel
said. "Psychologically, I hope
this will turn our season around.

duals were Will Cox, Tilghman
(76), Charlie Tomson, Hopkinsvile (76), Gabe Dodson, Reidland (76), Michael Winn, Mayfield (77), Alex Metzger, Tilghman (78), Ryan Cochran, St.
Mary (78) and Brett Jones, Tilghman (79).
The teams now prepare for
next Tuesday's regional tournament at Mayfield Country Club.
The girls' regional is Monday at
• See Page 38
Princeton Country Club.
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Murray's Drew Holton tees off while another player watches during the rain-plagued Murray High/West Kentucky Invitational Goff Tournament at Miller Memorial Golf Course Tuesday. Holton shot a 78 to lead Murray,
which finished second behind Paducah Tilghman.

National League

UK takes
positive
attitude
vs. Gators

Dodgers narrow gap
in West Division race
Giants lead by 1-1/2;
Marlins in playoffs

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) '—
Kentucky is taking a new attitude
into its game Saturday against
No. 1 Florida.
"They're a great football team
but they're beatable," quarterback Tim Couch said of the
Southeastern Conference matchup
in Commonwealth Stadium.
"We'll have to play about a perfect game to beat them, and you
have to go out and play well, but
we think we're capable of doing
that."
Florida (3-0) has owned Kentucky (2-1) in recent years with
10 consecutive victories, including 73-7 in 1994, 42-7 in 1995
and 65-0 last season.

File photo

Kevin Brown was the winning pitcher as the Florida Marlins secured their first-ever playoff berth
Tuesday with a 6-3 win at Montreal. Brown improved his record this season to 16-8 with the win.

is See Page 3B

run homer in the eighth. The Dodgers
have five games remaining, while the
Giants have four left.
"We're back in," Dodgers manager
Bill Russell said. "We didn't think we
were out."
Across the continent, Florida
clinched its first postseason berth with
a 6-3 victory at Montreal. Kevin
Brown (16-8) won his seventh straight
decision and Charles Johnson hit a goahead single in the fifth.
"We got here, we were expected to
be here," said Moises Alou, who went
3-for-5. "Now we'll see how far we
can go."
Florida opens the NL playoffs at
home next Tuesday against either the
Giants or Dodgers.
In other NL games, Houston beat
Chicago 5-3, Pittsburgh edged New
York 5-4, Cincinnati defeated St. Louis
8-6 and Atlanta shut out Philadelphia
6-0.

The Associated Press
Just when it appeared San Francisco
was pulling away in the final week, the
Los Angeles Dodgers shaved a game
off the Giants' lead and drew within
11/2 games of first place in the NL
West.
Todd Zeile homered twice as Los
Angeles stopped a five-game losing
streak and beat visiting San Diego 6-2
Tuesday night. The Giants lost 7-6 to
Colorado at Coors Field, stranding the
potential tying run at second in the
ninth inning.
"Deep down, I didn't figure the
Dodgers were going to lose forever,"
San Francisco manager Dusty Baker
said. "We said all along that this thing
was going to go down to the wire."
Chan Ho Park (14-8) pitched a
seven-hitter, and Eric Karros hit a two- •See Page 38

American League

Indians rally
from 9-2 hole
The Associated Press
An improbable rally put the
Cleveland Indians into the playoffs, while the Seattle Mariners
clinched their postseason spot by
holding off a comeback.
Cleveland captured its third
straight AL Central title Tuesday
night by overcoming a 9-2 deficit
for a stunning 10-9 win over the
New York Yankees at Jacobs
Field.
Meanwhile, Ken Griffey didn't
homer for the Mariners, but Jay
Buhner's three-run shot helped
the turn back Anaheim 4-3 in the
Kingdome, giving Seattle its second Al. West crown in three
years.
Sandy Alomar's RBI single in
the bottom of the ninth capped
Cleveland's dramatic comeback
from seven runs down. It was the
tirq time in 63 games this season
the Indians came back to win
when trailing after eight innings.

The 1995 Indians made a habit
of these kind of wins, but this
year's club, which lost Albert
Belle to free agency and traded
away Kenny Lofton before the
season, had yet to duplicate that
magic.
"What an unbelievable bunch
of guys," said starter Charles
Nagy, who was pounded by the
Yankees. "Losing Albert, losing
Kenny Lofton, and to come back
and do it again is so special."
Buhner's 40th homer, a
484-foot, three-run shot in the
first, was the Mariners' 258th of
the season, one more than Baltimore hit last year.
"I didn't want it to drag out
any more than it did," !Winer
said. "It's big to do it now because a lot of us will get a chance
to rest up now. We've got World
Series on our minds. That's what
we have to look to now."
Griffey, who homered twice
Monday night, went 1 -for-3 with
a broken-bat single in the first, a
walk in the third, a strikeout in
the fifth and a groundout in the
seventh.

Elsewhere in the AL, it was
Minnesota 5, Chicago 3; Baltimore 3, Toronto 2; Detroit 6,
Boston 0; Texas 14, Oakland 6;
and Milwaukee and Kansas City
split a doubleheader.
Following their win, Cleveland
players watched the conclusion of
second-place Chicago's loss at
home to Minnesota.
David Justice hit a solo homer
off Hideki Irabu to key a two-run
eighth as the Indians closed to
9-8, then tied it with an RBI
single off Jeff Nelson (3-7) in the
ninth.
Alomar, who hit a two-run
homer and RBI single earlier,
singled to center to score Matt
Williams, who walked.
It was yet another thrilling moment for Alomar in this ballpark,
where he hit the go-ahead homer
in the All-Star game in July.
Before 52,884, the 10th sellout
in the Kingdorne this season,
Randy Johnson (19-4) allowed
eight hits in eight innings with II
strikeouts, but gave up three solo
homers - two to Jim Edmonds
and one to Gary DiSarcina
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Cleveland, Seattle wrap up
divisional crowns Tuesday
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Sandy Alomar's RBI single in the bottom of the ninth inning capped off
Cleveland's rally from a 9-2 deficit as the Indians secured the American
League Central title by beating New York 10-9.
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U.S. golfers dominant in tournaments

Sports
BRIEFS

By RON SIRAK
AP Golf Writer

MSU volleyball team loses home opener
The Murray State volleyball team lust its home opener Tuesday night as
Arkansas Stale rallied to beat the Racers in two games
The teams split the first two games each winning 15 9, before MSU (7 4)
took the third game 15 10 But Arkansas Sate (8-6) won the final two games
by identical 15-12 scores to take the match
Krista Shumard totaled 23 kills and 31 digs to lead MSU while Stephanie
Diebold added 15 kills and 11 digs, Chandra Brashers had 14 kills and 23
digs and Kristi Hoffman had 14 digs
Murray State visits Arkansas Little Ruck Friday and Oral Roberts Saturday

MSU cross country in top 10 in Nashville
Murray State ran to a pair ot (up 10 hilishes in the
NASHVILLE, Tenn
men s and women's divisions at the Commodore Cross Country Classic last
Saturday MSU came away with a sixtri place finish on the men s side, while
the Racer women ran seventh
Murray Stale junior Jason McKinney was the Racers' top finisher placing
ninth among all men In Division I competition McKinney s time of 26 mi
flutes 38 seconds was good for seventh place Murray State collected 143
points at the event, which was won by Eastern Kentucky
Lady Racer freshman Rebekah Christman turned in the top MSU women s
finish, placing 14th overall and 12th among Division I women She ran the
course in 19 18 Murray State finished the event, which was worn by the Urni
versity of Alabama, with 225 points

I

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs •
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 2U

753-9627

1A.M

Like a good neighbor,
State Faun is there

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices.: Bloomington Illinois
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65 91 411 19%
Kansas City
1 I WA
65 91
Mnnesota
Distelea
W ' rc-L OS
59 119 363 x aerie
90 75 522 11%
Anaheim
73 54 466 1514
Texas
6396 36926
Oakland
x-cInclied *lion dtle
y -cinched postsesean terra
Tuesday', Games
Texas 14 Oakland 6
lallwaulies 7 Kansas City 4. 1W gains
Kansas City 6, visukee 2 2nd game
Distill 6,Bosft Min 0
Ciereland 10 NY Yankees
Bellmore 3. Toronto 2
Minnewea Cicago Whte Soo 3
SOWS,4, Anaheim 3
Wednesdays Genes '
Bostor.1W36ereid 11 15) 41 Dow (Bleu 16-7),
606 pm
NY Yankees(Gooden 9-51 et ciecsiaric .Anderson 4-I). 606 om
Bellmore (Kerneniecia 94) at I wo(lt() (Das]
1-0), 635 pm
Kansas City (Belcher 13.12)11 Milwaukee (Mer
cedes 7-10) /06 pm
Mnnesota (Ho:Sigma 2*in CNcago Will.. aux
(Batter 12-141 705 pm
Anaheim (HS 6-12) at Seine (Move ; 4, 435
▪ Times (Olver 12 12) at Oakland (Haynes 361
935 pm
Thursday's Genes
Boston (See 1312) al Detroit (Sender, 6i3i
05 .m
Kansas C4N 04131105 5-9) ai Otilieekiltee iticheo
1314) 105 pm
NY Yankees (Cone 12-6) al Ciessisno
eriletai 14-6) 606 pm
Baltimore (Wien& 1S-7) eit Toronto (Larcenist
27) 636 pm
Winsome (iiirelsns 6-11) at Chcago Wish Sot
(Drab. 11.1) 705 pm.
Texas (Win 11-12) at 44185•1111 (Dickson 134)
9 06 p m

National League
Ems Div Mon
uts
W
99 56 631
r-Allanta
91 66 500
is-Florlda
55 73 536 14'n
New York
/6 in 414 23
Montreal
93 406 35
04
Phladerpnia
Gramme Oilmen
W t. Pct. GB
81 /6 516
HOUtiun
lb $0 494 3'4
Plato rgh
72 116 459 9
Cinannal
71 16 452 10
St Loan
66 91 420 15
C Weisz.
Weal DIvislea
W L Pct GB
Wit
0/
Sat r
12 541
65
4..9ee.
1.06
$2 /6 522 4'n
74 64 466 13
Sina-IMO OW ...We
wis
Owe..
clinctesti
Tuesday. Games
Atlanta 6, PNiedelpha 0
Ronda 6. Montreal 3
literargh 5, NY Mess 4
Houston 5 Chcago Cuba 3
Ginommll S. St Louis 6
Colorado7 San Francisco 6
Los Angeles 6, Stir Csegc
Welseedey's Genes
San I-tont:am (Rapp 54) at Coloraclo (Beim
9-10). 205 pm
Atlanta (Byrd 4-3) at Philsdelana (Slephenson
7-6). 605 pm
Ronda (Leer 10-9i a Montreal (Perez ig 12)
635 pm
Pittsburgh (Cooke 9-14) at NY lasts (Mirk)
5-12) 6 40 p.m.
Cmannals (Butte 10-10) at St Louis(Ayers 2-43,
705 pm
Chicago Cube ICiwk 13-7) at Houston (Holt
6-11). 705 pm
San Diego (Hernial 10-7) al Los Animals (Canaan 104) 706 pm
Thursday• Games
Ationte UlavUsI 4-7) arP111610elet114 (Gtace
- . '3-k).•13:06
Ronda (Femanorat / )2) at morirniai
/-44 6 35 p m
IR al LAIN
0,
CAriatinell (11104.
1.4) 05 pm
Ch..agc cues ttaur...e. s, di rioustur.
,rianssor , 10, 706 p.m
Los Arosies Nano 13-12) ei 64siefiCeit (A111100
lc i) 405 p.m
C0faledo

SOTOURANDE Spain (AP)
Three of the four major
championships this year were
won by members of the U.S
Ryder Cup team. None were won
by European team members.
. Eight of the top 13 players in
the world rankings are on the
U.S team. One member of the
European team is ranked that
high.
The U.S team has hot players
in Jim Furyk, Justin Leonard and
Davis Love 111
It has an intimidating player in
Tiger Woods.
And it has unflappable veter
ens in Fred Couples. Mark
O'Meara and Tom Lehman

NFL STAT LEADERS
Americas F.eSsM Orasieressoe
Cluerterlasche
All GOT Yee TD Int
135 II 10/C i 2 3
Memos N E
101 56 182 9 g
Ehm, Dec
136 /8 .263 9 2
Gregg* Om
49 ar :136 9 5
Testaverde 8.1
42 24 309 '
Bronell Jac
.44 al 957 ; g
ODoorwill NY,
126 71 1130 6 2
Grbac K C
110 99 789 3 3
Bike, On
142 55 1011 7 7
Coen* &ft
IS /1 616 1 2
Harbaugh Ina
Buskers
An MN Avg LG ro
95 526 55 50 3
uscs. Den
101 474 47 701 2
Main N E
/5 312 51 el' 3
Kaufman Oa
66 362 53 2W 2
George Ten
/1 336 47 21 1
Mama /2s,'
63 31. 49 19 I
Best
44 261 19 541 3
A Srivin dui
67 262 35 37 1
Faulk Ind
OD 225 35 16
Bine Bei
45 209 4 4 347
146 K C

•

neeehiers

T Brown Osk
Srnth Jac
Pickers C',441
Reed But
Mawr Bei
McOuthe Ma
Mimeo( ;nil
Alexande Bra
Andras. ICC
R Simi Den
Amor K C
Gelber) aoa
Ptitchail Sea

No Yds. Avg
33 535 182
24 361
24 303 12.6
23 365 16 /
23 373 112
22 267 I 1 7
21 194 *2
20 250 125
19 175 92
IS 339 iIS
111 307 Ill
16 262 15 /
II 230 1211
16 ;

lu
5W
41
46
Ti.
541
50
25
45
56t
111
43
531
24

ID
4
3
2
2

2

a
i
4
"

.11.

.2

lv

Europe's most intimidating
player, Nick Faldo, is coming off
his worst year ever an the major
championships
And Europe's squad was
rattled by the removal of Miguel
Angel Martin hum the team, a situation Just settled I uesday when
he agreed to return as a nonplaying membei

Woosnam has never won a singles match in the Ryder ('up
losing rive and-halving two. Yet
he has lour wins and two halves
in 11111C alternate-shot matches
and has won nine better ball
matches and halved another, los
ing only once
It s all about getting players

So how could hulope possibly
keep the Ryder Cup?

11111111gS
Marlins 6, Expos 3.Brown, 7-0, in II starts since
At • Dodger Stadium, Zeile
-- htimered -Oft Paul Menhart (2-3) --Aug.. 1, allowed-three-rim& -and.
eight hits in stx innings and
In the second and sixth innings
tanned eight increasing his
2-2,
His first homer tied the game
205 Robb
his second put the Dodgers ahead career high total to
his 35th
(or
outs
thick.
got
Nen
4-2
save.
his
seeking
Tony uwyriii
Dustin HM121116011 (8 I) gave
,;ighth NL batting title, went
three earned -four runs.
up
l -for-3 and has a 373 average
2 3 innings.
4
in
.hits
six
Colorado's
of
six points ahead
3
Cubs
5
AstrOS
Larry Walker
Bagwell
Biggio
Jeff
Craig
Rockies 7, Giants 6
Andres Gaalarraga increased his homered at the Astrodome as
league-leading RBI total to 137 Houston ov‘icanit. one-run defiwith his 41st homer, a three-run cits three times ana ,,ut its magic
drive as the Rockies closed number to two int Asuos remained 3'A gullies ahead of
2 games of first.
/
within 41
plait. Putsbuigh in the
second
a
Barry Bonds homered in
three-run ninth, his 39th of the NL Central
Biggar tied thc scute 3 ail with
season and sixth in seven games.
hoinci and Tony
sixth-inning
a
Lewis
Mark
After pinch-hitter
singled home a run, the Giants Eusebro singica tr. me go ahead
advanced the tying run to second run in the soon oil steve frachwith two outs before Curtis Le- sei (8 IL). Bagwell nit his 43rd
skanic retired pinch-hitter Damon nomer in the toufin
Berryhill on a grounder for his
Darryl Kite (19 I), uying to
second save.
become Houston s lust 20-game
Darren Holmes (9-2) struck out winner since Mike Scott in 1989,
three in two perfect innings. allowed six nits in 8 I 3 innings.
Danny Darwin (1-3) was rocked Billy Wagner finished for his
for five runs and 10 hits in 5 2-3 22nd Save
FROM PAGE 28

FHUM PAGE 2B
But the' Wildtcats- don't seem to'
bt in awe of the school that has
-some-Of the 'weifit de=
It.ab in Kentucky history
'We undeistand they're the
No 1 team in are country, and
that ita a privilege for us to go
out there on Saturday and play
the No 1 .team in the nation:'
suong safety ircrilayne Martm
Chey have a great group
said
ol guys Ws;It there in Gaines
rillt; We nave a great g,ruiip of
guys here- in Lexington."
A Dig reasOii for Kentucky s
positive outlook is an overhauled

field.

"I also have to commend our
*17
„mutt dtAtiist 1k addcd
louver:1 Alan. KW labial
Hicks to stopper and
tvith our oubidt ioliIbiiidUUfl of
thAi Bintoia alit) Joey 0 Uorinell
ltiai has DtA.A. a good Unit WL
trying to instill a positive, wiii
ning attitude with our players,
and I think this win will show
tttcii mai int.) ...an play with any
body in the region

GIRLS' SOCCER
Malarial! 10, Galloway 0
Mai •
1JKAI-tENVII ,
shall s Julia Iravis scored six goals in handing i...alioway the
disUict loss fuesday night
I re., accoutiteu tut all tint. of
Marshall s lust hall scores as the
Lady Marshall (9-2) outshot Calloway (5 5) 31 6
Latiosva; nosts Lyon County
I hursday night to' anodic' dis
ii11 i gam( at appiwkinialely / 30
at the 1 HS held

e4411e I

hu.st

lnuisaay at

i 'ill

J412.

..Str a ilk.

Fall Cle nup Sale
While you're busy cleaning up the leaves, we're
busy clearing our shelves of fall merchandise.

D

TIC)

inclEay

ayWAROillOndU

TIRE
75
400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can Help
Cali 759-8000 far an Appointment
Let me help you through chiropractin.
Wc cart about your health and are
dc.das.ste.4 It. quality care
111 B. Scutt _Foster
fur'all yaw 'tittrivraeric' weeds'
1210 Junie3uri Blvd. Murra , KY

PARTY STARTS HERE!
Remember Don't Drink & Drive
Beringer White]
Liiifindel
„ ., $4 99
[via

25')/ Off

Large Selection of

$1940

Lnartet
8

George Dicke!
48
175 L $21.99
[ Early Flinn i

$14 99
-

1

Suitcase

Kanlua
Coffee Liqueri

yt0‘.0e\142'1
4
.

S.1% nig ,taits with Ii ms ci adtt:5 Ilkt. 1114,51. 2.0U et,.. 1 1111 +Malt!
(jrailge faiinowner s hisutance triatige ol!CIS IleXIOle
programs to meet the special needs of t(xlay's farmer. Call or
visit soon so we can tell you more

O

Coolers
(

Fir
eplace
Acces. A

URA1521.c

Insurance Agency, Inc.

Off!

Murray Home 8 Auto

753-5842
972 Chestnut St.

•

1

ao
, $15.99
Michael Picard
Wines
-so • $8.99

$17 60

Suitcase

$15.9-91

$13.99

Jack Daniels
Black

Busch Lt.
uitCaSili

b Dubs

$13.99]

$29.88

$2.99

Salmon
Fillets

12" Subs

Vendanle
White Zin.

$5 99.

$5.80

; 5 $5.99

Halibut
Fillets

Dallys
4.99
Mixers

Gordon Vodka

Mani-Mahl
Fillets

$6.99

I

1

$
King Crag
Legs

$11.40 b

Large Inventory Of
Cigars In Our New
Humidor Special Prices By
The Box

-_,

$11.82

Louis Jadot
Macon-Villages
$9.69
Louis Jadot
Beaujolais
'50 rrl $8.81
Dewars Scotch
''5 . $32.98
Tattoo
Schnapps
'SC -n,. $13.98

West Wood Wines & Liquors

Western Kentucky

as

Smirno:f

_

[Crown Royal

30% to 75°h

ralleire
ii
•1152

Tony Boyd

10'0

Black Velvet
[
; $1199

[Beefeater
Gin
5 , $26.73

Busch

Miller Lite

[

-

Peter Vella
Boxed Wines
5 $9.98

$15.99

$12.59 L.
de" __cc
suppties

r

Bud

Wild Turkey
101
• -5, $28.99

LBW° la
Caal

Chivas
Regal
5L $45.99

Riuntte Vintage Wines
,rpt

. $33.63
_
-

Ask us about saving on
your farm insurance. .

'You can never tell what
you're going to do from week to
week but I think we're capable of
doing that against anyone we
play," said Couch, who passed
tor a school-record seven touchdowns against Indiana.

FREE. COMPUTER BALANCING

[_

"
10°

The Wildcats are coming oil a
49-7 victory over Indiana, the
most points a Kentucky team has
scored since 1978. Can they do it
against Florida?

ureat -fires * Great Selection * Great Price

$19991

All Pdtiu &
Lawn Furniture

offense which leads the nation in
passing (381 yards per, game),
ranks fifth in total offense
(480.-/), and 10th in -seoring-(38). -

Back Pain? Headaches?
Neck Pain?

FROM PAGE 2B

(WIi
A

It is truly an event where the
sum of the parts can be greater
than the individual components
"1 think on paper we are the
underdogs, and although we are
the defending champions, they
look stronger than us," Bernhard
Langer said Tuesday. "But in
match play anything can
happen."

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!

II Murray boys...

Oa

to play together who. can flow
together and score well
together," Woosnam said
"That's the secret, I think."
lii no other golf event do so
many great players hit so many
bad shots. In no other golf event
is the pressure as intense. And in
no other golf event is as much
dependent on team play as ills in
the Ryder Cup.

•UK, Florida...

•Dodgers...

41143s4,33

lieltemil Feeleell Gerdersece
auerlsebacks
Alt Cum Yds ID In)
ihtle/ . el
94 59 720 a 2
Fans CB
131 /61094 2 4
152 96 1054 8 4
Johnsur No
AlliTer, 3a1
)36 57 67* L. 0
.:handis Al,
67 IC Sli 1
46 31 ,004 .-3 ;
Metall .351
7 Dune on
a; 46 46C 1
St 11
loth. At
li
di... .1 ...
iC - 2
K. Graham Ana
ii3 63- 612‘ 2 :
-- iisemitens
An ma Avg nu •L.
N Snit. Ian
8.6 /$i 2
K' 3;: 4 5 29 '
Levens. G B
R Hants, CN
64 336 52 681
115 329 3.9 28 4
%Ike SU.
62 327 63 25 0
Sanders Get
12 Zit II 44 0
i Smith Dal
Si all IS 521 2
Dunn T8
al 766 44 24
Wailes Ph.
90 At. 44 20
aohnse.g. Car
56 238 41 351
Hearst S F
Remme..
rtis Ass Lts C
13 4
Res, h4,36 A. 31. 36
Cane Ian
28 32; 5 Thr 2
Callowin N-0
21
.t
Engran CS
19 194 102 IS 1
.87
&aces GB
ii 321.
411
i$ 264 14. 39 3
Hasertge NC
17 290 2 56
Emanuel All
I/ 151 .01. 2:
Sanders AO/
o WS
lb 23.
Reiman GB
A Moore. Arta
16 231 144 47

'lii uii.iti.ii play it doesn't re
ally matter how strong a team
is or how *cak team it is," Ian
WOOSI121111 said luesday. "I be
heve that if Wye (Ballesteros)
gets his pairings right, then any
team can win this."
Woosnam playing in his
eighth kyder Cup, Is a perfect example of the beauty of team play
and the unpredictable nature or
match play in this competition

Europe
hignest-ranked
player, Cohn Moritgomene, oná
again disappointed in the major
,hampionships when he finished
second in the u S Open, then
played poorly in the British Open
at Royal 'From. the course on
which he was raised

753-2571

901-642-7714

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69 • Paris, TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • Mastercard • American Express • Discover

4B
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MURRAY LEDGER & IIMES

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
ILIPIQY

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.25 Column inch
40% Discount 2nd Run.
60% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al 3 As Mal Run WO 0(toy Pidod)
$2 25 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads
30c per word, $6.00 minimum
1st day.64 per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Info Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A $2.00e will be required to make
any changes to ad offer domain,.

o2o
025
040
050
060
070
040
1 OU
110
120
1 .30

sacs

0$ Apples, Cider,
ic Tomatoes, Mums
Pumpkins is

&

e

.L
'Copeland5
oOrchaids
'c

Domestic At Chddcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportuntty
Instruction
Computers
1-s,r Sale Or I rude

Thanks
144)
150
156
160
165
1 70
18(1
19)
195
200
2.10
220

Want Is, Buy
Anicles For Sale
Appliances
[Ionic Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
I leavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Eirew(xid
Musical

In Memor,
Miss
Mobile Home Lois For Sale
Mobile Homes Fog Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home LASS 1-s,r Rent
Heating And Cooling
Business Rentals
Want 1,, Rent
Apartments 1-or Rent
.Rooms For Rent
Houses 1-sn Rent

240
260
270
280
28
290
300
310
320
330
340
360

For Rent Or 1race

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'

FEMALES looking fo
roommates Large home
on 16th St across from
campus, private bedrooms
available. Completely furnished_ 'AM utilities paid".
Phone in hallway Cable TV
in den Kitchens and bathrooms are common areas
Sorry, no pets 150 cleaning deposit & $250/mo.
Must see to appreciate
Call 762-0134 or 924-5887

Happy Birthday
I-0i sale or Lease 4741
570 Commercial Property for Sale 480
340
Pets & Supplies 485
190
Livestock & Supplies 490
4410
Yard Sale 495
410
420
430
415
440
450
460

.

Lake Property
Lois For Sale
Farms I'Of Sale
flumes For Sale

POSTAL JOBS. Murray THE National Scouting Muarea, $12.60/hr to start. seum is accepting applicaplus benefits, carriers, sor- tions for a Security Guard
ters, clerks, maintenance (Part-time). Tuesday
For an application 8 exam through Friday 8arn-5pm
call until Nov. 30th. Please
information
1-800-819-5916 ext 385, come to the office of the
museum and submit an ap8am-Spm, 7 days.
plication, as soon as possiPROGRAMMER Motion ble. Starting pay is
International has immedi- $6 25/hr. Must be 21 years
ate opening for Program- of age and be a high school
mer Knowledge of a Net- graduate or equivalent. No
work PC environment and phone inquires please
Microsoft Visual Basic a
must Prefer candidate to WORK FROM HOME PT/
hold degree in Program- FT $785-$5600/mo FREE
ming or related field. This INFORMATION BOOKposition is available for im- LET 1-800-959-7714 or
mediate employment. www youcanworkfromhom
Send resume and salary e com.
history to: Mohon International, PO Box 550, Paris,
070
TN 38242, Attn, Personnel
Domestic
Director.
& Childcare

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport t. ulity Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans

500
510
520
530
550
560
570

Services Offered
Produce
Free Column
Wanted

Want
To Buy

GREAT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. 1 'A Year
strong carpet cleaning business for sale Truck unit
mounted and portable, van
with logo, and several
clients already established.
Call Doug 759-5251.

A Steel diamond cut tool
box for a Dodge Dakota
Call 474-8340, after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.

SALES

TURNING AGE 65?

C

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Furniture? Bedding,

GARRISON'S

Where do I go to
find the Biggest
Selection in Quality
Furniture & Bedding. At the Best
Possible Prices?
With Free Delivery
& Setup. Where??

HEATING AND COOLING

Finish

First With A

LIMAIRE

Installation Today!

Wiggins
Furniture

Don't Get Caught In The
Cold, Have Your Furnace
Serviced Today.

Service on all brands

TRUCK drivers withal least
Class B CDL Call
'533355 for into

STEPPING
soaps retainsc
patio stone
sizes and no
Ong soil, toc
cow manure
mulch 8 s;
available CA
Hardware,(
pulp Center

OFFICE HOURS;
Mori.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

MAKE 2to 3times your cost GOOD womans bicycle,
on hundreds of products. single speed. 753-8216.
100% reinsured'
Gift items, novelties, toys,
fiei
carded merchandise. Be WANTED 1968-1973 Musy)
off us80W
100% investment
your own boss. Limitless tang, good body. No motor
grade assets'
money making potential. needed. Must fit 302-351
060
Substanbal penalty
Kitty's Collectables, PO Windsor engine. Call
Help
for early withdrawal
Box 291, Murray, KY (502)753-0337 if no answer
Wanted
leave message on
42071.
McConnell
machine.
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
ADULTS have you always
RARE OPPORTUNITY InInsurance
wanted to play piano but
See & SOW 753-6981
ternational company now WANTED: Riding mowers
never did? Learn to play
Murray, KY
interviewing for local that need work. 436-2867.
AVON- I an, here for all
piano in only 4 weeks A
Manager/ Distributor.
Whether
your Avon needs
753-4199
new, never before in this
Booming fire safety field.
150
you we interested in buyarea 'Common Sense' apComplete training proing, selling or lust want to
proach to learning piano.
vided This is truly a 6 figure
For flair
look through a book to see HOUSE of Clothes_ Open
Be ready for the Concert PROGRESSIVE salon .in CERTIFIED home daycare income potential it you we
what Avon offers, give me a Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
drop-in electric
INCH
30
Sponsored
weeks.
4
in
Hail
Murray looking for profes- ust outside of Murray. wanting to work for yourcall (502)436-6026, ask for Nice consignment clothing.
by: Jameson's Music. To sional nail technician. Ben- Three full-time positions self, but not by yourseli, range, wood insert, good
Tonya. inci/sIs/rep
$1.00 Buys mens, wo- reserve your spot call to- efits package & growth op- available Loving, exper- make this call Ask for Mr used carpet, 2 stack wall
mens, childrens jeans, day. 502-753-0901 ONLY portunities. Call 767-0760
heaters 435-4268.
ienced provider with refer- Colwell, 800-686-5235.
COVER LETTER PROB- sweaters, sweat shirts,
for interview.
interview call
For
ences.
PIECES used reds room
3
IWO
LEMS? This educator will dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
Melinda at 759-3176
120
carpet, excellent condition.
organize it for you in under left on 464, 5 miles. Call AVON sales $8-$18/hr. No PSYCHIATRIC RN- 2 posi17'x26' Green,$90. 18'x13'
an hour, $15.00. $28.00 489-2243 or 753-6981.
door to door. Easy tions available. Outpatient MOTHER of 2 providing
Computers
Green, $50. 137, 'xl 7' Patshift)
(1st
writetype. 767-9195
Program.
Partial
home daycare $60 fullmethods! Quick Cash!'BoMIKE'S Gutter Cleaning
barn Mauve,$50. 759-1509
7am-7pm .
and staff nurse (7pm-7am).
Fall is coming, Cail Now! nuses* 1-800-827-4640 Psych experience pre- time, part-time before & af- OUANTEX P166 w/MMX. or 753-2225.
inflexible
400
also
HP
printer
color
school,
ter
irxlisisirep
Free
estimates.
FREE Pregnancy Tests
ferred. Apply in Human Re- hours 759-3850.
cluded. $1500. Call 3 SHOP buildings for sale.
Utehouse 753-0700
502-382-2440.
CAR hauler needed, excel- sources at Henry Co Medi
24x36, 33x36, 38x72. Save
759-9057.
lent pay, medical benefits
cal Center, Mon -Fri WILL do house cleaning or
1,000's on huge factory debaby sitting nights Call
Late model Stinger equip- 8arn-4pm
als. Will deliver, will erect.
Betty 474-2131.
ment. Experienced only call
(502)-653-2504.
140
423-577-2969 days, PT/FT position available
sit with sick or elderly.
WILL
Want
615-758-5539 evenings
500 GAL propane tank with
with Tupperware. Flexible Call 753-4590 for
Commonwealth Insurance is looking for a profesTo Buy
125 gallons of gas. $750
schedule 515-$25 per information.
helper
CARPENTERS
753-3648.
sional to provide excellent service to existing
A Large LP Gas Tank Call
needed. Will train. Must be hour Quick advancement,
customers and add new clients to an established
company car For interview
ALL Steel Buildings, 40X36
753-7050
ambitious. 502-436-2766.
inn
call 502-354-8412.
book of business in the Murray/Calloway County
was $6370 now $4390,
!Muskies*
ANTIQUES by the piece or 50X95 was $18,660 now
CASHIERS/ stock needed
area. Paid training, advancement opportunity,
Opportunity
collections. 753-9433 day $10,590. Other sizes availfor retail/ wholesale/ sal- SMALL local company
above average earnings and comprehensive
or night.
vage operation. Price Cut- needing OTR drivers &
Chuck
able.
ter, 650 N 12th St. Murray owner operators. For more EARN $500/WK working
benefits. Contact local agency at: 2372 State
1-800-320-2340.
esor
ANTIQUESpiece
from
Send
home
A.S.E.:
S
call
information,
Apply in.person_ —
Rotit8 45 North, Mayfield, KY (502) 247-3326 or
502-489-2472; after 7pm PD, P.O.Box 16468, Louis- tates Call Larry Elkins ANTIQUE white wedding
call 1-800-360-0280. No experience necessary.
492-8646 or 753-1418
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs call 502-767-9525.
ville, KY 40256.
dress, train, 8 veil. Laced
Realtors has a position
EDE, Pre-Employment Drug Testing Employer.
w/pearls, size 8, $500 Dboavailable for an agent who
Worn one time only.
is a self- starter and
759-9824 after 4:00
energetic You provide the
energy and we provide diBIG SCREEN TV FOR
rection and management
SALE: Responsible party to
support. Real Estate clastake on small monthly payThe Murray Ledger & Times Classified Ad Dept.
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
ses start soon. Call
ments. Good credit a must.
753-1492, ask for Ten
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
Call 1-800-718-1657.
is pleased to announce the winners of our
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
COMPUTER Users
Yard Sale Contest.
BLAUPUNKT car stereo,
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 651/2,
needed Work own hrs
Montreal model CR40, reguaranall
are
they
Law,
according to Federal
$20K to $5014/hr
movable cassette/ radio,
)
Winner
Place
1st
teed issue regardless of health.
1-800-348-7186 x 486
stereo, 60 watt. Incredible
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
sound. New $500, asking
DAYTIME help needed
Marilyn Starks — She will receive $50 free
consideration now should be:
$200. obo. 753-5778.
Apply at Dutch Essentiaus
classified advertising1 Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
Cafeteria 753-2334
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
BOOKS .repaer credit, moEXPERIENCED night cook
companies to give you the best possible rates
Place Winner)
2nd
ney making ideas. For
(
wanted. Ann's Country
and service. We may be able to save you
details- S.A.S.E.: P.O.Box
Hazel. KY. Apply
Kitchen,
free
$25
receive
will
She
—
Inman
Kendall
several hundred dollars per year. We have
16468, Louisville, KY
in person
40256.
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
classified advertisingEXPERIENCED iron
would like to be your Agent.
DOLLS for sale. 1101-A
workers!, welders. Full)
Circararna Dr. 753-3796.
( 3rd Place Winner
time, some travel required
in Western Kentucky area
ELECTRIC treadmill, CarVickie Garland — She will receive a free 1x2 Yard
753-0085 between
dioglide Exerciser, Macin7arn-3.30pm.
Sale ad for 3 days.
tosh Classic computer with
printer. 753-7687 after
FULL time employment w/
Thank you to all of our
511:411
905 Sycamore
starting wage of $5.75/hr
yard sale participants and
Position is for full service
JBL Grand Touring car steMurray, KY 753-4199
reo speakers, model T502,
gas station attendant Ph
congratulations to our winners.
Nationwide toll free:
60 watt power Pair new
753-1323, Mon-Fn
1-800-455-4199
$150, asking $70 obo
or pick up application at
753-5778.
Pocket's Shell Food Mart
'
on 4th St in Murray
LEER Topper, good condition, red, $600 Call
IMMEDIATE openings
474-8340 after 5pm.
available for light industrial
work in the Murray, Calloway County and Marshall
MATTRESSES Smith
County areas. Please apply
Mattress Factory
in person at People Lease,
502-851-3160
1406 N 12th, Murray The
Village Office Complex
NEW white wooden bunk
next to Cams Dodge
bed with desk & closet,
$300 753-8697
NOW hiring morning/openSEE us for your barn or roof
ing help Apply in person at
metal Cut to length CovArby's Restaurant after
ers 36 inches, many colors
2pm No phone calls
Economy Metal & Supply
please
Co 489-2722
OFFICE help needed 40hrs
STEEL Buildings, never put
weekly with possible over
up Public Liquidation
time Computer experience
40X30 was $5990 now
preferred Send resume to
$3980, 50X80X18 was
PO Box 1111, Murray, KY
Healing • Air Conditioning
$16,770 now $8960 Other
42071
sizes available Dave
1-800-292-0111
PAPA Johns Pizza now hiring assistant manager and
TENNESSEE COUNTRY
day shift delicacy driver
LOG HOMES Beautiful log
Great work environment
home packages! Kits. Dry
competitive wages Apply
ins, Turn-keyed Wholesale
in person, ask for Shawna
prices For into or models
call 901 232 8545
secretchurch
PART-time
2 mile N of Murray on 641 4 lane
ary (15 hours per week) If
(across from Memorial Gardens)
interested please mail re
(Includes carbon Monoxide Testing)
Open 9-5 Mon- Fri
sume to First presbytenan
Sat. 9 - 3 • 502-7534566
Home
Church. 1601 Main St MurFunneling*
With 12 -24 or 36 mo financing
ray, KY 42071

623-8312 e
coottogy

AdverNsers are requested
to check the first Insertion
of Ihek ads for any errOr.
Murray Ledpor & Times will
be responsiblefor only one
Incorrect Insertion. Any error should be repotted immediately so corrections
can be made.

SP

• Door:fines or* 2 days
advoncol

BICYCLE, 14
CADE GT,
frame, pegs
wheels, exc
bon, $1243 4
GUNS, buy
436-5650

140
Business
Opportunity

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Public Sale
lime Loans
Real Estate

100

050
Roommate
Wanted

ADJUSTMENTS

CALL 753-1916

OA°

029

A IS e 11 A

Card of
legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And ['(Mind
help Wanted

CLAY Potsplain 8 dea
berry pots,
boxes, wail
aete planter
more. Coast ,
ware, Cent
Center

CALL MARK GARRISON
753-7600

OAK variety, oval mirror,
marble knobs, 3 drawers.
5yrs old Perfect cond
Moving $200 753 5057

Full Time • Part Time
Deliver & setup furniture and all
around work. Must be 25-or-older.
Must know Murray & surrounding
area. Apply at:

Wiggins Furniture
Hwy. 641 North
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

DEER HUN'
corn now in
mers Fermac

No Phone Calls.
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS) - 10-month faculty position
beginning 1/1/98. Masters degree in CIS or
CS preferred, Bachelors in CIS or CS
minimum. Community college or related
teaching experience helpful. Applicant
should have a working knowledge of Basic,
Fortran and Pascal. Novell LAN experience
preferred. Applications should be received
by October 13, 1997 but the position will
remain open until filled. Submit letter of
application, resume, three reference letters
and official transcripts to: Gail Hawkins,
Acting Dean of Academic Affairs, Madisonville Community College, 2000 College
Drive, Madisonville, KY 42431. MCC is an
AA/E0 employer and invites female and
minority applicants.

COUNTRY MI
Estates. Mob
for sale. Fin
able to qua
Cali 767-943.

MOBILE homi
5 miles no
767-9435, 74
MOBILE horn
at $5,000
753-0873

14X70 TRAI
bath. Central
lot. $5000. 5

1982 PATRIC
trigerator,
hwasher, cen
boner, gas fti
remodeled. 5

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNMES
ENHANCED WAGE PROGRAM!!!
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!!
PROFIT SHARING!!
Jakel, Incorporated is rapidly expanding its work
force in Murray, KY. In conjunction with this effort
we have implemented a brand new wage program for production workers that rewards performance and service. If you are interested in
earning a competitive wage, working four days a
week (overtime possible) receiving paid vacations and holidays, participating in the company's growth and profitability, and possessing
one of the finest health insurance plans wound,
then you owe it to yourself to check us out. You
can do so by applying in person at:
Jakel, Incorporated
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

1111
A true E

give advit
'Bring You
'Solve The

Dot
8 Li

208 S. 1;
Murray,

SALES ROUTE MANAGER
$26,000 TO $60,000
WE ARE GROWING AND
EXPANDING OUR BUSINESS

Cars, Cu

As a leader in frozen food products there is need to
add to our route system staff.

"Don'
112

Guaranteed starting pay of
$400 to $700 PER WEEK
Enjoy complete benefit package including profit
sharing, medical, vacation and the opportunity to
advance.
You will take over an existing customer base in our
home delivery system and be responsible for sales,
customer service and adding new customers.
We are currently hiring for positions in Mayfield.
Murray and surrounding areas throughout the state
of Kentucky.

szzars

f'•

4

DA

f
'
(L
1

Pre
DC

.t.

For a confidential interview call
1-800-3-EMPLOY or fax resume to
507-537-8545. Please refer to ad *9.

Schwan's Sales
Enterprises, Inc.

94 Ens

Equal Opportunity Employer

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions for our Matiel-Murray facility on the
following shifts:
Tues.-Fri.
4:30 p.m.-3:00 a.m.
(10 hour shift)
Sat., Sun., Mon.
6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
(11.5 hour shift)
2-3-2 Schedule
Noon to Midnight
(11.5 hour shift)
2-3-2 Schedule
Midnight to Noon
shift)
hour
(11.5
Starting pay rate is S6.39/hour with a top rate
of $9.11/hour after 24 months. Individuals
would be full benefits eligible after a 90 day
probationary period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the
world's best toymakers, apply in person or
call the
Murray Employment Agency
201 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-2150
Eta. M/1.,. I)
•••••••••
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ALLERGY SI
warranty on t
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270
Mobile
Homes For Sea

Mobile
Homes For Sate

CLAY Pots large & small
plain & deaxatrve, strawberry pots, clay window
boxes, azalea pots, concrete planters, bird baths &
More Coast to Coast Hardware, Central Shopping
Center

1991 14X60 CLAYTON
Phone 767-9614 B-16 Fox
Meadows Dr

BIG Savings on red tag
sixtaals New energy effi
dent homes in stock at
special discounts Dinkins
Mobile Homes Inc . Hwy
79 E. Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891

STEPPING Stones, land1993 16X80, 3br 2 bath
scape retaining wall blocks,
with appliances, satellite &
patio stones Assorted out-building Set up on
sizes and colors Also, pot- acre, beautifully landting sod, top soil, peat &
scaped Garden tub in mascxev manure. Play sand,
ter bath 753-2178
mulch & spagnum peat
available Coast to Coast 1904 16X76 CHAMPION
Hardvrare, Central Shop- $24,900 753-0342 or
489-2827.
ping Center

Spode
Equipment
BICYCLE, Mongoose DECADE GT, chrome molly
frame, pegs, white mag
wheels, excellent condition, $120 474-8001
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

ALLERGY Suffers, lifetime
warranty on Hightech Electrostatic Filter, custom fit to
your unit, $89.95. Includes
duckwork & unit sanatizing
deordorizing.
&
502-753-1001.
DEER HUNTERS. Apple
corn now in stock at Farmers Farmacy 759-224-8.

COUNTRY living at Bethel
Estates. Mobile home lots
for sale. Financing available to qualified buyers.
Call 767-9435, 742-4435.
MOBILE home lots for sale.
5 miles north of town.
767-9435, 742-4435
MOBILE home lots, starting
at $5,000 North area.
753-0873.
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
14X70 TRAILER, 2br, 2
bath. Central h/a on rented
lot. $5000. 502-628-5434.
1982 PATRIOT 14X70, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, central air conditioner, gas furnace, newly
remodeled. 502-527-2324.

1984 FLEETWOOD
14X80, 3br, 2 baths, central
air & appliances Extra
nice. 1985 Fleetwood
14X70, 2br, 1 bath, central
air & appliances 753-9866.
1997 FLEETWOOD
14X70, 3br, 2 bath
759-0329
1998, 16X60, 2br, 1 bath,
plywood floors, water cut
offs, storm windows &
more. Delivered & set up,
only $19,900. Wilson Home
Center, Hwy 641 N, Murray, KY. (502)767-0000/
1-800-5407958.
1998 '32 Foot Wide', Yes
you read it right! Not 24ft,
not 213ft, but 32 Foot Wide,
3br, 2 bath, lots of room for
that hard to arrange furniture Pnced in the mid
$40's Wilson Home Center, Hwy 641 North, Murray,
KY (502)767-0000 or
1-800-540-7956.
1998 CEDAR sided home
with red bn roof, real wood
plank floors & walls with all
the goodies. Set up & delivered all for only $49,900
Must See! Wilson Home
Center, Hwy 641 N,
( 5 0 2 )7 6 7 - 0 0 0 0 ,
1-800-540-7956.
4BR 1997 year end special.
Regularly $48,411 Reduced to $44,900. Save
$3,511 unfortunately
theres's only one at this
price. Better hurry! Won't
last! Wilson Home Center,
Hwy 641 North, Murray,
KY. (502)767-0000/
1-800-540-7956.
64X28 DOUBLEWIDE,
3br, 2 baths, double garage. In Anderson Shores.
Minutes away from KY
Lake. Phone after • 5pm,
474-8014.

Mrs. Ann 7&
Reader & Advisor :,,,,
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
'I give advice on Business, Marriage, and Love Affairs
•Bnng Your Problems to Me-1 will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

HALEY'S
11g19Puck
M. Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

BY Owner Doublewide
3br, 2 full baths & 1 acre
Call 759-3473
LARGE selection of used
homes See the housing
leader Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 E
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891
LOOKING for that dream
home, Look no further'
1998, 3br, 2 bath with F P
S B S with water & ice in
door, dishwasher, plywood
floors, water cut offs &
more All for an amazing
$33,900. Only at Wilson
Home Center, Hwy 641
North, Murray. KY
( 5 0 2 )7 6 7 - 0 0 0 0
1-800-540-7956
STOP! Don't buy that new
home until you shop Wilson
Home Center Best Buys in
West KY or TN Hwy 641
North, Murray, KY
( 5 0 2 )76 7 - 0 0 0 0 /
1-800-540- 7956
280
Homes For Rent
14X65 2BR, l'a bath. 3',4
miles east of Murray. $260
plus deposit & references
753-6012.

753-3853

LARGE fireproof building,
excellent location. Four
overhead doors, natural
gas. office, plenty of parking, car wash pit, three
phase power, extra storage. Available 8-1-97 or
sooner. $375/mo rent.
$375 deposit. 404-1 N 4th
St. Phone 753-3018 to
have call returned
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
/53-8302 or 753-9621

Apeman,
For Rent

94 East 2 miles fellow signs. 753-2993

/ ALPINE
•lockfixdrosgab.

•
Tapes
Clarion
AR ALA CS 11 C:a

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

75i

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Specializing in

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:
What the mind can cause
The mind can cure.

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
FREE CONSULTATION

NOW taking applications
for 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY 759-4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
SPACIOUS modern 2br
duplex apt on Northwood
Dr Garage, central h/a,
kitchen appliances, carpet
No pets Lease & deposit
required 753-5992

FOR rents Business building, over. 3700sq ft, high
traffic area. Tourist season, 3BR, 1Y, bath, family
near Land Between Lakes room, carport, w/d hookup,
entrance, $650 deposit & $475/mo, deposit, ret no
pets. 474-2333.
references, 474-2333.

$3

Bethel Gardens

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/o/rasher &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Idain
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
/53-0606 after 5pm.

3-4BR brick home on quiet
dead-end street near MSU.
Stove, refrigerator & dishwasher furnished. New
carpet, vinyl & paint
$575/mo. Call 436-5917.

753-5585

Lining Out Sale

NEW 2br duplex, $375/mo.
5 miles north, 12mo lease
No pets. Deposit.
753-4937, 436-2741.

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

Available

Ire dug & ready for fall plardtrig!
DON'T MISS TIIIS SALE
Special Hours 9-6 Wed.-Sal.

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Weedy Village, Ibr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

2BR houses in Murray &
Lynngrove, lease & deposit
required. 753-4109.

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

DAYLILIES, HOSTA

HAZEL Apartments Hazel,
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled Rent
based on income Handicapped accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity
TDDI 1 800-247-2510
527-8574 or 492-8721

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Phone: 753-6910

Prni•

SE1'I tfiAliEH 24

5P

199/

Hornm
For Sale

VERY nice 1 & 2br apartments with central h/a, w/d,
2eR,1275/mo plus depo- dishwasher, trash pick-up
sit Crossland Community. & lawn 'care provided. • 11
miles from Murray toward
Call 498-8958.
Mayfield on 121 lbr starts
2BR trailer No pets Refer- at $315/mo No pets. Depoences needed Call sit & references required.
753-9866
762-4483 8am-4pm,
DOUBLEWIDE 3br. 2 345-2748 after 5pm.
baths, 2 large living rooms, VERY nice duplex, great
w/d hook-up, basement area, 2br, appliances with
storage area, private loca- microwave, turnished, w/d,
tion 4 miles north of Murray. private deck $475/mo, de$415/mo with references posit required. 436-5725.
and one month security deposit required (no exceptions). Responsible pet
owners considered.
753-4981
2BR, 1 bath, gas heat,
stove & refrigerator furn285
ished. $325/mo, 1 month
MobSe
deposit. No pets.
Home Lots For Rent
753-2905, 753-7536,
LOT north of town
2BR
A-Frame in Alm,
759-0873
washer/dryer hook-up,
stove & refrigerator furnlag
ished. City water, large
Business
yard. $300 a month plus
Rentals
deposit. 435-4035.

641 Storage
All Sizes

$2
Pick 'Your

vVEUNESDAY

460

279

Lawn &
Garden

1993 14X70 MOBILE
Home set up at G-5 Coach
Estate Drive in Murray, 2br,
2 baths, out building
753-0379

INES

1BR apt in Murray Water
paid.
$185/mo.
1-502-395-5285.
1BR Diuguld Dr, new Cell
Coleman Realty 753-9898
1BR furnished, partial utilities paid with laundry room
available Lease & deposit.
No pets. 1606 Miller
753-0932, 753-5898.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR, 1 bath, all appliances
including washer & dryer,
Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444
2BR apt at 908 Hiltwood Dr
in Northwood $325/mo
759-4406
2BR duplex kippliances
furnished, central h/a
Available now Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR duplex, 1214 Peggy
Ann Dr 492-8225
2BR duplex all appliances,
very nice area ported for
ui students
$450imo,$500 security deposit No pets 753 9240

3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage.
502-527-3825
3BR brick, $395/mo. No
pets. 753-6931.
3BR house, Dexter.
$225/mo, lyr lease. No
pets. Deposit. 753-4937.
3BR brick in Hazel
$325/mo deposit & references required. 435-4027.
3BR near university. Must
have references, deposit &
sign lyr lease. No inside
pets. Call 753-2342, after
4pm.
3BR w/gas heat, low utilities, nice home. 605 Sycamore, $450/mo plus dep.
759-4696.
3 OR 4BR house, 1 bath,
w/basement, central h/a,
newly decorated, $700/mo.
1 Month deposit, no pets
753-2905 or 753-7536
4BR, 2 bath 1006 Main St.
Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444,

e bath 29(4) sq Ii
home on 3 acres Ceramic
tile & hardwood floors,
vaulted ceilings large
rooms, fireplace 2 car garBALL Python with 3' by 11.' age, back
deck & pool
aquarium, ceramic heat $79,900
Cal 759-5999 aflight & heat rock, $100 ter 6pm
759-4221
3BR. la bath brick ranch 2
DOG obedience classes or miles out
of town Carport.
private Serving Murray 17 large
yard with fruit trees.
years 436-2858
28X40 detached garage.
fenced in backyard with
390
deck Serious inquires only'
Lkiestock
753-8819
Supplles
3BR. 2 bath home Less
2 GOOD trail horses than lyr old 6 miles North
435-4499
of Murray Has jaaJZZI in
master bath Ventless firs
400
place in living room
Yard
Kitchen & dining room Plus
Sale
breakfast nook All kitchen
appliances included 2 car
garage On V. acre. Pnced
to sell at only $92,000.
753-2592

Yard Sale
Thurs. & Fri.
733 Riley Ct
Rain or Shine
(Inside or Out)

Lots of baby items &
clothes, nousehold
goods.

4 Party
Yard Sale
In Dexter
105 Walnut St. E.
Thurs. & Fri.
Come Early
no
Real
Estate

For Rent
Or Leese
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753 2905 or
753-7536

GOOD commercial lot a
Midway, 270'on highway I
acres
Acre $25,000, 1
$37,000, 2 acres $45.000
Tel 759 1345 759 1301
*89 2808

38R, 2 bath, 2% acres.
satellite & shed $38,000
436-2114
313R, gas heat, well built
older home, big corner lot
605 Sycamore $44,900
759-4696.
_ . _
3BR in town, dose to university. shaded lot with recent updates 753-4359
senous inquires only.
418 S 9TH ST, 3br, 2 full
baths, large yard, close to
hospital, $55,000
753-1954
4BR, 2 bath, office, execu
live brick home in Canter
bury area Additonal
acreage available, pond,
barn Lease- purchase considered. 753-8859. '
4BR, 2 bath, vinyl siding,
hardwood floors, large
landscaped lot, in town.
Asking $85,000 Call
753-9297
ALL wood construction.
3br, 2 bath, ranch with
foundation & central air on
your lot. From $58,500.
759-0220.

ATTRACTIVE residence at
1555 Oxford, Canterbury
Estates. Features 4 bedrooms, 3-6 baths, formal
living room, formal dining
room, family room, GrandFOR sale: 5 Acres, New mother's quarters, eat-in
Concord Area near the kitchen, double garage,
lake. Write P.0 Box *128, plus boat room. Screened
New Concord.
porch, beautiful wooded lot.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob Amenities throughout.
Contact Kopperud Realty.
Haley, state certified
753-1222 MLS*3001022.
759-4218
2 & 3 ACRE building lots
within 2 miles north of city
limits. 753-3785 or
489-2183, Ben or John W
Nix.

KOPPERUD Realty has BUY Now & Pick Out
Your
buyers waiting to purchase Carpet & Interior Colors!!
homes-ail price ranges. If New 3 large bedrooms in
you are thinking of selling- Mathis Farms Subdivision
contact one of our courte- on 1 we lot. Large LR with
ous and professional gas log fireplace, hardwood
agents at 753-1222 or stop foyer, pantry, mud room,
by office at 711)r4ain St. -ceiling fans
throughout,oak
cabinets, 2 car garage,
435
large covered deck & patio,
L.
natural gas central h/a.
Property
489-2671, after 5pm.
FOR SALE: 10 plus
Wooded acres,5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake. Mature trees, private road,
apprx 12 miles east of Murray, $40,000 firm. Will not
divide. Serious inquiries
only please. Call 474-8704
after 5pm or leave
message.

Y. ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray.
753-2592.
LOTS! We have the location, price & size to fit your
lifestyle. All w/city utilities
Contact Kenny or Valerie
753-9950 AM or 762-0009
PM
PRESTIGE Homes- Building today, for your future.
Your land or ours. Financing available. CaN for free
estimates, 753-5628.

PRIME location, 5 acre re4BR, 2 bath house 5 miles sidential lot, $35,000 w/
north, newly redecorated, water. 753-9887.
central hie, $530/mo 12
month lease No pets De-.
450
posit. 753-4937, 436-2741
Farms
a-3BR house 1 block from
For Sale
university Newly redecor2BR brick house on 90
ated, central h/a $535/mo
12 month lease No pets acres Big block barn for
Deposit 753-4937, workshop or livestock. Located on Browns Grove Rd
436-2741
Will sell all or separatly
FOR rent Rustic cabin 474-8384
near Ky Lake, Aurora.
Furnished, $350, dePosit, NEW Concord area 22
acres, house & 2 barns
ref no pets 474-2333
436-2916, after 5pm

28R upstairs apt 4 miles
on 121 S $285/mo plus
deposit 489-2296
AVAILABLE immediately
1BR handicap accessible
unit Call 759 4984 or come
by Mur Cal Apts 902 North
"cod Dr Equal Housing

AKC Golden Retriever puppies, Champion bloodlines
1st shots & wormed. $100
(502)247-9862

460
Homes
For Sale
2100 SQ ft 3br, 2 bath, 2car
garge, 1500 sq tt shop
759-9835

BY Owner:2000 sq ft 3br, 2
bath, 53 wooded acres
Price reduced Make spot
502-436-2832.
BY Owner: 3br, VA bath,
newly remodeled, vinyl siding, central air & gas heat,
ceiling tans, all new appliances, oak kitchen cabinets. Upper $50's
753-5592.
BY Owner Attractive, well
maintained 5br, 3 bath
home, est. 3100 sq ft on
Quail Creek Dr Priced to
sell under $179.000. Call
759-0817.
CANTERBURY: 1523
Beckett Dr Approximately
2600 sq ft plus 2 car garage. Call 759-4801.
FIRST time on the market
A well maintained one
owner, custom built 3br
brick, central h/a, 1,4
baths, 12X24 living room
with dining area, eat-in
kitchen, den with woodburning stove. Carport, attached 2car garage. Lots of
shade. 2 mikts from city of
Murray. 94 East in East-Y
Subdivision $94,500
753-0444
FOR Sale By Owner Brick
home 4br, 2 bath central
h/a, 1 blk from MSU Call
753-9636 $68,500
JUST reduced' Charming
3br, 2 bath brick ranch located in excellent neighborhood very near Murray
High School This quality
home features beautiful
40X20 inground pool, hardwood floors, fireplace, quality throughout. Immediate
possession' Call Rich at
Kopperud Realty 753-1222
for additional information
on MLS13001026

KIRKSEY areal 4BR. 24
bath Must see this one, too
much to list Sits on 84
2BR, 1 bath brick, central acres Priced to sell at
h/a, all appliances, de- $135,500 489-2066
tached workshop
753-7137 or 753 5263
LISTED at $10,000 below
appraised value The in2BR, 1 bath, hardwood credible value is a Ow, 3
floors, new roof, new sep- bath home in Southwest
tic, new central gasrtieat & Villa Bonus areas &
tea
air, detached garage, plus lures include large rec
2 out buildings, West Cello room, study/ computer
way Co $52,500 area, ceramic bled kitchen
489-2038
and baths & much, much
more Priced at $163,900
213R, 1 bath A frame cen- MIS13000933 Call Koptral h/a close to lake
perud Realty al 75,3 1222
$32 000 492 6eo.
ask PO• rnailoutt

Campers
MAKE an 0fter11 Must sell
3BR, 2 bath brick home on
shady lot lust around the
i;orner from Southwest
Elementary Wonderful
neighborhood New central septic, and paint Block
shop on 2nd lot 753-8064
NEW 3br, 2 bath in nice
area 3 miles north of town
Vaulted ceilings, 2 car garage, deck in the 80's Call
527-4747 days, 759-9381
evenings
NEW 4br, 271 baths in
Spring Creek Oaks Would
trade for other property
Built by contractor
753-3672, after 4pm
NEW home on the market,
24006q ft brick in North Villa
Subdivion. 313r, 2 baths, tile
floors, custom cabinets,
walk-in closets & 2 car garage Priced to sell'
/53-6319
NEW home with 14 acres
Call Kopperud- Amos
McCarty 753-1222
NEWLY decorated 3 or 4br
noose, 1 bath, susnroom
fireplace, large wooded lot
Extra acreage, great loca
non, $75.000 Call
753-2905 or 753-7536

1995 CAMAHO arnitm cas
sane air cruise tilt dual air
bags aluminum wheels
en 70 XXX mile warranty
anti lock brakes $11600
759 3894
495

1996 DODGE Grand Caravan ES, Emerald green,
captains chairs, ABS, rear
heaV ac, all power, other
extras 53xxx excellent
condition $14,200
753-5691
1995 MERCURY Villager,
4 captains chairs, leather
interior, digital control, cd,
loaded 30,XXX miles
$16,950 492-8769
500
Used
Trucks
1984 CHEVY Suburban
Special Edition with Chattanooga custom package,
aluminum wheels, Michelin
ores, rebuilt 350 eng , garage kept, local vehicle
$6500 obo 753-4871

1984 CHEVY a ton, 2wd,
88xxx, $2,000 obo 1990
F250, % ton 4x4, flatbed,
OWNER MUST SELL! loaded, alt, 644xxx. $9500
deautiful rustic 2 story obo 76 i -0731
nestled among the trees on
a landscaped 1 3acre lot, 5 1990 JEEP Cherokee
.ninutes from Beautiful KY Sport 444 Inane 6, auto.
Lake. House features 4br,2 2dr, black vegray interior,
baths, central h/a, fireplace new paint, wood Michekn
with insert, new triple-pane tires, excellent candition.
windows, wood floors and ect $5,800 For more info
deck. Must see to appreci- Call (502)759-9865
ate this Lake Retreat Call 1991 SUBURBAN, 77,XXX
436-5499 for appt.
miles, $10.500 obo Call
PRICE REDUCED TO 759-4930, atter 7pm 311N
SELL!
GREAT 7th St, Vincent Costelle
LOCATION- 804 S 16th St
1992 CHEVY, customized
105X250 beautiful wooded 43,XXX miles, V6, a/c, tilt
lot 2,850 sq ft (with possi- cruise. Must Seel $8,500
bilities for more) Bonus 753-8764.
room up- 40X12 walk-in
attic 3br, 24 bath, 6 1992 DODGE Dakota, 5sp,
closets, 10 rooms, central 56.XXX miles, excellent
H/AC, LR. Dine, den- condition $7500. Leave
kitchen combo with ap- message at 759-3920
pliances, fireplace, drapes, 1996 CHEVY truck ext
shutters, utility with cabs, cab, white, loaded, autosun-room, patio & 2 car matic, low mileage, extra
attached garage Call clean Call 759-8061 or
759-0700.
753-0987, leave message.
RELOCATING, Beautiful
3br, 2 bath plus bonus room
510
or 4th bedroom. Finished
garage, covered porch, l'a
coma*
years old, like new, bonus
room less than 1 month old. SCOTTY camper, extra
Gorgeous crown molding nice, 16ft, stove, refrigerathroughout. Hardwood, tor, $1,000 436-2497
ceramic We cream carpet
and vinyl Established
neighborhood A Must Seel
Call 759-5251.

1994 LOWE pontoon '
713 Evinrude, bit, trim ' 1 3
trailer Nice 436-5571
1994 STRATOS
;
w/150hp Evinrude & e
tended warranty Must s
753-6319

3-0 DOZING. backhoe,
septic & gravel haulino
Driveways foundation.502-437-4969
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal tree spray wig, hedge trimming,
•
sc.aping, mulch hauling 1
mulch spreading, gull“
cleaning Licensed &
sured, Full line of equir
ment. Free estimates Tit i
438•5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree professional Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray, Colic
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437 30-14
or 492-8737
MA Complete Lawn Cate.
Mark Lamb 436-5791
ADAM'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS Inside cr
out No job too sally
502-759-9906
AFFORDABLE all around
mauling, junk clear) up,
cleaning out sheds, ti work 436-2867
AFFORDABLE, 'quality,
building you'll be proud of!
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks.
fencing, concrete & masonry And home repairs.
Free estimates 767 8007,
Elite Building.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, A1;')
certified 489-2214
ALL types of work Mulct',
iock, gutters, outbuildings,
brush clearing, tree trim Ming, home repairs. Junk
hauled, etc. Reliable aivi
reasonable City & cour y
753-2092.
ANTIQUE refinishing, fr
niture repair & cusir...
woodworking 753-805APPUANCE REPAIP
brands, Kenmore
years experience. B`
HOPPER, 436-5848

WANTED

470
Motorcycles
1992 POLARIS 250 4X4,
auto
$3,000 obo
753-5382, after 6prn
ATTENTION HUNTERS!
Save $1300 over now
4-wheeler. 1996 Yamaha
Kodiac 400 4X4, fiberglass
gun scabbard, rack extender, only 15X miles Show
room new,$5103 Call after
5pm 753-4519.

Citfoll LIMY
Vehicles
1994 CHEVY S-10 Blaze
4X4, 4 3 V6, green, Tahoe
nitch
$ 1 4 5 00
'02-753-7581
490
Used
Care
1978 CHEVROLET Caprice, 4dr, 305 V8, low
miles on new engine $995
obo 753-0331
1984 CHEVY Caprice wagon, loaded, new tires
$2000 753-3557
1985 OLDS Delta 88, dependable family car, comfortable interior, fully
loaded, oil changed regularly $1500 753-5625
10am- lOpm Mon-Fn
1986 NISSAN Maxima, Michelin tires, good condition,
$3200 753-6864
1987 MAZDA 323, very
good condition, $2500.
436-2874

Standing Timber
Paying Top Price

Mathis Bros. Lumber
Dover, TN

Telephone Day 615-232-8466
Nights & Weekends 615-232-687
or 615-232-7879

Esquire Investment
Properties
If you have ever thought about
getting into rental properties
...NOW IS THE TIME!All properties
are to be sold with a positive cash
flow. Most are currently lease,
thru May 1998.
Call 759-4696
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

1 Timber Trails Subdivision
Now Selling Lots
Located on turner of Johnny Robertson Rd
& Squire

.4

Rd., Murray, K.

Lots lor 15(4) sq. ft. homes or larger All sits
'
s
1 utilities ss 'thin 1 mile of city limits Lot
starting at S15,000 & up. Curbed & rased
roads skill he completed before Ost 1st 1 or
more tido sall

)
753-9950 • 7-4 p.m,759.1528-5 p.m.-9 p.m. y
or 762-0009 - 5 p.m.-9 pin.
I
Ntl
'41a0RIBMINInerelfilinalirninriailliffiffigirr I
r

1988 CAMARO. 123,XXX
miles, automatic, female
used. $2,800. 762-2549.
1990 LEXUS LS 400, 4dt,
taupe color, 80.XXX miles.
all service records.
$18030 (502)554-1331

1991 MAZDA Protege,
86,XXX miles, blue. Sap,
$4,000 obo 435-4035

2,
1 ltIonderfid Address 1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, 10.
Lots starting at $18,000. Great locat
for now and the future
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786

1992 CUTLASS Supreme.
2dr, 44,XXX miles, excellent inside & out $9,000
436-2903

Guaranteed Auto Loans

1990 LINCOLN Continen
tal Signature Series, clean
& sharp, good family car.
$4000 753-3705

1993 PONTIAC Grand Am,
red. 2dr. auto, 44 XXX
miles $6,700 753 4038
1993 TOYOTA Camry
XLE, one owner. Murray
car, V6, all power, leather.
sunroof. 6 speaker sound
system with ed. serviced
every 3,XXX miles. 27
MPG. warranty to 100,XXX
Supei eUtomobile
-430 25b •

"Financing For Every One"
* Charge Otis
* Tax Liens
* No Credit
* 1st Time Buyers
* Bankrupt
* s
Medicalivorce
*Rl
D
Repossessions
eopwosp
y
seass
Divorced
WE CAN HELP!
1•800•457-4866 • Call Shawn
or
24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357
New or Used We've Got One For You!

* Bad Credit

g/3

MUN/-1,4

ir.cie.tri . I Mt .7)

530
Services
Offered

Smirk*.
Offered
anti
trucks Speaal sizes tor
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
eon high quality excellent
value Roy Hill /59-46b4
GARPOR1 b u. ...alb

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE
502-7874552.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
F actory trained by 3 rniyor
rianufacturers All work
slid parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
works. 753-2455

COLSON Nome Repairs
AdIchtions, gadget*, decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592
IIACKHOE SERVICE. CONCRETE RESURFACPRENT ALLEN septic tank ING SYSTEMS! Don't tear
installation, repair, replace- out your old concrete, re
remit 759-1515
surface it into a decorative
PACKHOE Service- small product such as brick pay
jobs, driveways, box blade, ors, cobblestone or Die
umerelling, snow removal Free estimates by
Schroeder L,ons.tr uc eon
53 0634 or 759-9835
767-9474
EA':)040E Service ROY
tILL Sepik system, drriti- CONSTRUCTION &
vras, hauling, foundations, REPAIR Free esbniates
Remodeling tex icing, deck
etc 7594664
ing rooting & electrical
FIPLF Message 759-5177 489-2832
BOBS Plumbing Service CUSTOM BUILT wooden
ell work guaranteed Free decks, fencing pole barns
estanates 753 1 1 34 she carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent work
492-8584
manship Affordable rates
PflIAN'S LANDSCAPING 753-7860
_
- tee removal, shrub trim
Serlog, clean-up, mulch, etc, DAVID S Cleaning
vices -Cleaning vinyl sid
_ etc_ _Inis_uret,_ free. tt_sti, --mg-,
homes mobile names.
r rates. 759-5353
boats, brick driveways
CARPET CLEANING parking lots all exterior
.egriring Murray for over cleaning, aeio cleaning
s Certified techni- available Dayki Borders
25yr.
cians Carpets. upholstery Insured. Carroietery Mo
F roe estimates Lee's Car- bile Phone 502 /59 4734
Cellular 502 853- 1108
pel Cleaning 753-5827

'1"I

Custom reflective

Service
addresses

Enable 911 emergency delivery services faintly
& friends to locate your home day or eight

Chris Cox (901) 247-5294
••••••••••

mb Brothers

Tree Service
ICENSED & INSURED
-

PEPPERS TOYOTA

fust a few come, and mcn
ENTEKVILLE, Ohio (AP) they
invite all of then blends '
employer
goes
to
city
the
This
CUS Oki bullduzirig 41151 gull course every day and even
carped Larry Hartig, a goiter
DaCkhUkt work septic sys
sleep on the job. But from Cincinnati
toms 354 8161 after 4pm gets to
The city balked at a $2,500
when Gander finally gets down to
Horace Shaw
trained border ...Alit, but Look a
business, the feathers really fly.
liking to Gander at $275. So
ELECTRICIAN- R&H
Gander is a year-old Labrador
ELECTRIC New construc retriever the city bought to chase
early every morning, Gander gets
1998 Camry* LE Luxury Edition
Don rewiring mobile home gccac away from the Yankee
a ride to work in d golf cart. She
hookups elect:k..a I.IIdIIIIb
Power Locks
tilt-Cruise
Carpeted Mats
Automatic Cassette
has her own pillow cushion in the
Air Cond Power Window!, Anti Lock Brakes Center Arm Rest
fiance and repeat call any Trace Golf Courseback, but often rides shotgun
"I-or her, it's more play,"
time Mur ray , 762 0001
Mo S1,489 Due At Inception
$990 Down
the better to spot the geese
cella 519 1592
cow se supenntendent John Miller
MSRP 520.856
Lease
36 Mo.
said Monday. "I don't know if
"Golfers can ride up in a car,
1 At This Price
EMERGENCY Water Re- she realizes what she's doing, but
and the geese won't leave,"
4.4.,ruved credrt $990 Clown ows r sr
^
, Sr') 060 0,:r,•
moval 24hrs Lee's Carpet
58 928
tx I,
. s 40,
se. oev
poorrent or 5..49
she's doing a great job for us."
course assistant Terry Taylor
Cleaning 753 582/
. E.L5.0es hire lag lance orb .r9,11.11.0”
iii 34:
the
love
course,
Canada geese
said. "But if they see Gander
FENCING. Midway Fonodi
other
coming
she's chased them so
Co. Chain link & vinyl With its three ponds and
lance at r•ason•ble ponds nearby. Before Gander armany times -- they just take
rived, golfers often had to skirt
prices 1S 1519
54,000** Off MSRP All T100SR5's
off."
goose droppings on cart paths,
Off MSRP All Tacoma 4x4
GARuEN tele ig gr dote scrape messes off greens before
Gander makes another patrol in
blade work bushhogging
she
chases,
Between
evening.
the
gaggles
with
up
put
putting and
$1,000** Off MSRP All Tercels
mulch haUlsmly Lseraid Car
sleeps in the clubhouse office.
parading across fairways.
— AD discounts quoted inLiooe rebate arid exclude tax, title tag & registration
roll 492 o 159
_ _
HARDWOOD FLOOR in
stallation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates /53 /860
Stock #98052
a sharpened toothbrush to a
NEW ULM, Minn. (AP) - A
16-year-old boy escaped from a jailer's throat and demanded her
LAMB Brother Home Im
car keys, but the woman had ta1998 Tacoma Xtra Cab SR5
provements, remodeling juvenile detention center by hold
ken her bicycle to work that day,
a
to
toothbrush
sidieg
'outing,
sharpened
a
ing
additions
sA5 Package
Larpeted Man,
P(1thel
A Luna
lilt Cruise
Dual Air Bags
police Sgt. Erv Weinkauf said.
436 22e9 jailer's throat and attacked a man
(-hare Bumper
tree. **emelt/5
Cassette
_
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning with-a golf club bettor.- _being_re,_ __He_ forced, her to unlock several
Down
Pike Agnegption
6990
doors and then escaped
Carpets, Upholstery Flee captured Monday, police say
MSRP $17,901
lb! Lease
24 Mo
Early Monday, police said, the
estimates 302 S 12th
2 At This Price Corey J. Lehnen had been at
753-5827
boy
hit a man in the face with a
4190 per orb arm 0990.401,501 5990
attempted
005
on
(Tele 1.14.ne0-0.0 .e.lee v.. I Vet
the detention center
inceptror, lolal Ports 54 512 Purchase cpbon
1st mu payment ot $1136 plus set, deg, or $200 - $1.378 chte
golf club in the victim's garage
ele.
reg.!.
LICENSED for electric at g0 murder charges tor allegedly
ena
WM'S
lag
bee.
E.cgooes
36.000
over
awe
per
at wee rue
gas 435-4358
shooting a police officer at a high as he was heading to work. ['he
IAL ROOFS- Quality school Sept. II. The officer WAS cloy, who police said had appa"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."
rently been hiding in the garage
and style STOCKWELL grazed in the forehead.
METAL ROOFING= Best
invettigators said -the student to keep dry, was arrested in an al
in 1 rt State area Get your
gone to the school Icy nearby.
house covered with siding had apparently
The man was not seriously
or take hostages.
someone
kill
to
arid NEW-Windows'cat'to.
hurt.
On Sunday night, the boy held
a FREL esti,riate
7534585
2420 E. Wood St., Paris •642-3900
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pickup and deltvery
1-800-325-3229
(D TOYOTA
/53-566ti
loved one Follow through on what
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
_
a
taking
means
it
if
you
even
say,
CHEVRCILET
or
ROOF
NEW
A
NEED
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for l'hursday,
vicsmobite
0-rdeeeaC.
strong stand. You might need tune
Gen
improving the look of your Sept 25. 1997:
desomewhat
to
Beconung
think.
home? Gutters siding
field
chosen
You can dominate your
'All units subject to prior sale Pictures used tor itiustration purposes Only Prices
STEIN repair b dab 45Il spa
this yew You will have to invest tached could have a simile' effect.
Ul uush,ess 9/3u.e7 in stock vehicles Lally
cialty Hee esunialeS avail- much energy into your work,but you Make calls, and clear your desk. 41%
L.,on
able by Sallueder
will succeed. Be careful,as you could Tonight: Take a night oft
.tructior. 767 9474
be a runaway spender and destroy LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct 22)
NEED FERTILIZER OR
any security you have bunt Also, do ir **it You start the day In an upUNE SPREAD? No lob not trust partners with your money roar, but the results turn out to be
too WV, orfilbelli Ceti
It you are single, this year will be excellent. When you get this) you
436-6028
exciting for you.and you are likely to accomplish a lot You might not realPAINTING Interior eXlef fulfill more desires in 1998 A friend- ize how much energy you have. Be
tor Pressure washing Free ship plays a significant role in your moderate with spending Make time
estimates 437-38/9
life. If attached, you will need to for an afternoon meeting; networkPLUMBING repairs, fast work'and play together. You can do ing Is important. Tonight: Go for
what you want.
SEINKSO 136-5255
it! LEO is a pal.
Stock #98070
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
SCORPIO
ROOFING New roots,
learoffs, retools Free esti- ['he Stars Show the Kind of Day ***** Reach out for anothei You
mates 43./ 4718
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; might have made a mistake with
_
Silverado 4WD Z71
plans or a meeting. Once the cumin1998 K1500 XTD CabAlloy
HD Chassis
Wheels
STEVE'S Home Improve- 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
Power Win/Lock
Vortec V8
sion is lifted, you understand a lot
Dual Air Bags
Tires
Big
ment- AddellifiS:- remodelTilt/Cruise
.
Automatic
Plug your high energy- into inej, roofing Ph 759 8645 ARIES(March 21-April 19)
At Inception
Due
$1,308
Mo.
$990 Down
$31
_ **** Put the finishing touches on problem solving. You come up with
$27,788
MSRP
Lease
Mo.
36
Stump
SUREWAY Tree &
a project, despite obstacles Unex- unusual solutions. Others look up to
-2 At This Price Remover Insured with full
pected threads come undone. Use you.,.Tonight: Stay in the limelight.
oredr1 $990 clown, plus 151
line of equipment Free es
LOU fibre Llosed rod Ivase orr 1991151514,1 54 lb per rrr, orb approved
36
n,ortltV3t.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov 22-Dec 21)
.1.0 0,1,, iii 44o Pur Arab& opinx, al SIT 784 145 peg
$3113 pI. Sue du,
itmates-- Day Or • night, these openings tio_strengthen_your
- rule over, it, too- E,0vo0y..1.114,Lay Lore-syrard reteapglharr
YO`u-are-iipbelit;
project. Enormous creativity comes
/53-5484
spills
enthusiasm
This
energetic.
and
with
matters.
dealing
A
these
from
TELEPHONE SALES
into other areas of your life Check
AND SERVICE CONNER partner contributes. Tonight: The out a money matter without losing
weekend
begins
fun
early!
CIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
focus on the big picture. Use frustra
PHONE SYS TEM NEW TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
tion to clear up a difficult situation
can
*****
You
integrate
mixed
AND USED BUSINESS
SYSTEMS ELECTRON- messages whereas others cannot. You are changing directions.Tonight:
ICS INSTALLATION SPE- Understand what is being said be- Take off for the movies.
CIALISTS MURRAY hind the words. Catch up on mes- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
TELEPHONE AND ELEC- sages, return calls and maintain a
***** Lister i to afriend whocomes
TRONICS 153-7567
high profile..A partner has a lot to across as a bit of a loudmouth. He
1997 Olds 88 LS
THE Gutter Co Seamless share and gives You needed informa- could be &lot more direct and clear
huh Power
'cassette
aluminuni gutters, variety tion. Tonight: Dine with a friend.
Dual Power Seats
Lt.>
you. A partner might be creatthan
inLicensed,
of colors
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
Sik #97334
MSRP $25,050
sured_ Estimate available **** Communicate more directly ing a haze in a personal matter.Oneto-one relating is important, to get
759-4690.
what you have in mind. Another down to the basics Tonight: Have
WALTERS Contracting
might not agree with you but you that long-ip.er due chat!
rree Estimates Gurnee establish your presence. Don't leave
AQUARIUS tJan 20-Feb 18)
teed UuellIty WL. P.
muneymalung decision until later. **** You cruise into work with
Licensed & ireceect Over
)what you
20 years experience Root Pressure is high to perform Tonight- passion, knowing exact!
want Don't trust your intuition;fol
mg additions vinyl siding, Go to a favorite spot.
decks, remodeling Call CANCER(June 21-July 22)
low through on what is important
**** Others du not mean to con Your directness proves to be an as
/53-2592
what set. Get together with co-workers
WEST KY Lawn Care. fuse you, but that is exactly
Mowing rimming, kelliz they du Maintain a sense of humor, for a meeting later in the day To
1997 Malibu
ing liming aerating and find out the information you night Allow those fun into youi hie
Defogger
r Windows/locks
Auto('ialk,
Cassette
Ill ruluise
mulching, landscaping "tee Your ability to see a plublent PISCES Oen. 19-March 20)
Au g Cold
Trim shrubs, hauling. wee yet find a solution gives you that ***** Creativity is challenged
19/h731
MSRP SI / 091
removal Have references extra edge. A child rebels. Tonight: when you think you aren't going to
For Free Estimate call
get what you want.A flirtation builds
/53-9048 leave message Indulge yourself.
into more. Be reasonable about your
- LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
WOOD VCR- repairing *** Work could sap your energy, limits in a relationship. Get into
VCR's Inscrowaves 'NEW and you might think you'll never get work, and straighten your desk. Be
HOURS' Mon Fri 1 5 30 it together Fortunately, you're willing to put in extra how's it need
Free estimates Visa/MC
wrung! By surd-afternoon, you feel be 'forught It will be a late night!
accepted /53-0530
evived From then on, nothing can
stop you When you start to tell BORN TODAY
anuthet oft, you feel energized! To Actor Mark Hanull (1951) actress
Heather Locklear 11961) aLti». Will
night Beam once again'
Smith (1968)
FREE kittens 3 to emos VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) '
1997 Olds Bravada
5 5 *
** Be more direct with a child or
old 436 2510
Full Power
MSRP $31,902
Gold Package
Moonrool
leather
All Wheel Drive
Stk N97555
Compact Disc
I.

$248

1997 Model Closeout

52,500**

Juvenile escapes from center

$i gamo----$1.378
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City buys dog for golf course
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PEPPERS CHEVROLET
OLDSMOBILE - CADILLAC

8

The

Bogo
cAIV
\ED WALKER

759-0337

Over 20 years experienie
Specializing in Bathroom Repairs

-

LAMB BROS

Vi ROOFING
•

4s

Jobs

Large of

(Free Estimates)
436-2269 Any.
800-821-6907

I

Why Pay Monthly Security System II
Monitoring Charges?
let Us Install Our High lech DS( Or lama' Scautik,s
System and Yee Get A Free 4 Nut-lase, Aut. Phone.
Dialer That Calls With Your Personal Message It
System Is Activated!
Bask System Pricing Starts At $399
Call Today For Free Home Secisrliy Sag .eygt-stuseute

Let Starks Custom Homes/Cronin Engineerine
502-492-8238
'Auto Chalet Oita Lewd Ilswesk La.Leisci St . 199/
•Fusancing

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroory,

te,\

409 SL,NR.0.19'

l.4,144Av ;Bar
T53 594C
•

*
Alft

West Ky.
, Seamless Gutters

$21,589*

$26,932*

4

Call 753-0278

4k

MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!

BILLS

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110 MO
to

$50,000 - $550imo
1-800- 228-9052

Your Ad
L
Could
Be Here!

EARN
6.10%

BILLS

.-LievrielS

•Competitive Prices
Gutters
•Free Estimates
Gutter Supplies
•Gutter Maintenance

FOR

sal 5,266*

•mi-on—oun)ro 1

--amic Tile Dry Wall • Plumbing • Electnul Repairs

NATIONWIDE

I,

OH( 1

4101e/09/3

Full Size Vans
4x4 Xtd. Cabs
4x4 Reg. Cabs
4x2 Xtd. Cabs

'10,000" Off MSRP
$ 5,600- Off MSRP
$ 4,800- Off MSRP
$ 4,300- Off MSRP

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."
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FARM
BUREAU
Also Available As I.R.A.
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LOOKING BACK

,

Tea years ago

Twenty-three military policemen from Murray-based 614th
M.P. Co. of Kentucky National
Guard are being sent to the Philippines on a training mission, effective Sept. 26, according to
SFC Dennis Smith.
Births reported include a boy
to Kevin and Laura Winchester,
Sept. 7; boy to Lisa and Robert
Rudolph, a boy to Amy and Michael Rose, and a boy to Angie
and Michael Hall, Sept. 18; a boy
to Vanessa and David Conner and
a boy to Marilynn and Steve
Cherry, Sept. 19; a girl to Glenda
and Benny Adair, Sept. 20.
Twenty years ago

A compromise three-lane proposal for an extension of Glendale
Road connecting U.S. 641 South
and Kentucky 121 South, is expected to be received by city officials within a few days from the
Kentucky Department of Transportation, Frankfort.
J.D. Rayburn was among more
than 1,000 people attending the
59th convention of KentuckyTennessee District of Kiwanis International at Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton (Bill)
Adams were inarried-15 years
Sept. 21.
Thirty years ago

Boilerman Second Class Irvin
L. Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude E. Miller, is serving on
USs Intrepid, operating in the
Gulf of Tonkin off North
Vietnam.
M. Ronald Christopher will begin the practice of law with Wells

TODAY IN HISTORY

I

Overbey under the firm name of
Overbey & Christopher. He was
admitted to the practive of law by
the Court of Appeals of Kentucky
on Sept. 15, 1967.
The Rev. W. Edd Glover is the
new pastor of North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Forty years ago

Gus Lamb will retire Sept. 30
after 31 years and eight months
service as a rural mail carrier for
Murray Post Office. He started
work Feb. 1, 1926.
Pfc. Bud Tolley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley, is stationedf at Fitzsimmons Army Hospital, Denver, Colo.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Elliott
were married 50 years Sept. 14.
Sandra Hamrick was installed
as worthy advisor of Murray Assemhly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls.
Fifty years ago

Johnny DeLime of Federal
Game and Fish Reserve spoke at
a meeting of Murray Lions Club.
He was introduced by Noel
Melugin.
Bennie George, Jean Alton,
Betty Lou Hill, Bobby Lassiter
and Faye Nell Kelso are officers
of Senior Class of Hazel High
School.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Maddox,
Sept. 18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Wildy Berry, Sept. 20; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Cole, Sept.
21;
boy to Mr. and Mrs. W.
Claiborne West, Sept. 22.

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 24, 1997

DEAR ABBY

Today is Wednesday, Sept. 24, the 267th day of 1997. There are 98
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 24, 1896, author F. Scott Fitzgerald was born in St. Paul,
Minn.
On this date:
In 1789, Congress passed the First Judiciary Act, which provided
for an Attorney General and a Supreme Court.
In 1869, thousands of businessmen were ruined in a Wall Street
panic after financiers Jay Gould and James Fisk attempted to corner
the gold market.
In 1929, Lt. James H. Doolittle guided a Consolidated NY2 Biplane
over Mitchel Field in New York in the first all-instrument flight.
In 1948, Mildred Gillars, accused of being Nazi wartime radio
propagandist "Axis Sally," pleaded innocent in Washington, D.C., to
charges of treason. (Gillars ended up serving 12 years in prison.)
In 1955, President Eisenhower suffered a heart attack while on vacation in Denver.
In 1957, the Brooklyn Dodgers played their last game at Ebbets
Field, defeating the Pittsburgh Pirates 2-to-0.
In 1960, the USS Enterprise, the first nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, was launched at Newport News, Va.
In 1976, newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst was sentenced to seven
years in prison for her part in a 1974 bank robbery.(She was released
after 22 months after receiving clemency from President Carter.)
In 1991, kidnappers in Lebanon freed British hostage Jack Mann
after holding him captive for more than two years.
In 1991, children's author Theodor Seuss Geisel, better known as
Dr. Seuss, died in La Jolla, Calif., at age 87.
Ten years ago: President Reagan rebuffed congressional calls to
limit U.S. forces in the Persian Gulf, and defended the recent U.S.
attack on an Iranian mine-laying vessel.
Five years ago: Acting Navy Secretary Sean O'Keefe stripped three
admirals of their jobs for failing to investigate aggressively the 'Tailhook sex abuse scandal. Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton promised to press for a national health-care system for all Americans; the Bush campaign countered that the plan would be too expensive for average Americans.
One year ago: The United States, represented by President Clinton,
and the world's other major nuclear powers signed a treaty to end all
testing and development of nuclear weapons.
Thought for Today: "History is mostly gues-sinfr, the rest is prejti=
dice." — Will (1885-1981) and Arid l Durant (1.898-1981), American
historians.
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cause the defense scores two diamonds and a club to defeat the contract a trick.
South is unlucky in two respects.
+ A3
If East had held three clubs instead
Q83
of West, declarer would have made
•K 8 5
the contract, since East could not
+ K 8 76 2
successfully attack diamonds from
EAST
WEST
•QJ109752 his side. And ifWest had held the ace
•K 6 4
74
of diamonds instead of East, South
V6
IF
would also have made the contract.
•A Q9
• J 10 6 3 2
However,South can improve his
+104
9
QJ
chances considerably, and in the
SOUTH
actual case make the contract, by
•8
adopting a different — but far from
V A KJ 10 9 5 2
obvious — line of play.
•7 4
The correct approach is to play
4 A 53
low from dummy on the opening
The bidding:
spade lead! This may look like an
South West North
East
odd thing to do, but it cannot cost
5V
4V
44
34
declarer anything to make the play
Opening lead — four of spades.
The most interesting hands for a and it gives him an extra chance to
declarer to play are those where the make the contract.
East wins the spade, but cannot
issue is in doubt. The outcome may
the contract regardless qf
defeat
the
whether
is,
depend on luck, that
defenders' cards are divided favor- what he returns.CAS in:fatter Offact,
ably, or it may depend on skill, that if he does not cash the ace of diais, whether declarer can overcome monds at this point, he loses it.
Let's say he returns a spade. Dean unlucky lie ofthe cards ifitshould
clarer discards a club, draws two
happen to exist.
Forexample,take this deal.South rounds of trumps, cashes the A-K of
is in five hearts and West leads a clubs, and ruffs a club. This estabspade. Declarer takes the ace,draws lishes the 8-7 of clubs as tricks and
two rounds oftrumps,and then plays it is then a simple matter to enter
dummy with a trump and discard
the A-K and another club.
Unfortunately, West wins the two diamonds on the 8-7 of clubs.
All declarer has to do,really,is to
third club and shifts to the jack of
diamonds. This spells disaster, be- think of the right play at trick one.
Tomorrow: Malfeasance in office.
East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
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1 -Dr. Quinn
Medicine
Woman' star
6 Approaches
11 Fruit Loops
bird
12 Revolves
around
14 Asner ID
15 "Step -17 "East of
18 Letters on
the 56 phone
key
20 Cuddly bear
23 Guido s high
note ,
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26 Aunts
daughter
28 Roman 51
29 Mr Murphy
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33 Dutch
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35 Mr Calhoun
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39 Lana!
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42 Mr. Pacino
43 Bowling alley
button
45 Ms. Bagnold
46 Post office
dept.
48 Portion
50 Sp. woman
51 Roman 503
53 Ms. Gam
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56 — -bellied
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59 Easter event
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62 — Lauder
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13 Slow-moving
creature
16 Shadow
closely
19 More mature
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25 Downy 4727 Strange
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DEAR SLEEPLESS: Acebrding to 'Dr. Quentin Regestein
director of psychiatry at tit,
Sleep Clinic at Brigham and
Women's Hospital in Boston,
your atypical sleep pattern is
"delayed sleep phase syndrome." Contrary to what some
people might think, it is not
insomnia. The timing of yout
sleep is the problem, and it'possible that your condition
can be relieved, even without
drugs.
The business world ha,
become slightly more flexibly
regarding work hours, but companies cannot accommodate
each employee individually.
Some workers with atypical
sleep patterns find jobs that
allow them to work at home mat night. Since you are experiencing difficulty in the work
place because you are out of
sync with everyone else, you
would be wise to seek treatment. Look in the yellow pages
or call a local hospital to find a
sleep disorder clinic in your
area.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR.DR;-GOTT:- You fkaVe
edly written about doctors who don't
explain diagnoses and treatments to
their patients in understandahl ,
English. I've solved the problem
Whenever I am scheduled to meet
with a doctor. I ask him if I can tape
record our conversation. This tech
nique not only allows me to play back
portions of the interaction, but it also
enables me to devise sensible ques
tions to ask at our next visit.
DEAR READER: Bravo! This is a
great idea. Although most physician,
might be intimidated by this strate*.
I endorse it. For one thing, you have
record of exactly what was said: to:
another, you can easily -fill in tit,gaps...later at another consultation
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a woman in
my 70s. Four years ago. I had a total
right-knee replacement for the unre
lenting pain of osteoarthritis.
Following this procedure. I contin
tied to have pain. A year later I
required surgery to have the prosthe
sis re-aligned. The pain continued. so
I saw another orthopedic specialist. ;
who obtained a bone scan that showed
infection. The prosthesis was
removed. and I spent six weeks on
intravenous antibiotics in a nuysiiig •
home.
Two years ago. I had another pros,
thesis implanted I still have pain and
my whole lower leg is tender and
swollen. I'm at a loss as to how to proceed: four operations in four years
and I'm no better off than I was at the
beginning.
DEAR READER You've described
'the ultimate nightmare of total knee
replacement. Fortunately. your expe
rience is not common but neither is
it unusual
The first prosthesis slipped arid the
surgeon iittempted to correct it. leading to infection. At that point. the arti
ficial knee had to be removed Once
the infection had been eradicated. a
now prosthesis was implanted. to no
Now there are several options avail
able to you, including yet another
operation to fuse the knee joint .N.
(:an imagine. thiA' situation
requires the services of a super -.pt'
cialized surgeon I don't know What
would be best for you, but he would. In
my opinion, you need a referral to a
major teaching hospital, where skilled
surgeons specialize in solving difficult
cases like yours I believe that you can
be helped. but it will take a "doctor's
doctor- to do so.
To gike you more information. I an,
sending you a copy of my Health
Report - Undersiii-nding Osteo
arthritis.- Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a ink.
,elt addressed. stamped envelope to
Itox 201. Mut ray Hill Station,
Nev. York. NY 101.0; lie sure to it .1
lion the title
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It's The Total On The Tape That
oice
Boneless

• Assorted

s. No.

PORK
RED
CHOPS
Packaged As Ends And Center Chops

POTATOES

99
10 Lb.
Bag
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Fresh Fryer

Beet Stew Meat

8W
Lb. $2.49

Thighs or Drumsticks

Lb.

Center Cut

Pork Chops

Fresh Green

$1.99
s oz. Pkg. $2.09
Lb.

Clifty Farm

Bar-B-11

39'
24 Ct. Size Head 89'

Cabbage

Lb.

Iceberg

Lettuce

Our FI..st

Field

Fresh
Boston Style

,Florida
NAVEL

PORK
BACON

ORANGES

89

99

ROAST

29
Lb.
Fresh

Wieners

Lb.

Country Style

Back Ribs

Yellow

Field Classic

$2.59
Lb. $1.59

Pork Steak

8 Lb.
Bag

12 Oz.
Pkg.

$1.59
Pkg. $2.89

16 oz. Pkg.

Tyson Chicken

Chunks or Tenders

Golden Delicious

Apples

E FOR DETAILS.

DOUBLE MANUFACTURER COVPONS EVERYDAY! SEE
'WOO

99'
3 Lb. Bag $1.39
3 Lb. Bag

Onions

,
Prairie
(Farms
tV

Prairie Farms

General Mills

BUTTERMILK

TOTAL or TRIX

$200

09
Wesson

Vegetable
48 Oz. Btl.
Oil

$199

Pie
Crust,.

)7--1

v. Hawaiian Punch 'ro

FRUIT DRINK 1

$109
Prices Effective
Sept. 24-30

Dips and
Sour Cream
•

40951u

Asstd. Flavors 64 Oz. lug

Prairie Farms 16 oz. W.

179

Pillsbury 15 oz. Box

)147_7(.\_

0100111111
11116V.`AIVIttl

79

12 Roll Pkg.

Single Boll Quilted

12 Oz. Box

15 Oz. Box

I/2 Gallon Plastic Carton

BATHROOM TISSUE

\ TOWELS

99

ffa

C

2 Liter Bottle

I/2 Liter Bottle 6 Pk. $179

Coke
Products

Coke
Products

IRI1l1d1111181111111111111111111111

PURE
SUGAR I

41.
Tony s Assorted Flavors

PIZZA

OTATO CHIPS
6 Oz. Bag

PURE '
SUGAR '

Shopper Value

Lays Assorted Flavors

2i$5 99' $299
14-16 Ox Box

I PLTRE
SUGAR

12 Pk. 12 Oz. Cans

HOMETOWN PROUD

SUGAR
4 Lb. Bag

39
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

